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All administration matters should be addressed to 
the NAtIoNAl offIce in the first instance.

The VinTAge CAr Club of new ZeAlAnd (inC.)
national office
Po box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
Phone 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273 
email admin@vcc.org.nz
 
MAnAgeMenT CoMMiTTee 
Please note this information changes annually 
- these details are valid until August 2010.

PreSidenT 
John Coomber  
03 348 0062 president@vcc.org.nz

Club CAPTAin norThern region 
John foot 
07 823 5641 nicc@vcc.org.nz

Club CAPTAin SouThern region 
John Chynoweth 
03 439 5474 sicc@vcc.org.nz

SeCreTArY/ TreASurer 
Michael lavender  
03 325 5704  hon.sec@vcc.org.nz

regiSTrAr 
rod brayshaw 
07 549 4250  registrar@vcc.org.nz

SPeed STewArd 
frank renwick 
03 352 4383  speedsteward@vcc.org.nz

MAnAgeMenT CoMMiTTee
bob ballantyne 
09 444 4066  deb.rob@xtra.co.nz

Tony bartlett 
06 867 9850  mgmt1@vcc.org.nz

diane Quarrie 
06 876 4009  mgmt2@vcc.org.nz 

beAded wheelS ChAirMAn 
Kevin Clarkson 
03 385 9821  kevin@vcc.org.nz

VCCnZ ArChiViST 
betty wallace 
03 942 2723  gbwallace@netspeed.net.nz

management committee

A full list of branch addresses and contact details can also be found on the VCCnZ website at www.vcc.org.nzbranches
AShburTon 
Po box 382, Ashburton 7740 
ashburton@vcc.org.nz
AuCKlAnd 
Po box 12-138, Penrose, 
Auckland 1642 
auckland@vcc.org.nz
bAnKS PeninSulA  
Po box 22-431, high Street, 
Christchurch 8142 
bankspeninsula@vcc.org.nz 
bAY of PlenTY  
Po box 660, Tauranga 3140 
bayofplenty@vcc.org.nz 
CAnTerburY 
Po box 11-082, Sockburn 
Christchurch 8052 
canterbury@vcc.org.nz 
CenTrAl oTAgo 
C/- 4b roto Place, wanaka 9305 
centralotago@vcc.org.nz

eASTern bAY of PlenTY  
Po box 2168, Kopeopeo 
whakatane 3159 
easternbayofplenty@vcc.org.nz 
fAr norTh 
C/- Po box 312, Kaitaia 0441 
farnorth@vcc.org.nz 
giSborne  
Po box 307, gisborne 4040 
gisborne@vcc.org.nz
gore  
Po box 329, gore 9740 
gore@vcc.org.nz 
hAwKeS bAY  
Po box 3406, napier 4142 
hawkesbay@vcc.org.nz
horowhenuA  
Po box 458, levin 5540 
horowhenua@vcc.org.nz 

King CounTrY 
C/- 34 house Ave, 
Taumarunui 3920 
kingcountry@vcc.org.nz 
MAnAwATu  
Po box 385 
Palmerston north 4440 
manawatu@vcc.org.nz 
MArlborough 
Po box 422, blenheim 7315 
marlborough@vcc.org.nz
nelSon  
Po box 3531, richmond 7050 
nelson@vcc.org.nz 
norThlAnd  
Po box 17, whangarei 0140 
northland@vcc.org.nz 
norTh oTAgo 
Po box 360, oamaru 9444 
northotago@vcc.org.nz 

norTh Shore  
C/- 7 godwit Place, lynfield 
Auckland 1042 
northshore@vcc.org.nz 
oTAgo  
Po box 5352, dunedin 9058 
otago@vcc.org.nz 
roToruA  
Po box 2014, rotorua 3040 
rotorua@vcc.org.nz 
SouTh CAnTerburY  
Po box 623, Timaru 7910 
southcanterbury@vcc.org.nz
SouThlAnd  
Po box 1240, invercargill 9840 
southand@vcc.org.nz 
SouTh oTAgo  
C/- M. Tapp, rd 3, warepa, 
balclutha 9273 
southotago@vcc.org.nz

SouTh wAiKATo 
Po box 403 Tokoroa 3420 
southwaikato@vcc.org.nz
TArAnAKi  
C/- 86 wilson St, hawera 4610 
taranaki@vcc.org.nz
TAuPo 
Po box 907, Taupo 3351 
taupo@vcc.org.nz 
wAiKATo  
Po box 924, hamilton 3240 
waikato@vcc.org.nz 
wAiMATe  
4 harris St, waimate 7924 
waimate@vcc.org.nz
wAirArAPA 
Po box 7, Masterton 5810 
wairarapa@vcc.org.nz 

wAiTeMATA 
C/- 9 Marlborough Ave, glenfield 
Auckland 0629 
waitemata@vcc.org.nz
wAngAnui  
Po box 726, wanganui 4540 
wanganui@vcc.org.nz
wellingTon 
Po box 38-418, Petone, 
wellington 5045 
wellington@vcc.org.nz 
wellSford/wArKworTh 
Po box 547, warkworth 0941  
wellsfordwarkworth@vcc.org.nz 
weST CoAST  
C/- 9 Stafford rd, 
hokitika 7882 
westcoast@vcc.org.nz 

Please note this information changes annually - these details are valid 
until october 2010.

Photographs supplied by Arthur 
Houston, were both taken in 1925 and 
are from his mother’s photo album.

Top 
1925 Morris owned by Arthur’s great-
uncle Bryce Clayson who lived in 
Masterton.

Bottom 
1925 Nash owned by Phil Peat of  
Te Awamutu.

PhOtOGRAPhS ReQUiRed

Submissions of suitable prints and 
information (where available) are always 
welcome.
Please send original photographs of 
historical interest with any available 
information to: 
Beaded Wheels,  
Po box 13140, Christchurch 8141. 
laserprints/photocopies are not suitable.  
Photos will be returned as soon as practicable.



TrenchMate hill Climb, page 34.

This natty Morris is looking for a new 
home, page 41.

South island Club Captain’s Tour, page 
24.
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CoVer
West Coast founding member Tom Griffin has recently rolled out this 
immaculate 1930 Chevrolet restoration. 

 Photo Stuart Nimmo
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and the functional elegance of vehicles from a 
bygone era, that this magazine is dedicated.
Beaded Wheels – A very apt and well-known title 
however readers may wonder at the origin of the 
name. by way of explanation beaded edge wheels 
use beaded edge tyres that are kept in place by 
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the title Beaded Wheels for their quarterly club 
magazine in March 1955 which was the successor 
to the monthly Guff Sheet.
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president’s 
message

At long last there are some signs that 
the long awaited spring is just around the 
corner, and that means the next round of 
motoring is about to begin. Naturally, all 
of those winter maintenance projects will 
be complete and your vehicles fettled and 
ready for a great season of motoring. It is a 
good time of year to review the insurance 
cover on your vehicles, whether they are 
on road or only stored. I carried out this 
exercise a year ago when I received the 
annual update on the vehicles covered 
by the VCC insurance scheme. I realised 
that after about twenty years, the valua-
tions would hardly cover the cost of a 
minor accident, let alone rebuild a car 
damaged by fire, or a serious crash. A ten 
minute telephone call was all it took to 
update values and allow for vehicles that 
would not be used on the road. Some 
more than doubled in insured value, and 
the increase in premium was minimal. A 
regular review is recommended, as I have 
seen some members caught out after a 
relatively minor accident with the possi-
bility of their vehicle being written off as 
repairs far exceed the insured value.

Our Speed Steward Frank Renwick and 
I met with the Motorsport Vice President 
and General Manager this month over 
the agreement we have with Motorsport 
New Zealand which allows us to compete 
in VCC controlled events on Motorsport 
circuits throughout the country. We 
are grateful for the time and effort that 
Raymond Bennett and Brian Budd have 
put into ensuring that we can recognise 
each others race documentation, and 
streamline procedures at events to cater 
for the requirements of both organisations. 
Both organisations are keen to ensure that 
there is no impediment to our members 
exercising these historic racing vehicles 
in the appropriate manner. Those of you 
who are involved in speed events and hold 
historic racing licenses will be notified of 
the amendments to our agreement by our 
National Speed Steward in due course. A 
reminder to those interested in competing 
in speed events, you will need to be a 
member of the VCC, hold a historic race 
license, and have a VIC for your vehicle 

as we see it

Over the last couple of months we have 
had comments from more than a few to 
the effect that recent issues of Beaded 
Wheels have been well put together and 
contain some good stuff. To counteract 
that, we have also received some criticism 
over the past year. Actually the bouquets 
do make us feel good, but the brickbats are 
also well received because by evaluating 
the criticism we can work out ways to 
improve to try to avoid making the same 
mistakes again. Bouquets are great but 
it is the criticism that helps us improve 
(although not all suggestions can be taken 
up!)

Rumour has it that upon receipt of the 
latest copy of Beaded Wheels our readers 
turn first to the For Sale section to peruse 
the machinery therein. I’m not sure how 
true that is but I do have a feeling that 
another well read section is MailBag where 
readers can digest and agree or disagree 
with the views of other readers. Of course, 
that presupposes that there are those 
out there interested enough to write in 
the first place and wish to make a point 
succinctly and perhaps even with some 
wit! So far we are doing OK but what 
about more contributions to MailBag? 
To sweeten the pot in the October issue, 
and the five issues following, we will be 
sending a book prize to the author who 
we consider has presented us with the best 
letter. For October the book is about the 
Richardson Truck Museum in Invercargill. 
I have read this book and can confirm it 
is a great read and well worth having on 
the Vintage bookshelf. This promotion is 
made possible by the generous donation of 
the books to us by Gavin Bain of Fazazz, 
The Motorists Shop, here in Christchurch. 
More information is on page 7. Get pen to 
paper now and let’s get some debate going!

 Kevin Clarkson
 Chairman, Beaded Wheels

and a log book issued by the VCC or 
Motorsport New Zealand. 

Members of the management 
committee have been busy presenting 50 
year badges to a number of our senior 
members. Christine and I had the privilege 
of travelling to Blenheim recently to 
present John May with his award, and 
more recently Banks Peninsula Branch to 
present Richard Foster with his 50 year 
badge. That was badge number 131, and 
is an indication of the growing group of 
veteran club members who are identifiable 
by these badges. Sadly, I have just been 
advised of the passing of Ray Boswell who 
I had the pleasure of presenting a 50 year 
badge at his home in Levin in March. 
Our condolences go to Barbara and their 
family.

Finally, our executive meeting and 
National AGM will be held on 6 and 7 
August in Palmerston North. I hope to 
meet many of you there and look forward 
to a good meeting.   

John Coomber
National President
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AuguSt  
 1 Auckland Motorcycle run
 1 Canterbury winter run
 1 gisborne Annual dinner
 1 Taranaki Club run
 4 Ashburton Jims Tucker run
 4 north otago Shiny bits Auction 
 6-8 Manawatu national AgM
 7 Canterbury Around The bays Motorcycle 

run
 8 e bay of Plenty local run
 11 Canterbury 9-90s outing
 13-15 north otago Pre-1939 run incorporating 

the Topless Tour
 15 Canterbury high Tea & run
 15 far north east Coast Shed raid
 15 hawke’s bay Country ramble
 15 horowhenua Sunday run
 15 Marlborough Sporting Trial
 15 north Shore Triple Combined rally
 15 otago P60V rally
 15 Taranaki breakfast run
 15 Taupo Club Captain’s run
 15 waikato Club Motorcycle run
 15 wairarapa Club run
 17 otago Sparkaholics run
 18 Auckland Mid week Tour
 18 rotorua Mid week Tour-All Terrain Park
 19 Ashburton Quiz vs South Canterbury
 21 northland Swapmeet
 21 otago gM night rally
 22 northland look in
 22 wellington leprechaun rally
 25 waikato ladies rally
 25 rotorua Mid week Awakeri Tour 
 25 wellington Mid week run
 26 north otago 10 Pin bowling night with 

waimate branch
 26 Southland Auction night
 27-28 rotorua Sulphur City rally
 29 Auckland Tulip run
 29 gisborne Club run

SePteMBer  
 1 wanganui Shiny Parts Auction
 3-5 rotorua Silent film weekend
 4 banks Peninsula levels race Meeting
 4 waimate Swap Meet
 5 Ashburton opening run with South 

Canterbury
 5 Auckland PV V/Pw V/P60V rally
 5 Canterbury Motorcycle rough run
 8 Canterbury 9-90s outing
 10 otago Shiny Parts night
 11 northland Swap Meet
 11 whangerei Swap Meet
 12 far north The western wander
 12 Auckland Poker run (Motorcycle event)
 12 horowhenua Sunday run
 12 banks Peninsula opening run Kinlock rd 

little river hillclimb
 12 e bay of Plenty VCC display
 12 gore opening run
 12 nelson dennis King Memorial Trial 
 12 rotorua Club run
 12 waikato Kairangi hill Climb
 12 wellsford/warkworth brunch run to 

birkenhead Museum
 13 otago Sparkaholics run
 15 Auckland Mid week Tourers
 15 Canterbury Motorcycle rough run
 17-19 Taranaki rubber duckie M/C rally
 18 Canterbury Vintage rally
 18-19 hawke’s bay hill Climb event
 18-19 wairarapa Peter Smith Memorial Austin 

rally
 19 Manawatu Vintage only rally
 19 Taupo Champagne breakfast run
 25 Canterbury Annual Awards dinner
 25 Central otago blossom festival rally
 25-26 horowhenua Pride and Passion Motor Show
 25-26 wellington Tom’s Tour
 25-26 north Shore Spring Tour
 26 Auckland Club run 
 26 Central otago Swap Meet
 26 gisborne navigator’s run
 29 wellington Mid week run

octoBer  
 1-3 otago dunvegan M/C rally
 2 Manawatu Veteran rally
 2-3 waikato Post Vintage rally
 3 far north The Cape run
 3 Ashburton Veteran and Vintage only run
 3 gore open day
 8-10 Canterbury Swap Meet
 10 horowhenua Sunday run
 9 northland Matakohe Museum early 

Settler’s day 
 9 King Country Journey Through Time
 10 Ashburton Spring rally
 10 wairarapa Janice groves Memorial run
 13 otago Sparkaholics run
 15 northland evening bbQ and night rally
 16 banks Peninsula Club day ruapuna & 

Pomeroy Trophy
 16 Manawatu Swapmeet
 16 Southland Vintage/Post Vintage run
 16-17 Canterbury girder fork Motorcycle rally
 16-17 Central otago naseby Motor Show
 17 bay of Plenty Swapmeet
 17 Taupo Maungatautari run
 17 Ashburton Spring run
 22-25 hawke’s bay Safari
 23 far north Matthews live day
 23-24 Auckland hunua 100 rally
 23-25 Marlborough branch rally & Swap Meet
 24-26 South Canty labour weekend Mt Cook 

rally & Veteran Tour
 24-25 Central otago Combined rally
 30 Canterbury Veteran rally

VCC events this list of events is compiled from the VCCnZ national Calendar of events, and branch events  
as listed in each branch newsletter. Any deletions, additions, alterations need to be notified to 
Beaded Wheels by the branch Secretary before 10th of the month prior to magazine publication

VCC national events
2011
national Veteran rally Ashburton 18 - 20 feb
national Motorcycle rally  north otago 25 - 27 feb
north island Club Captain’s Tour  7 - 20 April
national easter rally Si  gore   22 - 25 April
national easter rally ni Taranaki 22 - 25 April
2012
international rally Vero rally 2012  
   wanganui 16 - 27 Jan

While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy of the dates published in this column we advise 
readers to confirm all dates with the individual branch concerned.

Total     engine overhauls
MOTOR RECONDITONERS 2002 Ltd

• Bearing Remetaling Specialists 
• All Workmanship Fully Guaranteed

Full Mechanical Servicing

Contact Jared Hanson
8 Hills Road, Christchurch 8148

PO Box 26 033

Phone (03) 366-0914
Fax (03) 366-0912

Mobile 027 3081 292

Email motorrecon@paradise.net.nz

www.motorreconditioners.co.nz
Shirley
MOTORS



VCCnZ inc 
national Office, 

PO box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
ph 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273  

email admin@vcc.org.nz  
www.vcc.org.nznational office news

interested in joining the Vintage Car Club? our website www.vcc.org.nz has membership application forms and your local branch contact details.  
You may also contact your local branch directly for application forms and details. See page 2.

national Annual General Meeting
The club’s Annual General Meeting 

and Executive Meeting takes place in 
Palmerston North on 7 August 2010. 
The Executive also met 6-7 August. (The 
Executive is made up of each Branch 
Chairman and one other delegate plus 
the Management Committee). The 
minutes for the Executive Meeting are 
distributed to each Branch Secretary. 
All members will receive minutes of the 
Annual General Meeting, Branch Office 
details and a list of Calendar of Events, 
in the October/November issue of Beaded 
Wheels.

important things to note
Please advise National Office in writing 

if you have changed address or vehicle 
ownership.

VCC id Card/Authenticity 
Statement Requirements

Vehicle Identity Card/Authenticity 
Statement applications must go to your 
branch who will deal with them from 
there. The only exception is a straight 
change of ownership with no alterations 
to a vehicle. In this case, ask your Branch 
Secretary for a VIC Change of Ownership 
form, complete this and return it to the 
National Office.

All Applications for Vehicle Identity 
Cards and Authenticity Statements MUST 
include photos of the vehicle. Applications 
cannot be processed without these.

If you require a Lighting Endorsement 
for a vehicle, you must complete both 
the Vehicle Identity Card/Authenticity 
Statement application form and Lighting 
Endorsement form and return these to 
your Branch Secretary for processing. 

branch transfer
To move to another branch requires the 

completion of a transfer form. This can be 
obtained through your Branch Secretary 
and must be fully completed before being 
sent to the National Office.

VCC Continuous Membership 
badges

The Branch Manual covers the process 
for members to apply for 25, 35 and 50 year 
continuous membership badges. Please 
contact your Branch Secretary, if this is 
of interest.

VCC Speed events
It is compulsory to hold a Vehicle 

Identity Card if you are entering a 
National Rally or any VCC Speed Event. 

It is compulsory for any member 
attending a VCC Speed Event to hold a 

current VCC Historic Racing Licence and 
VCC Log Book for the vehicle they are 
using. 

If you currently hold a VCC Historic 
Racing Licence, please keep an eye on the 
expiry date. If it needs renewing, please 
forward it to National Office, along with 
$22.50 and a new one will be issued.

VCC website
The Club’s Website – www.vcc.org.nz 

hosts a variety of information including 
a copy of the Branch Manual and the 
Constitution. 

Club Archives
The Club Archivist opens the Club 

Archive on Fridays for visitors. Betty can 
be contacted to make arrangements to 
visit the Archive outside these times. 
(Contact details provided on the Calendar 
of Events and Branch and Management 
office details, published and inserted each 
year in the October/November Beaded 
Wheels.

All application forms are obtainable 
from your branch, the club’s website or 
the National Office.
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Model A day out
five Model As photographed during the first otago branch 

Picnic run to the outram Showgrounds just out of dunedin.

The drivers are l-r: Keith henderson, the late Allan ward 

and eric woodnancy, graham dalton and barry Manfield. 

This photo was brought to mind by the unexpected recent 

death of Allan ward, one of dunedin’s most recognisable 

personalities. 

 graham dalton



We have informed Alan Sutton of 
Queenstown of our decision and he may 
organise a run from there.

Alan’s contact details are: 41 Shotover 
Street, PO Box 377, Queenstown 9348

Email: alan.s@locations.co.nz
Joan Paul

Orr Family Photos
Regarding the Orr Family photos in  

Beaded Wheels Issue 304, photo (A) is of a 
Daimler 15 or maybe 20hp and is 1909-1910 
vintage. My father had a 15hp but his was 
1912-13 and was different in the windscreen 
and had wire spoke wheels. On Dad’s one, 
the screen split horizontally, and the top 
half opened out. Apart from these two 
differences it looks the same.

Derek Anson

lacre buses 
I was interested to read about the Lacre 

bus belonging to the Northland Branch in 
Beaded Wheels Issue 302.

Kennedy Bros Bus Service had two of 
these in use in Greymouth during the Great 
War years. Both had chain drive to the 
back wheels. What happened to them I 
have no idea.

In 2002 I was on a camp out with my 
wife and son on a mate’s farm (Eugene 
Casey) near Winchester.

He told us to drive down the farm race 
to a great fishing spot by the gypsy caravan 
and pitch our tent. On arrival I could see 
the gypsy caravan had solid rubber tyred 
wheels. Closer inspection was in order. 
I crawled under and around it observing 
the great original condition of the chassis, 
complete with chain drive sprockets, 
steering assembly and brass hub bearing 
covers inscribed with Lacre London. Could 
this be one of the Kennedy Bros buses. I 
was surprised the local Vintage Car Club 
hadn’t got hold of it. As far as I know it still 
remains there.

Steve Prince
Greymouth

the bleasdale Connection
I am at present sitting in the bubble of 

a Boeing 747 approximately 9144 metres 
above the Bay of Bengal enroute to London 
reflecting fondly on yet another wonderful 
Vintage driving trip in New Zealand.

In 1995 a group of us in Northern 
Ireland were persuaded by Basil McCoy (a 
long time devotee of NZ) to ship cars over 
for the 1996 50th Anniversary Rally, so ably 
organised by Clynt and Lorraine Inns and 
their team in Christchurch. Six cars were 
duly loaded into two containers at Belfast 
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Beaded Wheels – Swift Motorcars
I am writing as the Registrar on behalf 

of The Swift Club based in the UK. At 
present we have just over 200 cars on the 
Register which includes 33 located in 
Australia and New Zealand. As a club we 
are very interested in locating any other 
cars in your part of the world. 

Just recently in two issues of your 
magazine Beaded Wheels, there was 
an article about a 1914 Swift Cyclecar 
belonging to Mr S Johnson and another 
type of Swift belonging to Bob Taylor but I 
know very little about this car.

I would appreciate if you could forward 
this letter to them and point out that there 
is a club website through which contact 
can be made or direct to me via email as 
below or by post. I would like to include 
their cars on the Register.

Graham Birchmore
Registrar
The Swift Club
thebirchmores@yahoo.co.uk

Converting the Caddy
A couple of errors crept into the 

otherwise excellent Converting the Caddy 
article in Beaded Wheels Issue 303. In his 
description of how wasted-spark ignition 
works, the author says each dual-ended 
coil goes to two cylinder pairs. I’m sure he 
meant one cylinder pair, as one dual coil 
can only supply spark to two cylinders. 
Also, the sparks don’t occur “when one 
(piston) will be about to complete the 
power stroke while the other is about to 
complete the inlet stroke”. That would 
have them occurring just before bottom 
dead centre and the engine wouldn’t run 
if they did. In fact the spark in the active 
cylinder occurs as the piston is about to 
complete the compression stroke, lighting 
the compressed fuel-air charge as it does 
so, while the wasted spark in the inactive 
cylinder occurs as the piston is about to 
complete the exhaust stroke when there is 
no combustible gas in the cylinder.

Allan Wylie, Christchurch

Rally Abandoned
This is to advise that due to changed 

schedules for the running of the Earnslaw 
and the prohibitive cost of chartering 
the ship for exclusive use, the proposed 
Earnslaw Centennial Rally in October 
2012 has been abandoned.

mailbag 
The editorial committee reserve the right to  publish, edit or 
refuse publication of any item  submitted as comment. The 
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily express the policy or views of the Vintage Car 
Club of new Zealand (inc.) or the publishers. letters may 
be edited for length and clarity.

mailbag

Put pen to paper and 
you might just win this 
excellent addition to 
your library. From the 
October 2010 issue 
and for the five issues 
following, we are 
awarding a book prize 
to the best Mailbag 
offering each issue. For 
the October issue the book is Trucks, A Vintage 
Collection. this colourful and informative book 
is all about the well regarded Richardson 
truck Museum in invercargill.

Our appreciation goes to Fazazz, the 
Motorists Shop in lichfield Street, 
Christchurch for their generous donation of 
books.

docks on the 12 December 1995 not to 
be seen again until early February 1996. 
A most interesting enjoyable trip ensued 
tempered only by the realisation that a 
three week tour does not do justice to the 
country, given the length of the journey 
from Northern Ireland. We promised 
ourselves a longer visit sometime when 
family and business commitments eased 
a bit but little did we know how our trips 
would snowball.

Having kept in touch with various 
people we met in 1996 we were delighted 
to receive the kind offer of a car from Clynt 
to participate in the 2000 Hamilton Rally 
which we duly did in his 1927 Sunbeam. 
He also loaned his Alvis to another couple 
travelling with us. This time we stayed four 
weeks! The Hamilton Rally was another 
great event and we met more folk from the 
South Island who have since become very 
good friends.

In 2001 we returned, well and truly 
hooked on New Zealand, despite the 
slightly tedious journey. We hired a “rent 
a wreck” for the stay and covered a lot of 
ground. This proved to be quite a useful 
exercise, in retrospect, as we sussed out the 
motels we wouldn’t stay in again in later 
years!

WIN with

THE MOTORIST’S SHOP

Beaded Wheels
and



members in all sorts of places and have next 
year’s route roughly sorted in our minds.

We joined the VCC New Zealand 
sometime ago and enjoy our Beaded Wheels 
which keeps us in touch with what is 
happening in our second homeland.

Alan and Gail Clarke

Ageing Photos
I thought that my photos were too young 

and then I realised that they were nearly 
forty years old – how time flies.

They depict club members and their cars 
mainly in the South Island, in the years 
before I shifted North. 

RA Kerr

8 Beaded Wheels

Near the end of our trip, one of our 
friends, Alan Sutton of Arrowtown (who 
we met on Picton docks prior to the 
Hamilton Rally), suggested during a partic-
ularly convivial evening, that it would be a 
good idea if we bought a suitable Vintage 
car in New Zealand to use on our trips. It 
was decided that a Model A phaeton would 
fill the bill, so arrangements were made 
that night to view one in Cromwell the 
next day. It was a low mileage 1928½ model 
and that fateful morning it found a new 
owner, starting a love affair which lasts for 
about five weeks nearly every year since!

The car was first registered by an Ellen 
Bleasedale (born 1887) in Kaikoura in 1935 
and we have never found out the reason for 
the seven year gap other than the assump-
tion that it could have been a victim of the 
1930s Depression and/or that registering a 
car was not a top priority in rural Kaikoura 
in those days. 

As we were going home a few days after 
the purchase it was to be 2002 before we 
got to know the car properly and various 
friends in the VCC have been of invaluable 
assistance to me sorting out the odd little 
problem prior to our trips (it is not easy 
servicing a car from 12,500 miles away)!

A rather curious thing happened outside 
Kaikoura on our way up the coast in 2002 
when we were booked into a pub called 
Donegal House for the night. The owner 
Murray Boyd had produced a very elaborate 
and substantial book on his family history 
from the pretty awful times in rural Ireland 
in the 1840s and when I was looking 
through this book up popped the name of 
Ellen Bleasedale – his maternal great aunt. 
Great excitement and various relations were 
produced to see Great Aunt Ellen’s car. 
Next morning the second owner turned up 
with his family (they all lived in the same 
district) and gave me the original registra-
tion document and the original handbook 
and catalogue for the car.

This year we managed to meander 
our way through nearly 1800 miles in the 
South Island and bumped into various 

mailbag

Austin Metropolitan XPX 626 at Lexham 
Gardens 1972

The day we took Dennis to the Queenstown Motor Museum. A re-fuelling stop at Lumsden.  
L-R: Brian Houston, Otago; Stephen Kidd, Otago; Greg Mckenzie, formerly Banks Peninsula; Alan 
Kerr, Otago now Waitemata; Brian Middlemass, formerly Otago; Bob Woodford, Otago; Bob Oakley, 
Otago. Taken May 1972.

Wigram 1969, Tasman Ferrari with Chris Amon discussing the merits of the aerofoil.

Wigram 1974, Elevenses in the infield. L-R: 
Hurrings, Otago; Ellenor Kerr and Stephen 
Kidd, Otago; Eion McKellar, Canterbury; Brian 
Middlemass, Otago; seated Leon Witte, Banks 
Peninsula.
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historical snippets of motoring 
interest from years gone by

graeme rice timelines

what is it?
The annual shed clearance brought to 

light this interesting fuel filler cap. It looks 
like a racing filler but is cast iron and most 
likely too heavy for racing.

Can anybody identify it? It has got a big 
“F” cast into it. Any help would be appreci-
ated.

Michael Roehrs (member)
michaelroehrs@yahoo.com

Photos identified
Beaded Wheels circulates round a 

number of enthusiasts here in the UK, and 
always is an excellent read. The June/July 
issue is outstanding, and includes many 
articles central to my particular interests. 
And recent layout changes enhance the 
magazine’s visual appeal.

I like period photos of early cars, and 
am sure that I shall not be the first corre-
spondent to state that the top left photo 
(p2) shows a Daimler, circa 1907, with a 
remarkable fixed roof, surrey type of body 
and an even more unusual windscreen.

Lower right I can identify too, as I 
owned one of these cars for several years, 
and all details including the steering 
column assembly and side gear and brake 
levers match precisely. It is a 12hp Star of 
1908-9, with the Wolverhampton make's 
own standard touring bodywork.  

But it is a case of ‘pass’ on the other 
two photos!

John Warburton.

Mystery Solved
I couldn’t believe my eyes on seeing a 

photo of myself and Vic McCready sitting 
in his Minerva. It was the formation of 
a sub-branch to the Whangarei Vintage 
Car Club. I digress, let me start at the 
beginning. I am a volunteer for the 
Warkworth Hospice selling donated 
goods. While looking through the donated 
odds and ends I discovered six copies of 
Beaded Wheels and as a past Vintage car 
enthusiast I took these magazines home 
to read. I couldn’t believe the coinci-
dence of finding myself featured in one of 
the issues. On page 7 of issue 295 Derek 
Winterbottom supplied a photo looking 
for information.

The driver and passenger seated in the 
front are Keith and Aroha Erickson and 
in the rear is Ron Davies in the Sunbeam. 
The car in front of the Sunbeam is an 
Auburn straight 8 owned by Bill and 
Yvonne Perrott. Beside the Sunbeam is an 
Austin owned by Wally and Roma Nesbit. 
These four cars were from the Kaikohe 
Club. In the background is a Morris Minor 
owned by my wife Ava. She is pictured 
standing on the right side of the bullnose 
Morris. The photo was taken in front of 
the Recreation Hall on Recreation Road 
in 1962. The hall has long since gone, but  
the dances there were a great success. It 
has given me and my family a great thrill 
to look back on the past. Keith Erickson 
and I were business partners owning and 
running Kaikohe Wreckers Ltd for many 
years.

Trevor Hoey

Invermay 1971, Leon Witte’s DB3 with the Coopers of Pinkney and Kerr in the background.

Photo first published in issue 295.

100 YeARS AGO – 1910

Good news – the Argyll company 
of Glasgow was building “special cars 
for the Colonies,” designed to withstand 
rough wear. A larger fuel tank was fitted 
to allow for infrequent supply stations, 
together with extra tanks for spare water 
and oil. In addition, and just to round 
out a fun weekend in the Antipodes, 
all the seats were removable, either for 
carrying extra loads or sleeping in.

75 YeARS AGO – 1935

Reo’s Flying Cloud with its self 
changing gearbox was tested and 
described as able to crawl along at 2mph 
then driven away in a flash with no 
pauses between 1st and 2nd gears. On 
clear roads the driver eased back on 
the accelerator to engage top gear, ready 
for fast cruising. A gear selector lever 
protruded from the dashboard to engage 
emergency low or reverse, but the rest of 
the time the car automatically changed 
between 2nd and 3rd. 

50 YeARS AGO – 1960

Frank Lanchester (born 22 July 
1870), pioneer car maker, motorist and 
participant in the 1900 1000 Miles 
Trial, died on 2 September. Frank was 
the youngest member of the “unholy 
trinity” as the Lanchester brothers 
were known because of their experi-
ments with engines and gliders in the 
1890s when such things were the “devil’s 
work”. Overshadowed by the ridicu-
lously brilliant “Dr” Fred and the equally 
clever George, Frank was an outstanding 
organiser and no mean engineer. He 
became London director of sales and 
board member of sole Lanchester distrib-
utors Stratton-Instone in the thirties. 

30 YeARS AGO – 1980

Like it or not, the Japanese cars were 
here to stay. Datsun built 60,000 cars 
here in just 18 years and was launching 
the re-styled Sunny. While it was frugal, 
smooth and attractive enough it was 
described as the product of what happens 
when computers do designing. Whether 
it is a Ford, Mazda, Lancia, Renault or 
Nissan, what the buyer gets is a car 
with a “certain computer sameness”. 
Not to mention a worrying tendency for 
frequently crashing.
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100th Anniversary Commemorative 
tour

I was told that there was to be 
a reunion in April this year for those 
who participated in the 1985 National 
VCC Commemorative Tour organised to 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the 
birth of the automobile. Uncertainty 
surrounds the exact date this happened but 
New Zealand has accepted that between 
1885 and 1886 the world witnessed its 
arrival.

The news of the reunion was broken 
to me by my colleague, Archivist Betty 
Wallace who had been a participant in the 
1985 event and who was now agog with 
excitement at the news of the impending 
function. Joining the Vintage Car Club in 
1991, six years after the Commemorative 
Tour happened, readers may appreciate 
why the event was a complete mystery to 
me and understand my questioning as to 
why the thing was so special as to justify 
a reunion 25 years later. This then lead to 
a discussion with Betty on the history and 
significance of the Tour and a suggestion 
to meet with Shirley and Alan Wills of 
Canterbury Branch who had saved much 
of the relevant information and records of 
the event. 

Planning
Earl Preston then of Canterbury 

Branch, is credited with putting forward 
the idea of a commemorative tour which 
he visualised as travelling the length of 
New Zealand and covering as much of the 
country as possible. The event was to be 
non-competitive and to be the precursor 
to rallies held in five major cities, also 
organised to celebrate the birth of the 
motor car. 

A committee was formed consisting of 
Earl as Convenor, Bob Scott, Jack Newell, 
Bruce Pigeon, Alan and Shirley Wills and 
Allan Storer. Allan possessed a remark-
able knowledge of the roading networks of 
both Islands and the route planning was 
his baby and one of the reasons the event 
proved so successful. In fact there was only 
one hiccup in the route directions during 
the tour. Just before the vehicle convoy was 
to visit the Ford Motor Assembly Plant in 
South Auckland someone removed “TO 
WIRI”, a large prominent direction sign 
which was an important route reference. 

Happily rally reunification was eventu-
ally complete and the target destination 
reached by all without too much agro.

Planning started three years before 
the Tour start date. The job of secretary/
treasurer was done jointly by Alan and 
Shirley who also ran the actual tour 
as Chief Marshals based in a large 
campervan.

Much work was done arranging 
sponsors products for prizes and handouts 
on the way and these included a large 
quantity of oil packs as well as dozens 
of soft toys donated by a VCC member 
in Timaru. The organising committee 
ensured that all birthdays and wedding 
anniversaries occurring on tour were 
recognised in a tangible way and also 
arranged for the ladies crossing on the 
Cook Strait ferry to be given a magazine 
and the children a bag of activity books 
and toys to keep them occupied.

A smart light grey jacket with a 
monogramme was made available and 
worn extensively. With these garments, 
sponsors’ products and about 100 Tour 
Manuals to transport to the start in 
Southland, the use of the large campervan 
was fully justified. It was refilled again 
when the tourists reached Christchurch 
with products to be distributed on the 
remainder of the journey northwards. Also 
available were special commemorative 
envelopes which were franked in Bluff, 
addressed by the purchaser and carried by 
Club vehicle to Cape Reinga to be date 
stamped.

The event started at Invercargill, 
the southernmost city in the South 
Island on Sunday 24 March proceeding 
with overnight stops at Dunedin, 
Timaru, Christchurch, Blenheim (two), 
Levin / Palmerston North, Hastings, 
Rotorua, Tauranga, then the North 
Shore (Auckland) Branch finishing at 

Whangarei, the northernmost city in the 
North Island on 3 April. 

By the time vehicles had reached the 
start and then travelled home again many 
had travelled the length of the country 
twice (about 2600 miles). 

Eleven days were allocated for the 
tour, including a rest day at Blenheim. In 
hindsight an extra rest day would have 
been advantageous as most on the tour 
were away from home for four to five 
weeks. 

Accommodation was left to entrants 
to arrange and varied from motor camp 
cabins to hotels. It is known one vehicle 
was used as a sleeper and another towed a 
fold-up caravan but no one tented.

The tour route was designed to visit 
as many VCC branches as could be 
arranged conveniently and the branch and 
clubrooms visited by all participants.

The conclusion of the tour coincided 
with the running of the National Easter 
Rally by the Northland Branch which was 
centred in Whangarei. It was arranged for 
the tour party to participate in this and 
then re-assemble to head north to Cape 
Reinga before returning home independ-
ently.

entries
The committee’s intention was to 

encourage the participation of Veteran and 

The wAY 
we weRe
Words and photos Grant Hitchings 

Preston Junior in a carriage
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METAL RECLAIMING 
SPECIALISTS

One Stop Vintage Repair Shop

LATEST TECHNOLOGY NO HEAT DIST0RTION

GUARANTEED

129 Manukau Rd Pukekohe Ph 09 238 4079 
Fax 09 238 4437 email kelven@fesltd.co.nz

• Worn axleshafts

• Crankshafts back to standard

• Main tunnels in blocks

• Top of cylinder block

The list is endless ...

We are the most complete machine 
shop in new zealand

White Metalling  
of engine bearings

www.franklinengineering.co.nz

COOLING SYSTEM
CLEANER

Now Available in New Zealand
A cooling system Cleaner that actually works

Harmful Mineral Scale and Oxide Deposits

After Cleaning with Liquid Intelligence 239
Cleans your Cooling System back to new

Did you know?
Scale Deposits:  Restrict a cooling systems ability to transfer heat from the metals to the coolant. Scale
2mm thick insulates and reduces cooling system heat transfer up to 40%

Blocked Radiator: Loose scales and calcium deposits settle in the top of the radiator blocking the core
causing further overheating.

Liquid Intelligence 239 dissolves all ferrous and mineral scale from the entire cooling system, will not
damage any metals-plastic or rubber components, passivates cooling system metal surfaces to inhibit
further corrosion.

This cleaner works in all engine cooling system applications, including Vintage and Classic cars, trucks,
earthmoving, mining, farm vehicles and equipment.

Comes as a 2.2kg Kit - enough to do 30 litres (3 cars) $123.50
 Including GST and freight anywhere in NZ

$100.00 If bought with 5 litres of our liquid Intelligence 115 coolant
Refill your Cooling system with our Liquid Intelligence 115 coolant
Boils at 190 deg                      High Thermal efficienc                          No Pressure needed

For further info or technical data etc, call Roy King toll free 
0800 46 33 46 ANYTIME

email roylking@xtra.co.nz   www.liquidintelligence115.com.au

We specialise in all areas of 
upholstery and trimming on 

Vintage and cars, boats, vans, 
caravans, motorbikes and trucks 

and much more.

With over 50 years experience
come and see us  

or phone for a quote.

Just off Ferry Road (by CPIT-Polytech) 

8-12 William Street, Christchurch

Phone 03 663 921

We’ve got it covered

D.A. & D.D. Goslin ltD

The Upholstery Specialists
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Vintage vehicles and eventually reached 
an entry list of 90 cars and four motor-
cycles. There were no single-seaters and 
all cars arrived at the start point under 
their own power – none was trailered. The 
oldest of the 26 Veterans was the Robins’ 
1906 Darracq and there were 44 Vintage 
era cars. The youngest vehicles were a 
Humber Super Snipe and an Armstrong 
Siddeley both first registered in 1955. All 
up there were 250 rally participants on the 
journey accompanied by about a dozen 
children. 

The Tour Leader Earl Preston and his 
wife drove an Overland Roadster and 
were accompanied by their two year old 
daughter. As space was at a premium he 
built a carriage for the child similar to a 
motorcycle side-chair with folding hood, 
and attached this to the side of his car. In 
the filmed record of the event the little 
girl seems to be enjoying herself travelling 
in her own special vehicle. 

tour Manual
This was a 70 page hard-back folder and 

must have cost the organising committee 
much time in its compilation. Its pages 
were colour coded and listed all entrants 
and their vehicles followed by messages 
of goodwill from various representatives 
of other kindred organisations. Each day 
had two pages assigned to it. The first 
details the times and places the tour is to 
leave, visit and finish. The second page 
gave details of the venues to visit and 
other relevant information including a 
more detailed direction plan. A couple 
of advertisement pages for each stopover 
follows and then a page listing 10 contact 
numbers for emergency use during the 
overnight stay.

The manual allocated to each entrant 
a special colour which related to a certain 
day of the tour. There were four colours 
and those entrants with a particular 
colour were the duty group and it was 
their responsibility to attend any function 
that was organised for that particular day. 
It was a very clever way of ensuring that 

all functions organised for the tourists 
had an acceptable attendance.

tour
The backup service was provided by a 

vehicle from the Automobile Association, 
this being changed at each of their 
boundaries, much to the disappointment 
of each driver. 

There was a briefing each morning 
and to keep up to date with events past, 
and yet to come, a newspaper called The 
Pilgrims Progress was produced by one of 
the tourists, Don Broome. 

The tour generated a constant flow of 
spectators. The first experience of this 
public interest was at the lunch stop in 
Balclutha on the first day. As well as the 
Mayor and Councillors giving the tourists 
a civic welcome the town’s brass band 
turned out to serenade the procession.

New Zealand Railways who operated 
the Strait ferries at that time gave the 
90 tour cars and three motorcycles sole 
passage on one of their ships. The tourists 
were to board the ferry leaving from Picton 
at 5.40 a.m. and those concerned about 
waking early need not have worried as the 
local fire siren went off at 1.30 a.m. This 
very early morning start was one of the 
few times gas lighting on the older vehicles 
was required. Complimentary breakfast 
was served on board with the captain 
joining the party. A prize donated by the 
NZR and worth several hundred dollars 
was won by two lucky tourists. The bridge 
and engine room were opened for inspec-
tion and created considerable interest. The 
Club’s insurance company (at the time 
Phoenix) calculated the value of the tour 
vehicles and then realising their worth 
spread the risk with four other insurance 
companies. There was a Parliamentary 
Welcome in Wellington early the next 
morning.

The tour was joined in Wellington by 
a group of North Island supporters who 
accompanied the tourists for the remainder 
of their journey in a 1934 Leyland bus.

Retirements And Resucitations
As expected there were mechanical 

problems along the way. Some vehicles had 
their restoration completed just before the 
tour and were without a trial run before-
hand. Jack and Leith Newell finished the 
restoration of their well known Veteran 
Vauxhall Old Blue and drove straight from 
Christchurch, arriving in Invercargill in 
the early hours of the morning before 
the tour commenced. At the start Kelvin 
Robinson of Nelson heard a tapping sound 
in the engine of his Hudson but with 
a new piston and set of piston rings he 

was on his way. Roger Smith in his 1909 
E.M.F. had 11 punctures between the start 
and Blenheim, due to a flaw in one of 
his new tyres. At Taupo one driver used 
a short length of his leather belt to make 
a temporary but effective repair to a run 
big end. A lot of the problems were to 
do with engine cooling. The Automobile 
Association representatives with the 
convoy however were always on hand 
and kept pretty busy. When you have 
a group of about 250 Vintage motorists 
there is a vast amount of experience, 
knowledge and expertise available to sort 
out problems. The rest day in Blenheim 
was to prove its worth, along with the pit 
and equipment available at the Blenheim 
Branch clubrooms.

The most interesting story I found 
concerned Terry Wilson from Timaru 
who, with his wife, was driving a 1913 Fiat 
car. It broke the input shaft to the gearbox 
some 75 miles north of Christchurch. A 
replacement was available in Terry’s garage 
but getting it involved hitching a ride 
back and then utilising his modern car to 
get back from Timaru to Blenheim where 
the Fiat, along with his wife, had been 
delivered by the AA. I learnt that it was a 
long night for Terry and his helpers fixing 
the car to get it to the ferry for the Strait 
crossing. His modern was picked up on the 
return journey.

It is to the credit of all the rally 
personnel and AA representatives that 
only one car on the run retired and 
then only a few miles from the finish at 
Whangarei. Evidently it was quite sad for 
the tourists and owner to see it finish the 
trip on the back of a transporter but it 
was repaired and participated in the final 
run to Cape Reinga and was successfully 
driven home to South Canterbury.

Filmed Record
An Auckland-based film company 

recorded the run as a Vintage touring 
holiday film of New Zealand. One of the 
crew had a Jaguar car with its boot lid 
removed and a steel seat welded into place 
in the boot, facing rearwards. This was 
the place for the camera operator when 
filming the cars travelling. I imagine now 
a vehicle in this state would not be seen 
on the roads without much protest from 
many authorities, but in 1985 it didn’t 
seem to register. A helicopter was used 

Surviving committee members; Alan Wills, Shirley 
Wills, Earl Preston and Bob Scott, note the tour 
jackets.
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occasionally for filming mainly in the 
coastal section north of Kaikoura.

The finished film Milestones was 
available to members.

Reunion
This was held on the corresponding 

date to the event 25 years earlier. It 
conveniently coincided with the running 
of the South Island Rally in Christchurch 
over Easter weekend. Of the tourists, 84 
made the reunion many wearing their rally 
jackets. Shirley Wills who organised the 
function said that some participants could 
not be traced or contacted and sadly about 
13 of the original drivers had died.

As expected the function – a meal and 
talkfest – proved highly successful.

Conclusion
Every participant I have spoken to 

regards the Commemorative Tour as 
something special. They also mentioned 
the happy atmosphere surrounding the 
occasion and talk of the lasting friendships 
made. It was certainly very well planned 
and run and it is sad to hear some say it 
probably could not be repeated now. It was 
stated that this was the first time a single 
cylinder car had travelled the length of the 
country.

I noticed at the beginning of the Tour 
Manual a message from the then President 
of the VCC, Norman Dewhurst. He wrote:

“As the participants motor comfort-
ably over today’s modern roads, 
remember the pioneers who drove the 
same vehicles over similar distances. 
They had no guarantee, and sometimes 
no knowledge of what was ahead of 
them, and we honour their determina-
tion to succeed.” 

I suppose that sums it up. 

thewaywewere

Under the new 
ownership of

Pukekohe

NEw ZEALAND’S LARGEST RANGE Of pISTON RINGS fOR VINTAGE CARS

JOHNSON’S PISTON RINGS est 1920s

Ph: 09 238 4079 Fax: 09 238 4437 email: kelven@fesltd.co.nz

PISTON RINGS
wE CAN mAkE CuSTOm RINGS fOR mOST

CARS, TRuCkS & SmALL ENGINES
Late model 3 piece oil rings now available

Kingpin sets Engine gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension parts Steering joints Crownwheel & pinions
Spark plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers Wheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box parts
Valves, springs, guides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine mounts

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

1912-92
ENGLISH

AMERICAN
CONTINENTAL

Stockists of
REPLACEMENT
AUTOMOTIVE

PARTS
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Tom Griffin is a founder member of the West Coast Branch 
of the Vintage Car Club of NZ and has been our Treasurer 
for many years. He was born in Reefton in 1945, and first 

went to school at a place called Te Kinga which lies on the shores 
of Lake Moana (Brunner), inland from Greymouth. Some further 
educational years were spent at Loretto College in Christchurch 
and then he moved back to the West Coast and the town of 
Ikamatua in the Grey Valley.

Tom took on a six-year apprenticeship at Brown Walters 
Garage, Greymouth, which he completed in 1963. Armed with 
his Trade Certificate and qualifications, he left the garage industry 
and went driving trucks for a contractor trading under the name 
of Greenhill. The motor trade was firmly in his blood and eventu-
ally it drew Tom back into its grip as a mechanic when he joined 
the firm of Schaef’s Garage in Greymouth, staying for 12 years. 
His next move was to the Grey County Council workshops 
working on anything mechanical that came his way from cars 
to Caterpillars, trucks to transporters, graders, trailers big and 
small, mowers and blowers. You name it, Tom has worked on them 
all! Tom stayed on with the county council throughout its many 
changes and reincarnations for 22 years until he left to take up his 
present position at Vehicle Testing in Greymouth.

Tom’s passion is for Chevrolets and he takes up the story of this 
particular car:

“In 1974, my brother-in-law and I went to look at a vehicle in 
a paddock at Rimu, south-east of Hokitika. The vehicle turned 
out to be a Chevrolet and at that time the year and model was 
unknown. The car was sitting in the middle of the paddock with 
no mudguards, both front doors were lying under the pine trees. 
There was no radiator or engine covers and the rest of the body 
was not much better!

Discussions were held with the landowner and after he found 
out that we were locals, he told us that we could take it away at 
no cost. 

In due time we loaded the remains on to a transporter trailer 
and towed it home, where on unloading the borer stopped holding 
hands and the remains of the body collapsed in a dusty heap. 

lAbour of loVe

Words Hemi Te Rakau 
Photos Stuart Nimmo Photography of Greymouth 
and Tom & Daphne Griffen (Early photographs)

The original wreck as taken home 
from the paddock, 1974. 

The early years.
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When my mother saw it she asked why I had brought a heap of 
rubbish home.

So began an epic journey to restore and get it to a drivable 
condition. One of the first things I did was to write to the manager 
of General Motors in Wellington requesting any information as to 
the car’s year and model from the chassis plate number and descrip-
tion of the body remains. In his reply he described it as a Chevrolet 
Universal Club Sedan and the year as 1930.

General Motors were in Petone at that time and the plant had 
been damaged by a fire which destroyed some records. By luck they 
still had a record of the chassis number next to my one and he also 
sent a photocopy of how the car had looked when new.

With this information I began the long task of identifying 
various parts of the body. Work started with reproduction and 
fabrication of the timberwork and panels from the door sills to 
swaging. Parts took a long time to obtain, with items coming 
from the West Coast coastal road at Punakaiki of all places, to 
Dunedin, Oamaru, Timaru, Ashburton, Christchurch, Blenheim 
and the North Island. I imported a wiring loom from America and 
bought five new tyres with tubes quite early in the project.

A lot of help came from another club member on the Coast 
who owned a 1929 Chevrolet town sedan. When he replaced his 
main bottom body rails I used them as patterns and as the 1929 
and 1930 bodies were of the same appearance and dimensions I 
used his car to obtain all of the dimensions I required. In making 

a lot of the swaging, I made dolly forms from Australian hardwood 
as they retain their shape and work harden.

Many hours at weekends and nights filled my time in fabri-
cating and making or repairing parts. The mechanicals were not a 
problem, as I was a mechanic. When it came to the panel work a 
bit of ingenuity was needed. Watching panel beaters and attending 
night classes in panel beating helped as I learned the fine art of 
butt welding without a welding rod.

At that stage I had owned a 1954 Chevrolet sedan for nine 
years. The work on the 1930 ground to a halt until one had to go 
and so the 1954 went to a buyer in Auckland.

The woodwork was not too much of a problem as long as the 
pattern dimensions were followed. My son, who in the meantime 
had done his time as a panel beater, got the bug and as the side 
panels of the bonnet were either rusted or broken in the hinges, 
he decided that he would remake both panels with the louvres. He 
took about eight hours to hand make each panel. He also painted 
the vehicle.

By now the roof vinyl had been fitted and the front and rear 
seats upholstered by J & J Auto Trimmers of Timaru.

Some years ago I picked up a set of dummy landau irons from 
a swap meet in Christchurch. They were made out of alloy and 
could not be chrome plated, so a local foundry cast me two brass 
irons, using the alloy ones as patterns. The windscreen winds up 
and down as per original as I managed to pick up a winder made 
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out of steel that I suspect came from a Dodge or Chrysler of about 
the same year. This was picked up from an old garage being demol-
ished in the Grey Valley.

Even the window wiper has been rebuilt to the original vacuum 
system.

The two main alterations were to have the starter and generator 
re-wound for 12 volt, and a 1939 Chevrolet manifold fitted with a 
Holden carburettor and linkages off an HC Holden. All of the 
chrome work took some time to locate, but in the end I managed 
to obtain all that was required. The park lights came from a car 
in a swamp near Dunedin, the headlights from a shed at Ahaura, 
the roof side panels from a 1929 Chevrolet tipped over a bank 
at Ahaura. The original bumper bars for the front looked like a 
D9 bulldozer had run over them and the rear bumperettes also 
required re-shaping.

I was fortunate during the rebuild process to obtain four doors 
with all the locks and window winder assemblies intact, front and 
rear seat assemblies and spring bases from a 1929 Chevrolet all 
from the Canterbury Branch parts shed.

The motor does not match the manufacturer’s plate and must 
have been replaced at some stage. All I have done to the motor is 
check and adjust the crank bearing clearances and fitted new rings 
and another cylinder head. The gearbox, clutch and rear axle are 
the originals that were in the chassis when found.

So from the time that I wrote to General Motors for infor-
mation in 1974 to getting the car complied and registered in 
November 2009, has taken about 35 years. I don’t regret the time 
and effort as the end result is a motor car that I can drive and 
enjoy into the future”.

The members of the West Coast Branch decided to recognise 
the work that Tom and Daphne have put into both the club and 
the Chevrolet over many years by dedicating a club run to them 
both, in May this year. We all agreed that it was to be Tom and 
Daphne’s day, so we set out to follow them on the road to wherever 
they led us in their immaculate car. The day dawned wet and a bit 
miserable but by 11am the weatherman held his breath for the rest 
of the afternoon and the run was enjoyed by all. We started from 
BP 2go in Greymouth, driving up the Grey Valley as far as the turn 
off to the township of Nelson Creek. We followed the Chevrolet 

along Deep Creek Road which is part gravel and part seal, through 
farmland and eventually came out at Kotuku before returning to 
Grey Valley via Stillwater. On the way back to Greymouth we 
stopped off at a member’s workshop to view his collection of 
Railway memorabilia, an ex-Army Ford Quad and a bren gun 
carrier. It was great to see the beautiful cavalcade of club cars made 
up of Model As, Hudson Wasp, Rover 105, Rolls-Royce, Hillman, 
Holden, Vauxhall, Morris and of course all being led by the car of 
the moment – a 1930 Chevrolet Universal Club Sedan! bw
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OVERHEATING ENGINE
Introducing a new generation coolant

ANY CAR THAT STRUGGLES TO KEEP COOL OR  BLOWS WATER OUT AFTER
RUNS  NEEDS THIS COOLANT.

ffti; liquid Intelligences

Boils at 190 deg c  - Water based coolants with no pressure — boil at 100 to 105 deg c 
and stop transferring heat from the engine to the radiator — our new liquid 
intelligence 115 coolant keeps transferring heat right up to 190 deg c . This coolant 
stays in contact with the hot metals (water doesn’t therefore  no more hot spots and 
no more cracks — Let  the engine go above 100 deg c — it can take it — some air 
cooled engines run up to 250 deg c.

Total Fill - Use instead of water — no water in system to eat away your alloy heads or 
rust your cylinder block. Get rid of as much water as possible, any water that is left will 
mix in but will reduce the 190 deg boiling point.

High thermal efficiency  - 30% above water based coolants (contact between coolant 
and engine ) as good as any water wetter.

Long Life  - 7 years or 500,000 kms.

Harmless  - Harmless to all alloys — hoses — plastics — radiators — solders — gaskets 
— etc. independantly tested, OEM and Australian standards. Nitrate, Borate, 
phosphate, silicate free to meet European, Japanese and USA coolant standards.

Inhibitors  - Contains long life hybrid organic inhibitors (for extra protection).

Pressure  - No pressure needed to achieve the 190 deg c boiling point, so reduced 
stress on radiator, frost plugs, tanks, hoses etc. Viscosity - No viscosity problems 
— just tip it in — freezes at -56 deg c.

DON’T RISK COOKING YOUR ENGINE!

For further info or technical data etc, 
call Roy King toll free 

0800 46 33 46 ANYTIME
1L, 5L or 10L containers $31.50 incl GST per litre, plus freight.
email roylking@xtra.co.nz   www.liquidintelligence115.com.au

Remember, one good overheat and your valuable engine is stuffed
Otaihanga Road (off State Highway 1)

Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone 04 297 1221 • Fax 04 297 0503

email: southward@kapiti.co.nz
www.thecarmuseum.co.nz

OPEN 9am - 4.30pm

CLOSED only on Christmas 

Day, Good Friday and 

Anzac morning

SOUTHWARD
CAR MUSEUM

INCORPORATED

Car Museum

Conference Centre

Restaurant

Theatre
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Fine and enticing words indeed, but 
this was the mid 1960s and it was 
no secret that the British motorcycle 

industry was on its knees. A seemingly 
stubborn resistance to innovation and 
change, lack of investment in new product 
design and the failure to grasp the reality 
of the Japanese two wheel invasion were 
all contributors to the run down of a once 
booming industry.

At AMC (Associated Motorcycles) 
which was a conglomeration of makes, 
most notably AJS, Matchless and Norton, 
trouble was brewing fast. The home market 
was quietly disappearing as dedicated bikers 
switched to the new Japanese machines 
and US sales were sliding because the Brits 
couldn’t offer anything larger than the 
Model 31 (AJS) and G12 (Matchless ) 650 
range. The Norton Commando had yet to 
appear and production of the 750 Atlas 
was running down. Enter the G15 and 
NI5. Initially known as Atlas Scramblers 
the Norton (N15) and Matchless (G15) 
were hastily cobbled together using the 
Matchless/AJS twin down tube frame and 
the Atlas 750 motor mated to the rather 
good AMC gear box. Sales were encour-
aging and it seems the Americans rather 
took to the model as an off road racer. 
With the initial construction bugs ironed 
out the bikes became known from 1965 as 

Norton N15 CS and Matchless G15 CS. 
Approximately 2500 were built through 
until 1967 and my understanding is that all 
were shipped to the US for sale.

And so, not more than half a dozen 
years after the demise of the AMC 
conglomerate in 1967, enter yours truly. 
Having farewelled a military career in 1973 
I became a university student, slightly older 
than average and complete with mortgage 
and young family. The gung ho young army 
officer vehicles, a Morgan and a big Healey 
were, sadly, swapped for a sensible machine 
with doors and a roof. But the student 
needed a motor bike; thus beginning my 
association with AMC products. I bought 
a tatty Matchless 500 single; principally 
because my motorcycle knowledge was zero 
and brother, also a student, had acquired 
an AJS. Despite its tattiness, and I had 
some difficulty figuring out how a machine 
little more than 20 years old could get into 
such a shabby state, I gradually learned 
the Matchy’s secrets and became relatively 
adept at keeping it on the road. In fact it 
carried me from one end of the country 
to the other at various times and never let 
me down: That is apart from the standard 
practice of bits falling off, things coming 
loose and oil dripping from many an 
orifice.

the n15 Story
Words and Photos Frank Metcalfe

“The g15 is a handsome bike with 
adequate brakes and road holding, 

superb steering and tremendous bottom 
end torque…”

“The 750cc Atlas motor delivers almost 
frightening power right through the 

range. Top end poke is such that gear 
changes on long runs are made out 

of habit rather than necessity and the 
big twin unit levels out gradients as 

effectively as a bulldozer.”
 Motorcycle Mechanics 
 February 1965. 

“Tireless lusty power, that is the key-note 
of this new number in the Matchless 

range for 1965’”
 Motor Cycle  
 OctOber 1964.
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The student days came to an end and a 
new career commenced which soon gave 
rise to an opportunity to work overseas for 
some years. The faithful old Matchy was 
passed to a new owner: Pity really as I had 
come to rather respect the old thing.

Fast Forward

“They are remarkable entirely because they 
are remarkable to ride. no, more than that. 
i had forgotten how superb they are to 
ride until i got my own Matchless version 
back on the road. i am an idiot. i shall ride 
it at every opportunity to make up for lost 
time.” Real Classic: 2006.  
 Frank WestWOrth.

By the turn of the century the student 
with the tatty Matchless had progressed 
through various career opportunities, was 
resident again in New Zealand and of an 
age where it seemed necessary to acquire 
a few toys. My thoughts, after working 
my way in the previous decade through 
ownership of a rather long list of classic 
cars, turned back to a motorbike. The 
acquisition of the two wheel toy took a 
little time, but eventually the general hints 
lavishly thrown around had the required 
impact and seriously thoughtful partner 
quietly persuaded brother that he didn’t 

actually need the old AJS any longer. Yes, 
the very same machine he had acquired 
in 1967 sat in his garage in rather nice 
restored condition. He had other projects 
on the go and the AJ was unused. Thus in 
2002 my motorcycle life, and the associa-
tion with the AMC brand, was restarted.

The thing about having one bike 
though, and with shed space to fill, is 
that one inevitably hankers for another 
to keep the first company. It wasn’t long 

before I was thinking along those lines. 
I had never really taken much notice of 
other old Brits but I did now start looking 
at various twins. I really fancied a 650 SS 
Norton but budget wise that didn’t seem 
possible. I almost bought a 650 BSA but 
it slipped through my fingers so I quietly 
turned my attention to the AMC twins 
and started reading up on the 500, 600 and 
650. To test the water I ran an ad in the 

Owners Club mag seeking a 650. Nothing 
happened so the whole exercise went on 
the shelf for many months. Then out of 
the blue I am offered a mint Matchless G12 
CS and a lovely G12 CSR. The CSR was 
a honey and somehow it took up residence 
in my shed. I didn’t actually discover what 
a lucky buy it was until sometime later. Just 
after that another call from nowhere and 
I ended up with a nice, but ordinary, AJS 
Model 31. Ever patient partner opined that 
she didn’t like it and it didn’t suit me.

Gathering together knowledge about 
the AMC range, particularly from the 
internet, I occasionally stumbled upon 
reference to a model G15. Mostly I just 
passed the reference by because I didn’t 
know what it was; I assumed a 250cc thing 
or some kind of off roader. However the 
ignorance was dispelled as the need to 
actually know what this G15 thing was 
became compelling. I found, much to my 
absolute amazement, that the G15 was 
a Norton Atlas 750 motor mated to the 
Matchy/AJS twin down tube frame. Wow! 
I thought, that could be nice.

Knowledge was acquired, and I learned 
that there was a Norton version and a 
Matchless version and an AJS café racer 
version, and everything I read implied that 
the total production had been shipped to the 
USA. By now, and this is 2005, I was quite 

i really wanted to know if there were 

any in nZ and what they were like. 

it became clear that there were a 

few around but mostly, according to 

rumour, in rather poor state.
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keen on this hybrid machine but figured 
that the chances of seeing one, never mind 
owning one, in New Zealand were probably 
pretty slim. I wasn’t interested in trying 
to source one from overseas, that seemed 
altogether too risky, and anyway there was no 
budget for yet another occupant for the shed. 
So I carried on with enjoying, improving 
and riding the trio I had; but the G15 thing 
niggled away at me. I really wanted to know 
if there were any in New Zealand and what 
they were like. It became clear that there 
were a few around but mostly, according to 
rumour, in rather poor state.

In the latter half of 2005 at a totally 
non motor bike event I was introduced to 
a nice chap of my Vintage and we got to 
chatting. Somehow we got around to bikes 
and it transpired he was a bit of an AMC 
man with more than one or two in the 
shed. Contacts were exchanged and not 
too much later I ventured to his residence 
for coffee and a chat and, of course, a 
look in the shed. This was Aladdin’s cave 
stuff. I was overwhelmed by sheds full of 
accumulated parts, motorcycles various and 
in various states of repair and disrepair; 
amazing. He was a genuinely nice guy and 
we got along well talking bike and looking 
at bits and pieces. On a subsequent visit I 
was able to look more closely at the actual 
bikes that were lurking among the piles of 
boxes. In a corner, very dusty and looking 
sad and abandoned, I spotted a machine 
with a red tank and the familiar winged M 
used by Matchless. I asked my host what it 
was. “That” he told me “is a G15”. I was, 
to put it mildly, totally gob smacked. Here 
I was not more than 50km from my home 
looking at one of the very machines I had 
all but given hope of ever encountering. 
He told me that he had acquired it from 
Australia, West Australia I think, many 
years ago. He had used it occasionally off 
road but it had never been registered in 
New Zealand. He had pushed it into the 
shed almost 10 years earlier when the chain 
broke and there it had sat ever since. Poor 
thing it really did look rather down at heel.

Right then I figured I’d like to own the 
machine and breathe new life into it. Some 
time passed and I introduced the idea that 
I would love to own the G15 should it 
come up for sale. Months slipped by, and 
while we continued to meet and share 
motorcycle talk nothing was said about the 
dusty old Matchless. However I was quietly 
hopeful and sold the Model 31 AJS in order 
that some funds would be available if the 
desired opportunity arose. My friend must 
have thought long and hard about the G15 
because one day he raised the question 
of what it might be worth. Happily we 
both ventured the same value. More time 

passed until he offered that if I were happy 
with the figure we had thought it worth 
he could probably let it go. I said ‘yes’ and 
a sale agreement was confirmed with a 
hand shake. This was the middle of 2006 
and through fortuitous circumstance I was 
now the owner of a little piece of motor-
cycling history. A relatively rare model 
cobbled together to arrest the decline of a 
company. The company failed and the bike 
passed into history; only latterly beginning 
to be recognised as something rather better 
than at first thought.

With the new purchase propped 
up in my shed I had my first attack of 
nerves. What had I bought? A tragedy 
or a treasure? A deteriorating collection 
of parts or the whole thing? Was it really 
salvageable? Would it run?

Those restorers who collect wheels 
from under trees, chassis from drains and 
engines from old saw benches, and who 
I admire immensely, will wonder what 
on earth I might be concerned about. I 
had an ageing motorcycle, and it seemed 
complete. What’s the problem? I suppose it 

depends upon what you want. Putting bits 
together and recreating parts can recreate 
a particular model, and that is what the 
dedicated restorer has to do when there is 
only a chassis and a differential left. With 
more modern machinery though the ideal 
is to acquire the vehicle with the actual 
bits that the factory used to assemble that 
particular machine. And that was the 
reason for my concern. I had wanted to 
find this particular model but I wasn’t at 
all sure that the purchase I had made was, 
in all respects, the real thing. Of course 
I should have known before agreeing to 
buy but it is no easy thing to track down 
numbers and the like and I was willing to 
take the chance when offered.

Nervousness set aside I set out on a 
cosmetic tidy up. For the three months of 
winter 2006 I propped the old girl up in the 
shed and removed every easily removable 
bit. I spent hours cleaning and inspecting, 
understanding how she was put together 
and comparing what I was seeing with the 
few pictures and drawings I had accumu-
lated. What I saw was encouraging; despite 
the rusty bits, the badly chipped paint 

and various dings and bashes the machine 
seemed pretty sound and had all of its bits 
hanging off it as per photos and drawings. 
I didn’t touch the engine, carburettors, 
magneto, drive train as my prime motive 
at this stage was to see if I had a whole 
machine and whether or not it was still a 
runner. Spring was poking its head around 
the door by the time I got to the point 
where I had done about all I could with 
a general clean up. The question was now 
would she fire? She did, on the third kick 
after her 10 year holiday. Great news but 
really that was only the beginning. The 
running was rough, the carburettors leaked 
all over the place and warm/hot starting 
was virtually impossible.

Now followed a couple of months of 
problem solving as some of the next level 
tasks were tackled. Out came the magneto 
for a rebuild, the carbs came off for cleaning 
checking jets and needles. I removed the 
chain case and was stunned to find it half 
full of sand mixed with oil. I guessed maybe 
she had done her bit of desert racing.

Progress was made. The Matchless 
was usable to the extent that I got her 
vinned and warranted without problem. 
Fortunately the lack of any previous 
records didn’t cause any problems but I 
had acquired a police statement to the 
effect that the engine and frame numbers 
were not on any wanted list. Determining 
the age was a matter of guess work. I had 
managed to find some information about 
the numbering of the model and the best I 
could estimate was that the bike was 1966 
or 67. The chap carrying out the vin check 
asked me what year I wanted so I opted 
for 1966 as that would make the registra-
tion cheaper. Suddenly I had an officially 
recorded Matchless G15 CS.

While that was all fine from an official 
point of view I wasn’t so sure. I had 
uncovered the frame number during the 
cleaning process and was delighted to find 
that it matched the engine number; another 
good find. What troubled me though was 
the fact that the engine number began 
with the letter N. I presumed that to mean 
Norton but with a Matchless tank I was 
unsure. To sort out the uncertainty I sent 
all the vital numbers, engine, frame and 
gear box to the UK Matchless/AJS Owners 
Club dating service and was thrilled to 
receive their informative response some 
weeks later. My machine was a Norton 
N15 CS and those components I had listed 
were the originals. The bike was shipped 
from the factory in October 1966 direct 
to Joe Berlinners Matchless Corp in New 
York. I was very excited to have been lucky 
enough to acquire a machine of this kind 
that was to all intents and purposes the 

with the new purchase propped up 

in my shed i had my first attack of 

nerves. what had i bought?  

A tragedy or a treasure?
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same one that left the factory 40 years 
earlier. What is disappointing is that is 
all I know. The trail is dead from October 
1966 until approximately 1990 when the 
owner from whom I acquired her shipped 
the machine in from Australia.

While I had the Norton (Matchless 
as was) up and running I wasn’t really 
happy with it. The running was pretty 
rough, starting was an absolute pain and 
hot starting nigh on impossible, the whole 
creation vibrated badly beyond 50mph and 
the front wheel shook worryingly under 
braking. To emphasise the need for more 
work to be done the beast was consuming 
oil and leaving a lovely blue haze in its 
wake. At this point, early 2007, things 
went on hold for many months as we said 
farewell to our Auckland home of many 
years and made the move south to sunny 
Marlborough. Much work was required to 
complete a major home renovation and I 
needed time to get to the important task 
of turning one of numerous sheds into my 
motor bike work shop.

By winter 2008 I was about ready for a 
project and I was thinking very seriously 
about tackling a total restoration of the 
Norton. I was pretty sick of the machine’s 
failings but very nervous at the prospect of 
a total restoration; something I had never 
tackled before. Finally the die was cast 
when, one day, the old girl refused to start. 
Removing the plugs revealed they were 
drowned in fuel but drying them out didn’t 
help. Then I noticed that I had mistakenly 
left the fuel reserve tap on from work a few 
days earlier. That got me thinking, and 
the next day I removed the sump plug to 
be greeted by a flood of 3-4 litres of petrol 
mixed with oil. The dammed thing, presum-
ably with an inlet valve cracked open, had 
siphoned petrol from the tank and the well 

worn rings had provided a path way to the 
crank case. I did not dare contemplate what 
may have been the outcome if a spark had 
ignited the fuel laden motor.

That was it: That bike went on to my 
motorcycle lifter and the spanners came 
out. Decision made; restoration started.

Pulling things apart was not a problem; 
but for me the anxiety was would I be able 
to put it all back together again. To facili-
tate the future reconstruction I assembled 
a whole collection of parts receptacles, 
ice cream containers, tins, cut down milk 
bottles, yoghurt pots and I tackled the 
deconstruction a section at a time with 
every nut, bolt, washer, spacer and part 
carefully set aside in a separate labelled 
container. In addition I took photos, later 
downloaded to my computer, and kept notes 
and diagrams. I was particularly concerned 
about the placement of engine and gear box 
in the frame and in this regard I measured 
every mounting bolt, recorded its location 
and drew diagrams of the assembly where 
spacers and the like formed part of the 
assembly. Surprisingly, apart from the careful 
keeping track of everything the deconstruc-
tion was straight forward. I encountered the 
usual share of damaged nuts, chewed up 
screw heads and the like. But with patience 
and the judicious use of an impact driver 
everything yielded. Hardest of all was the 
removal of the forks from the steering head 
yoke. The manual I had said a few sharp 
taps should free the tapered fit fork legs. 
The manual was wrong and I slogged away 
for days trying every trick in the book to 
drive the legs out of the yoke. In the end it 
was liberal applications of silicon spray and 
a heavy hammer that won the day. I had to 
free the forks for repainting and rechroming 
but it turned out that the internals were in 
perfect condition.

With the bike stripped to nothing more 
than large piles of bits I set about the task 
of sorting out what work had to be done to 
what. The motor was easy; that was going 
to Murray McLean in Nelson: a good friend 
and a motorcycle guru who knows his way 
around Norton motors. The repainting and 
minor panel repair was to be undertaken by 
a local company and chrome plating work 
was to be split to a local company for the 
small stuff and the bigger bits, guards, sent 
to Christchurch. The decisions about who 
would do what were arrived at only after a 
good deal of checking with acquaintances 
and businesses. I quickly discovered that 
Blenheim has a rich motorcycle heritage 
and that tucked away in many a small and 
large enterprise were people with very real 
skills and very long memories. Wherever I 
went in search of assistance and/or ideas I 
was asked what the bike was. Without fail, 
when I explained, those in the know raised 
their eyebrows in surprise and almost all 
said “I’ve heard of them but never seen 
one, Can you bring it round when you 
get finished?” All kinds of people partici-
pated; panel beater, painter, sign writer, 
engineers, wheel specialists, brake special-
ists, chrome platers, engineering suppliers, 
electrical suppliers; the list goes on and 
every one got involved in this restoration 
project. Nobody let me down and nobody 
lost anything. It was the possibility that 
a critical part would be lost or damaged 
beyond repair that worried me more than 
anything. I made lists of every part, large 
and small, that went from my shed to 
someone elses and I was hugely relieved 
that in the end not a single thing went 
missing.

With the specialist work farmed out 
I set about the task of examining the 
large collection of nuts bolts and screws 
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I was left with. Most of the large bolts, 
engine and gearbox mounts had gone off 
for plating, but I had decided early on that 
I would replace almost all of the various 
mounting and securing fasteners. While I 
would have preferred to replace imperial 
Whitworth nuts and bolts with the same 
I had to make some concessions and 
move to metric stainless equivalents. This 
was for things like exhaust brackets and 
suspension mountings. Whitworth could 
have been acquired from overseas but the 
cost was prohibitive. Elsewhere, mudguard 
stays, rocker covers, alloy covers, I moved 
away from worn and battered screws to 
Allen key cap screws in stainless steel, and 
the very tidy button-head style for small 
fixtures. Fortunately most of the thread 
sizes I needed were available. I also made 
all the new gaskets that were going to be 
needed. I took the front wheel to a local 
specialist to have the brake drum skimmed 
to get rid of the horrible shakes I had 
experienced. In the process we discovered 
that one of the front wheel bearings had 
been munched in its cage and that was 
most likely the cause of the shakes. The 
drum was skimmed, new linings fitted and 
new bearings. The rear brake was relined, 
the, presumed original, linings were broken 
rock hard bits of stuff. New throttle, clutch 
and front brake cables were made up and I 
purchased a new pair of Amal concentric 
carburettors to replace the rather worn 
monoblocs, which, while original fittings, 
I had been told were not the best for use 
on the downdraught Norton head. The hot 
starting problems I had encountered arose 
from the unsuitability of the monobloc 
carbs. Other replacement parts such as 

clutch plates, clutch and brake levers and 
switch gear were sourced from British 
Spares in Lower Hutt while a perfect repro-
duction Lucas tail lamp lens was found on 
EBay. The seat was repaired and recovered 
at an early stage, before I had chosen the 
final colour for the bike, hence it sports red 
piping. The one replacement that caused 
me some indecision was the fuel tank. 
Because the bikes were sold to the US 
and because a common use was off road 
racing, they were supplied as standard with 
a small 2.5 gallon tank. The Norton would 
originally have had a Norton badged tank 
but came to me with the correct size tank 
and a later style Matchless transfer badge. 
I could have gone back to Norton marking 
but the bike was destined for road use and 
a 2.5 gallon tank is really a nuisance. Ride 
100km and start worrying about how much 
further before the tank is dry. In the end 
I opted for the larger tank, a style which 
was available on the non CS models, and 
managed to source an ex AJS 650 tank 
from the ever helpful Murray Mclean.

On the engine front the news was good. 
It had never been bored and was running 
on standard pistons. That was very pleasing 
as I was able to choose a +20 rebore and 
use Norton Commando pistons to bring 
the compression up from 8 to 8.5:1. The 
bottom end was good, appearing to be 
totally original, but like the bores, all very 
worn. Murray replaced everything including 
valves, valve springs and push rods. The 
Atlas motor had quite a reputation for 
vibration and Murray suggested we get the 
whole set up balanced. That was a revela-
tion; it took 14oz to get the crank shaft 
balanced: No wonder the Atlas vibrated!

It was the motor that came back to me 
first and it sat quietly in the shed while 
I waited with impatience for painted bits 
and chromed bits to reappear. Steadily 
though, they came back; bent and rusting 
guards returned shiny and new, the frame 
looked splendid in its black enamel and 
the tank and side covers were resplendent 
in the sea green pearl I had chosen. The 
original colour was Chromatic Red and the 
large part of production was in this colour. 
However a few left the factory in Chromatic 
Green and with that in mind I made the 
decision to step away from the original red 
to my interpretation of the green.

Reassembly was not difficult apart from 
putting those forks back into the yoke. I 
had thought that derusted, polished and 
well lubricated they would slide home 
without argument; wrong. It was a hard slog 
with a hammer and large chunk of wood, 
but inch by inch the legs were persuaded 
into the yoke. With that achieved and the 
swing arm reassembled the wheels could be 
replaced and the frame with wheels secured 
on the lifting platform. Next up was the 
motor. The problem here is that with this 
hybrid design thrown together with some 
speed the motor and gear box must be 
removed as one. They are separate entities 
but because of the rather poorly conceived 
mounting cradle design one must move 
with the other. A very competent friend, 
Rex, had been helping me with various 
hard bits and now he came to the party as 
we contemplated ‘popping’ the engine back 
to its proper home. We thought long and 
carefully about the installation process. We 
worked through every step and figured out 
who would take the weight where while 
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adjustments were made. The installing is 
not necessarily a difficult task but having 
not done it before I was determined that 
we wouldn’t drop anything or wreck fresh 
paint. The planning paid, the heavy 
awkward lump that had to be tilted just so 
to clear the top tube and then mated to the 
gear box cradle slid in to place without a 
murmur and the critical bolts were slipped 
home before it could change its mind.

From that point the reassembly was easy; 
a step by step process where I needed only to 
go to the various marked containers of nuts, 
bolts and bits, replace the old junk with the 
new bits I had added to the containers and 
fit and do up. What really pleased me in 
this process was that every hole lined up, 
regardless of how many separate pieces a 
bolt was to secure. Nothing took more than 
a mild tap to seat in the right place. What 
this told me of course was that this machine 
had not been bent, butchered and bashed. 
It was as if I was assembling a new machine 
and that was immensely satisfying.

On 18 June 2008, not much more 
than three months from the day I took 
the spanners to it, the Norton was back 
together and needed only essential fluids 
before I could have a crack at bringing it to 
life. Easier said than done. This became an 
exercise in repetitive frustration. A carbu-
rettor assembly mistake by me was the first 
fault. Then the stop button done up too 
tightly on the handle bars caused intermit-
tent shorting. The motor would fire but 
the subsequent vibration would cause the 
stop button to short and kill the spark. 
That one took some finding. Finally a pair 
of rubbish plugs, brand new but failed to 
deliver a decent spark. A pair of old ones 

sorted that problem. Step by weary step I 
tracked down the causes of failure and had 
to take a couple of days out to regenerate 
some strength in my right leg; kicking over 
750cc of new motor on 8.5 compression 
with no valve lifter is no easy task. On 23 
June with a refreshed leg I tickled the carbs 
once more and had another go. Bingo! 
On the second kick the old girl burst into 
harmonious life.

The next couple of months were more 
than a little frustrating. The list of niggles 
seemed endless and I actually got quite 
sick of the Norton. It just didn’t seem to 
be delivering what I expected. Things kept 
coming loose; little fasteners were tight 
one day and disappeared somewhere on the 
road the next. Oil leaks that I just didn’t 
seem able to cure. I hate oil leaks and 
was determined that there was no need 
for any joint or oil line to weep or drip. 
Step by step, and repeating many assembly 
tasks many times, the niggles were elimi-
nated and with the help of friend Rex we 
finally got the carburettor tuning right. 
As I covered more riding miles the motor 
smoothed out and settled into its work and 
sometime in early 2009 the realisation that 
the Norton had finally come right dawned 
on me. Riding it from then on became and 
remains an absolute pleasure.

Over the past 12 months I have 
clocked up a meagre 1500 miles on what 
is effectively a brand new machine. All 
of the issues that led me to the decision 
to undertake a complete restoration have 
been dealt with. The Norton starts first 
kick cold or hot, the motor is totally 
impressive and I no longer finish a ride 
with my fingers numbed from vibration. 

The brakes work and oil leaks, apart from 
a few drips from the chain case when hot, 
have been banished.

I have continued to carry out minor 
cosmetic improvements; plating the odd 
nut and bolt that escaped my attention 
earlier and replacing all rubber hose oil and 
fuel lines with braided stainless steel lines. 
Replacing rubber hoses and their unsightly 
hose clips had always been an intention but 
I considered it sensible to wait until after 
reassembly as changing to braided lines 
means there is little, or no, room for error in 
cutting the correct length of hose.

Reflecting upon the restoration process, 
it was not as daunting as I had imagined 
and there is considerable satisfaction to 
be gained from looking at the Norton 
now with the thought that a nice piece 
of machinery has been given a new lease 
of life. There is pleasure too in the fact 
that I was fortunate enough to find and 
be able to procure a machine that was, 
apart from the ravages of time, almost 
exactly the machine that left the factory 
all those years ago. It is still the machine 
that left the factory but the application 
of some newer technology and the use of 
some more modern materials and processes 
have undoubtedly improved it. I suspect 
that because the numbers manufactured 
were not large and because more often that 
not the N15 CS and G15 CS were used 
for off road racing there are relatively few 
matching numbers survivors.

The Norton N15 CS is, for its time, a 
very good motorcycle; but then I am 
probably a little biased.  bw
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The 2010 South Island Club Captain’s Tour started in 
Hanmer on Wednesday 17 March with the happy hour at 
the Hanmer Top Ten. It was catch up time for lots of old 

friends, and a time for new participants to find out what this Tour 
was all about. The participants were instructed to have a leisurely 
start in the mornings, as the format was much the same as recent 
tours where everyone leaves in their own time. The focal point 
of each day was the Happy Hour. The evenings started with a 
social time recounting the day’s activities, a briefing on the next 
day, some poetry on most nights and always a presentation of the 
“wooden spoon” to a worthy candidate.

There was a total of 55 cars and people could join for as long 
or short a time as they wished but there were always more than 40 
cars on any given day. Of note were the 15 cars that had travelled 
from the North Island and there would have been one more if 
John and Shirley Foot’s Buick hadn’t broken down in Wellington 
enroute. John and Shirley did however complete the Tour in a 
borrowed car after some juggling of luggage between North Island 
cars before picking up their wheels at Hanmer.

Day one was organised by Ray and Glenis Miller of Hawarden. 
Some stopped to view Bruce Forbes’ recently painted stables and 
car collection in Waiau. The historic Hurunui Hotel was well 
worth a visit before the lunch stop at Hawarden.

The second day (Friday) was organised by David and Margaret 
Banks of Amberley. Cars split into two groups. The majority went 
to Homebush (home to Canterbury’s early settlers the Deans 
family) while others with high ground clearance went through 
Okuku Pass and Lees Valley. We took the latter option, which 
had a 4WD as backup in case the river crossing caused problems. 
The scenery was great, lots of water crossings and views of 
the Canterbury plains. The Northbrook Colonial Museum was 
something to be seen and I am sure everyone found things of 
interest. It has an extensive collection of household items through 
to tractors and soon to be added cars. If visiting Rangiora, set aside 
at least half a day for a visit.

Akaroa was next on Saturday. We did find going through the 
Lyttelton Tunnel noisy in the open car. Many stopped in Lyttelton 

for a quick look round, then on through Diamond Harbour, Port 
Levy, Purau and Pigeon Bay. From there it was a stone’s throw to 
Akaroa. Drivers were warned that we had some steep narrow roads 
with steep downhill descents. It was let slip at the happy hour 
that one passenger was seen walking as she didn’t like the steep 
drop on her side. Also observed in the Village Inn car park was 
another Buick with badly burnt brake drums. Ashley and Clive 
had debated whether to follow the instructions and stay in first 
gear downhill, as they had just climbed the hill in second gear. 
They regretted their choice of second gear.

Sunday was a free day in Akaroa. In the afternoon we visited 
the historic lighthouse, and three of us drove to its original site 
just outside the Harbour entrance. This road was the steepest we 
encountered on Tour and was a real test for Rob and Diane Ross 
in their 1925 Dodge which has only two wheel brakes. 

Monday morning and we were on the road again, this time to 
Ashburton. The road out of Akaroa was steep and winding, but 
the views made it all worth while. As the day progressed the wind 
increased and made crossing the Rakaia river in a topless car very 
slow. There were plenty of complaints about the dust. The only 
other major mechanical problem occurred when Allan Hill made a 
detour back to Rangiora to pick up another Ford, and made it back 
to Ashburton without many noticing that the truck had changed 
into a tourer. We were all guests of the Ashburton Branch for the 
evening. It was here that we met up with the Zapp family from 
Argentina, who have been travelling the world for several years in 
their 1929 Graham-Paige. They gave us a short talk on their trip to 
date, some problems they had with the car, and their plans.

Tuesday, and another great morning greeted us. Today we 
headed to Geraldine, with a quick stop at the secondhand shop 
at Mayfield which had opened specially for us. From there it was 
on to Peel Forest and Mesopotamia. The roads were dusty and 
corrugated as we followed the Rangitata River to its headwaters. 
Lunch was had in a yard at Mesopotamia where some trees gave 
us much needed shelter from Canterbury’s Nor’wester near its 
source. Thankfully the rain stayed away until an evening shower 
in Geraldine where we stayed for the night. That evening we went 

Bridge on Lake Onslow Road. Rob & Diane Ross,1925 Dodge; Ray and 
Glenis Miller, 1930 Ford A; David and Margaret Banks, 1930 Plymouth.

SOUth iSlAnd ClUb CAPtAin’S tOUR 2010

hAnMeR tO GORe
Words & Photos John Chynoweth & Sharon Chambers
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to the cinema. Proprietor Barry McLauchlan gave us a talk on the 
history of the old cinema before we settled back into the chairs 
and sofas for an hour of humorous old film clips. 

Wednesday (day seven) and we went to Waimate the long way 
round via three passes. First we travelled to Fairlie, and then to 
the Mackenzie Pass where we came across the James Mackenzie 
monument just after the summit. A number of other Vintage 
cars were already there. Next it was over the Hakataramea Pass 
where we were hoping to catch a glimpse of Aoraki Mt Cook at 
the summit but the day was just too overcast. We carried on down 
the Hakataramea Valley and turned on to Meyers Pass Road. This 
used to be the main route to Central Otago from north during the 
gold rush. We encountered several dead wallabies on or near the 
road. After reaching the summit we dropped down into a very dry 
Waihaorunga Valley and then on into Waimate. It was during the 
happy hour at the Waimate VCC Clubrooms that David Banks 
announced that it was going to rain in the next half hour and that 
those in topless cars were warned to put the tops up. Five minutes 
later the thunderstorm struck with a vengeance and some cars 
still had hail on their floorboards next morning. By the time that 
happy hour finished the rain was over.

Thursday took us to Ranfurly via Naseby. After Waihao Downs 
we veered right along Clarkesfield Road to look over the Waitaki 
Valley as we approached Kurow. Then a slight diversion towards 
Tokarahi and Smiths Road. North Otago’s Vintage motoring at 
its best. Then on to Danseys Pass which as usual was fairly corru-
gated, and over the summit to Kyeburn where we stopped at the 
Danseys Pass Hotel for lunch. We made our way to Glenshee Park 
Museum of Fashion and onto Naseby. 

Our last day (Friday) 
took us to Gore. For 

some this was a very special day and highlighted the contrasting 
landscapes of the South Island. We headed for Patearoa, and on to 
Limmerburn Runs Road where more practice was had opening and 
shutting gates. Thank goodness there had been no rain, as going 
over the Lake Onslow road next to Roxburgh could have been a 
challenge. After lunching at Roxburgh we kept heading south, via 
Ettrick, Moa Flat and Heriot towards Gore. It was very noticeable 
as we approached Moa Flat that the countryside started to “green 
up” and the grass was abundant when we reached Gore.

We were greeted at the Gore VCC Clubrooms with true 
southern hospitality and enjoyed a final evening together.

This brought to an end a thoroughly enjoyable tour of about 
900 miles.  bw

Wayne and Dianna Tomlinson, 1927 Chrysler crossing Okuku River.

???

John and Margaret Wallis 1926 Austin crossing Okuku River.

Graeme Sword, Mark Drury and company crossing Okuku River, 1924 Overland.

Rob and Diane Ross, 1925 Dodge crossing cattle stop overlooking Lake Onslow.

Above: Diane Ross plays the piano for a sing-a-
long at the Grand Hotel, Akaroa.
Right: Keith and Linda Nunn in their 1957 
Morris Minor cross a stream on the Lake 
Onslow Road.    
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AUtOSPeCtACUlAR 
2010
Far north branch 

Words Dave Duirs Photos John Osborne

The weather was great, crews were 
organised and by seven o’clock show 
vehicles were arriving, stalls were setting 
out their wares, entertainers assem-
bling their gear and the smell of good 
food was wafting in the cool early breeze. 
Two hundred and twenty four vehicles 
of all shapes and sizes, marques and ages 
assembled in appropriate categories; great 
big trucks from the local haulage company 
next to diminutive Ford Model Ts and 
grand Rolls-Royces with the feature pre 
1960 American Fords having pride of place 
for spectators to reminisce over. Vehicles 
displayed with care and pride brought back 
memories and gave an insight into some of 
the newer technology as well.

Visitors passed the time away eating 
goodies prepared by the car club team; 
looking for bargains ranging from trinkets 
to plants; testing their skills and voting 
for the vehicle of their choice while 

judges decided the winners in the various 
categories. The very generous prizes were 
sponsored by local businesses.

Tad Johnson’s beautiful ‘56 Chev Bel 
Air took the BP 2go 90 Mile Motors 
Peoples Choice honours, closely followed 
by Adrian Garrett’s magnificent fully 
restored and regularly used 1911 Rolls 
Royce. Dean Dorricot’s 2006 Mustang 
Convertible took the lucky draw prize.

nGAPARA – COAl Pit 
hillCliMb
north Otago branch 

Words Kathleen Perry 

On Sunday 28 March 2010 North Otago 
Branch joined with the North Otago Car 
Club Trust and the Otago Sports Car 
Club to stage another Ngapara – Coal Pit 
Hillclimb.

There were 15 entries in the Vintage 
Section and the majority of these vehicles 
were scrutineered at the branch clubrooms 
late on Saturday afternoon. 

Sunday morning at Ngapara was frosty 
when the rest of the vehicles were scruti-

neered before the briefing and practice 
run. Fortunately the day warmed up and 
all the runs were incident free.

VCC entrants came from Invercargill, 
Christchurch and Greymouth with the 
majority from the Dunedin area.

Murray Frew, our organiser, was busy 
all day but still managed four runs in his 
Chrysler Special. It was first time for two 
of our branch members; Peter Brown in his 
Elin MK111 and Wendy Hamilton driving 
an Escort sport. Wendy’s husband Ross 
drove their car in the Otago Sports Car 
Club section.

Dave Harris was there in his Johnson 
F/Ford to defend his title from last year 
and he achieved a win again in the VCC 
section in a time of 1.02.61. The Johnson 
car arrived in a trailer behind Neil 
McDonald’s Chrysler Valiant which was 
awarded Best Presented Car on the day.

It was great to have Trevor Timms 
with his Singer 9, Graeme Currie and his 
Buckler and Malcolm McMillan in his 
Riley competing again after attending our 
inaugural event last year. Jim Bennett’s 
Furi Impulse didn’t run as well as he would 

RAllY SniPPetS

Far North Branch: Adrian and Sylvia Garrett’s much travelled 1911 Rolls-Royce Silverghost 40/50.

Far North Branch: Left: The admiring crowd. Right: J Crisp’s ‘30 Model A Roadster
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have liked but it is an interesting vehicle, 
as is Kerrin McNeill’s Oscala Special and 
Alan Bryce’s Riley Blatch Special.

Alasdair Brass entered his shiny green 
Morris Cooper S, Brian Grace’s MG 
Magnette was also well presented and Joe 
Gillman’s Ford V8 created a lot of interest.

The event would not have been as 
successful without the branch members 
who organised, marshalled, timed, scored, 
attended to the necessary paper work and 
catered for the event.

Special thanks must go to Ron Hassell 
from Banks Peninsula Branch who was the 
appointed Speed Steward for the day.

North Otago Branch plans to make the 
hillclimb an annual event.

36th MOtORCYCle 
RAllY
South Otago branch 

Words Ian McDonald

After morning tea and briefing 
the first of 22 bikes were away at 10.45. 
Following a week of hot fine days the 
weather forecast was unfortunately correct, 
frequent showers and gale force winds but 
luckily reasonable temperatures. After 
working our way over various back roads 
to Clinton on to Clydevale and over the 
Clutha River we arrived at the Greenfield 
Tavern for lunch. Where else but a country 
pub would a group of dirty wet bikers be 
made so welcome. With a good fire drying 
wet gloves and coats, a great lunch and 
hospitality, nobody was in a hurry to leave 
and face the elements again. A few riders 
chose the easy ride down the sealed road to 
Balclutha but most, including the Vintage 
and sidecar units followed the rally route 

over the hills on gravel to Waitahuna. 
then it was over Mt Stuart, on gravel 
again, where the wind was really howling 
on the exposed ridges. This section really 
tested the riders out with one being blown 
off the road and most others wondering if 
they would be next. Then it was a down 
hill run for the next 10 miles and back to 
the club rooms for prize giving and a meal 
prepared by Glenice and Joe Smith. Doug 
Hayman, our oldest branch member and 
well known for his many years of rallying 
his 1948 Ariel Red Hunter, was able to 
travel the route with the marshals and see 
his three sons complete the rally.
Results 
Overall winner and PwV
John Martin  1952 A10 bSA gold flash
Runner up and Post 60
Keith herrick  1963 Triumph
Vintage
ross Pringle  1930 indian 101
Riders Choice
robin benington 1941 indian

ted GReen MeMORiAl 
MOtORCYCle RAllY 
14 March, 2010.
horowhenua branch 

Words Steve Green

On Sunday 14 March the Horowhenua 
Vintage Car Club ran their annual Ted 
Green Memorial Motorcycle Rally from 
the VCC Clubrooms at the Levin AP & I 
Showgrounds. 

The Rally is an event to keep alive the 
memory of Edward (Ted) Green, a retired 
ship’s engineer who lived in Manakau for 
his latter 25 years and was an avid motor-
cyclist. After his death in August 1981, the 
Rally was instigated by members of the 
local Horowhenua Vintage Car Club and 
has been an annual event ever since.

This year the Rally attracted a number 
of locals as well as of out-of-town riders 
including Barry Wells of Masterton on his 
BMW R50 and Steve Elwood of Feilding 
on his 1952 350cc AJS.

The Rally took a long tour around the 
Horowhenua and up as far as Opiki and 
Bainesse before returning to Waitarere. In 
the afternoon the riders had a shed visit 

rallysnippets

North Otago Branch: Above: Wendy Hamilton  in her Escort Sport.  
Right: Murray Frew presenting Dave Harris with his trophy and prize for first place and below his 
Chrysler Special. 

South Otago Branch: Left: John Martin at lunch stop, 1952 BSA A10 Gold Flash.  
Right: Robert Hutton’s 1924 Harley-Davidson, Ross Pringle's 1930 101 Indian and Robin Benington’s 
1942 Indian at the lunch stop. 
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rallysnippets

to look at the Vintage car collection of 
Graham Merenzie and listen to one of the 
quietest V8s I have ever heard, a venerable, 
flathead Ford V8. From there the riders 
took another meandering ride back to the 
VCC Club rooms for prize giving. 

The oldest bike entered was the 1928 
350cc Indian Prince of Richard Caldwell 
of Raumati. This year’s winner of the 
Ted Green Trophy was Clive Newman of 
Paraparaumu on his immaculately restored 
two stroke twin cylinder 1964 Suzuki 
SS30F. Winner of the sidecar section of 
the Rally was John Rapley and wife Kerry 
from Paraparaumu with their 1954 Ariel 
Square Four, which is powered by a 1000cc 
air-cooled engine with the cylinders laid 
out in what is effectively a square configu-
ration.

Rally Results

Vintage
david gwynn 1929 Ariel upper hutt
Post Vintage
John Viner 1939 Ariel waikanae
PwV
John neil 1955 bSA lower hutt
P60V
Clive newman 1964 Suzuki Paraparaumu
Sidecars
John & Kerry rapley 1954 Ariel Paraparaumu
hard luck
Chris Clark 1971 dnepr  levin
ted Green trophy
Clive newman 1964 Suzuki Paraparaumu

the RUAhine RAMble
Manawatu branch

Words Allan Hardacre

On Saturday 27 February we set off in 
the Dodge in the company of another 32 
vehicles on the 2010 Ruahine Ramble. 
This year the ramble was again organised 
by Keith Maegaard who has an excellent 
knowledge of the sealed, gravel and paper 
(another interesting surface) roads of the 
Manawatu. The Ruahine Ramble has 
always been the premiere one day rally 
event for the Manawatu Branch and in the 
past has attracted entries from as far away 
Auckland and Wellington. These days with 
the busier roads and increasing fuel costs 
our entrants come from closer branches. 
This year we welcomed Neil Ferrer in his 
well travelled Vanguard from Wanganui, 
Hec Newton from Horowhenua, ’39 Dodge, 
Bruce Poole, Chrysler 77 from Hawke’s Bay 
and all the Wiltons from Taihape. The 
furthest travelled were Bruce and Jenny 
Waterworth who came from Taupo in their 
1928 Model A farmers ute.

The happy sight of all the cars sparkling 
in the sunshine and surrounded by an 

admiring public always stirs the keen 
owner’s heart. Let’s face it, we put a lot of 
work into our pride and joy and are justly 
proud of our cars. We are really just big kids 
at heart and love a well earned skite! 

We had a couple of interesting cars to 
farewell us from Feilding. The first was 
Brian Rankine’s newly restored 6½ litre 
Bentley tourer with more knobs, dials, 
gauges and shiny bits than the average 
navigator could cope with. There is 
no doubt that WO’s bloody fast trucks 
really cut the mustard when you want to 
make an emphatic motoring statement. 
The other was a newly restored Auburn 
8 raceabout built on the chassis of Ron 
Persson’s Auburn saloon I believe. It is 
owned by the L’Huille brothers. Neither 
of these vehicles accompanied us on the 
run, as both were new restorations and the 
immaculate paintwork would have been 
at risk on the rougher stuff. The real rally 
vehicles included Don Dennis’ Veteran 
Buick tourer. Now that Don has the Buick 
running reliably he is regularly oldest 
vehicle on the club runs. The most modern 
car was Peter Wilton’s ’73 Ford Capri. The 
rest of the team was a number of Model 

Manawatu Branch: Left: Under starters 
orders, The Haycock Chev and the Rowden 
Chrysler. Middle: Mary Leask and the ‘26 Essex. 
Far Right: Hec Newton ‘39 Dodge.

Horowheuna Branch: Above: John and Kerry Rapley, 1954 Ariel Square Four. Right: Richard Caldwell, 1928 350cc Indian Prince. 
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As of various body styles, a bunch of 
Chevs, the Howells in the Jowett, the 
Livingstones in their Paige and Monsieur 
Bruce L’ambie our indefatigable Tourer 
editor in his Citroen Traction Avant. It 
was a bit worrying to see an WWII Jeep 
complete with ropes and four wheel drive 
head off before us as it rather had us 
wondering what was coming up.

Rally packs in hand and instructions 
in our ears we headed off in the sunshine. 
The great thing about the northern 
Manawatu is that there are miles and 
miles of back country roads. Your choice 
of single lane black top for comfort, a bit 
of gravel for skill, and paper roads and 
rivers without bridges for umm…fear. This 
year the ‘off the map stuff’ was not as hairy 
as it has been. As a result of the Ruahine 
Ramble two years ago some club members 
had not been game to venture on another. 
Others of us found it huge fun at the time 
and enjoyed the rapid skill development 
that happens when you are concentrating 
on staying alive while descending very 
steep rutted hills on gravel roads with two 
wheel brakes. 

On from all that excitement into the 
steep, narrow winding gravel roads leading 
into Peep ’O Day and then the straight 
sealed run into Kimbolton. I got out at 
the lunchstop to a trickling sound and 
the smell of petrol – like the Bismarck, 
the fuel float had sunk. Not due to the 
British Navy this time but more like some 
inattentive soldering 87 years earlier late 
on a Friday afternoon in Detroit. No 
real problems, just keep going (fast) to 
stay ahead of the petrol feed rate and 
remember to turn the fuel off every time 
we stopped. 

There were no other casualties 
and we were back at the clubrooms for 
a beer and barbie by 4pm. When the 
prizes were handed out we found that 
Don Dennis and Chris Roades in the 
Buick had scooped the pool as the only 
team to see all the unmanned checks. 

The Ruahine Ramble: Auburn Roadster.

Brian Rankin’s newly restored 6½ litre Bentley.

Carl Glichrist ‘30 Model A in the river.

rallysnippets

VINTAGE & CLASSIC 
ENGINE PARTS
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GEORGE CALDER LIMITED
307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH

PH 03 338 5372 FAX 03 338 5482

CAST IRON 
WELDING

Powder Spray Process, 
Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,  

Cooling Fins, Castings,  
Mechanical Repairs & Rebuilds

THOMAS ROWE 
MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd

No. 6 R.D. 
Palmerston North 

Phone 06 324-8707

Congratulations also to Peter Wilton and 
Doug and Diane Wilton from Hunterville, 
first of the moderns in the Capri and 
first Vintage respectively. All thanks to 
Keith Maegaard and his band of helpers 
for another excellent ramble in perfect 
weather.
 bw
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behind the wheel

Burton J Westcott, an able 
businessman who had 
been building carriages in 

Richmond, Ohio since 1896, formed 
the Westcott Motor Car Company in 
1910. An experimental auto buggy was 
built in 1909 but from 1910 produced 
a conventional 40hp four-cylinder 
car. The firm catered to the upper-
middle class market and specialised in 

manufacturing cars assembled from outside-supplied components 
until its demise in 1925. Production shifted to Springfield, Ohio 
in 1916 and sales peaked in 1920 with 1850 cars produced for that 
year. The demise of the company was probably due to the fact 
that assembled cars could not compete with other upper-middle 
class producers such as Buick and Packard who had in-house 
design and manufacturing facilities. Burton Westcott, who had 
become Mayor of Springfield in 1921, didn’t long survive his car 
company, dying in January 1926. Readers who want to know more 
about the Westcott Motor Car Company should try Henry Austin 
Clark and Beverley Rae Kimes’ Standard Catalog of American 
Cars, or for the ultimate article, Westcott, Keys to the City, by 
Karla A Rosenbusch, Automobile Quarterly Vol 35 No 2 May 
1996. Web surfers won’t find much about the Westcott Motor Car 
Co, although there is some information on Burton Westcott and 
his Frank Lloyd Wright designed house.

1918 Westcott Words and Photos John Stokes

in 2003 grant Stott realised a long term plan to own a 

motorable Veteran car when he purchased a westcott that 

had been owned by Jim francis since 1960.  

This is the westcott’s story.
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the Car 
The subject of this article is a 1918 Westcott Series 18. The 

power plant is a six-cylinder Continental 9N engine, 3½" bore 
by 5¼" stroke (303 cu in – about five litres), rated at 29hp and 
developing 52hp at 1800 rpm. The head is non-detachable. The 
gearbox is by Warner, the axles and brakes Timken, universals 
Spicer and steering Gemmer. The electrics are Delco and carbu-
rettor is a Rayfield. The wheels and rims are Firestone and the 
instruments Warner and National Gauge. Chassis lubrication is 
by oil cups and Westcott ads bragged that there wasn’t one grease 
cup on the car. Rubay, a high quality coachbuilder, who may have 
used NZ kauri in some of their wood frames, built the seven-seater 
tourer body. The hood is made of Pantasote, a fabric favoured by 
Cadillac at that time. The colour scheme is Westcott Green body 
with black mudguards. The incredible thing about this car is its 
originality. Mechanically it is almost 100 percent original, except 
perhaps the cooling system. The paint is 85% original. The hood 
is original and will never be lowered. Two rear side curtains have 
been replaced, as has the celluloid rear window. The upholstery 
is entirely original and quite well preserved. This is truly a car 
for the academic historian rather than the “bloke from the shed”. 
When Grant bought the car he wanted to be sure of the date of 
manufacture for compliancing purposes and the Reed Service 
Manual in the Auckland VCC library was able to confirm that this 
car was built for the 1918 model year.

behind the wheel
Entering the driver’s seat requires a bit of twisting and turning 

as the thick-rimmed steering wheel is close to the seat. Once in the 
seat it is quite comfortable and the steering wheel is a pleasure to 
hold. The gear lever and hand brake are long and almost vertical 
to the floor. They do get close together and can tangle your hand 
when starting off but you soon get used to it. The accelerator is 
central to the clutch and brake pedals and is a shaped horizontal 
treadle rather than a pedal, it also takes a little getting used to. To 
start, you retard the spark with the steering wheel mounted lever, 
depress the accelerator a little and push on the floor-mounted 
starter button with your heel, and the engine starts very easily. 
Grant advised moving off in second gear, however I used first 
initially just to see how things worked. You would only need to 
use first on a hill as I soon found that you could take off in second 
on any level surface, and even on a slight upgrade, with just the 
slightest shudder. This is remarkable considering that the clutch 
still has its 92 year-old linings and the universals are original. It 
should also be remembered that design then was not what it is 
now. Going up the gears, second should be engaged at about 5mph 
indicated and top at about 15 mph indicated. I found double-
declutching quite easy and at those speeds single declutching would 
have worked OK but I forgot to try it. I had my GPS stuck to the 
windscreen; it was set in mph and indicated that the Warner ribbon 
speedo was reading two or three mph fast at low speeds and about 
four mph at higher speeds. Once on the open road you stay in top 
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gear. The car seems most comfortable at about 35mph indicated or 
32/33 mph on the GPS. There is no play in the steering, however 
the car can wander a bit on cambered or bumpy sealed roads. This 
may in part be due to the narrow 34x4(26") straight-side Lester 
tyres. Grant preferred these to the even narrower beaded edge tyres 
that were supplied with the car when he bought it. With a lighter 
grip on the steering wheel the wander disappears.

The external-contracting rear brakes seem to be reasonable for 
what they are. I didn’t try any emergency stops. The car is very 
low geared and hills didn’t present 
a problem, except that there seems 
to be a temporary flat spot in the 
engine when it is under heavy load. 
It climbed a steep hill in top gear, 
and this was done after a low speed 
turn from an adjoining intersection. 
On the flat the car was accelerated 
to about 45 mph indicated. This 
equated to 39 mph on the GPS 
with 40 mph being shown twice. 
The engine sounded quite noisy and 
harsh at this point and although 
more speed could have been obtained 
I didn’t feel happy attempting to do 
so. It must be remembered that this 
is a completely original engine, no aluminium pistons, no fancy 
balancing and no modern carburettor substitute. Pinchgut Rd in 
Kaukapakapa was our big hill test and I was beaten into second 
about a third of the way up mainly due to the narrowness of the 
road following a slip and there is no point attempting to go into 

second above 15 mph indicated. The car weighs 3200lbs so the 
descent of Pinchgut Rd was done in second, the strong engine 
braking doing most of the work with the brakes assisting where 
necessary. A steep hill on SH16 was climbed in top with no diffi-
culty. The car can be throttled down to about 5 mph indicated 
in top gear and will pull away from this speed without shudder or 
distress.

I took the car back to Grant’s place and found that 
driving in traffic in dry weather was a comfortable experi-

ence, the car keeping pace at or 
about the current 50 kph limit. 
Summing up the drive, this car is 
eminently suited to quiet country 
roads and will handle suburban 
traffic OK, provided you remember 
the rear wheel brakes. I have 
travelled in it as a passenger on the 
Auckland motorway network and the 
car will take it, but it’s really out of its 
environment. Other passenger experi-
ences were in the early morning, 
where the headlights seemed fine 
for a vehicle of this period, and also 
on some metal roads where the car 
handled satisfactorily despite a lack of 

shock absorbers. We didn’t go in heavy corrugations.
The last part of the story is the mystery. How did the Westcott 

survive? Nothing is known of the early history of this car. We do 
know that the Farmers Co-op in Hamilton had an agency in 1923 
and that’s it. Jim Francis brought the car from a Mr Newman in 

…to survive someone must  

have either loved this westcott 

or been totally disgusted with it 

and stuffed it in the shed…
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Hawera in 1960 and stored it until Grant purchased it in 2003. 
There is an unsubstantiated rumour that the Westcott may 
have been part of the “Moult collection”. Jim Francis’ ownership 
was custodial and though he carried out panel beating on one 
mudguard. Mr Newman told Jim a shed had collapsed on that part 
of the car. Jim also ground the valves but never ran the engine.

Grant Stott undertook a recommissioning rather than a refur-
bishment of the car using Terry Boyle, a highly skilled mechanic, 
and Greg Browne, a highly skilled engineer, to check everything 
over. One outer rear-axle bearing cup was replaced, other compo-
nents were cleaned and lubricants replaced and the water pump 
shaft was replaced. The results weren’t good. When first started 
it ran easily for less than a kilometre and then boiled furiously. 
Rechecks of timing and carburetion were of no avail. A six-blade 
fan was fitted and this helped a little but nowhere near enough. 
Ron Jacob, a senior Auckland VCC member once remarked, “all 
the good cars were worked to death and all the dungers were put 
in the shed”. Was the Westcott a dog, lemon or dunger? Given 
the quality of the components used to make it, this can hardly 
have been the case. Most of the component manufacturers have 
stood the test of time, although some have merged with other 
firms over the years. Perhaps more likely it was a case of Kiwi 
skill and ingenuity gone rather sadly wrong. Few front-on pictures 
of Westcotts have survived but a check of a 1917 drawing shows 
the front of the radiator surround sitting much higher than the 
surround on Grant’s car. This seems to indicate that the radiator 
in Grant’s car isn’t original; indeed the surround bears some resem-
blance to the period Buick surround. Further to this, Westcotts 
were fitted with thermostats, an early date for these. They were 
a bimetallic device inside a canister about the size of a large oil 
filter, or small vacuum tank and were bolted to the cylinder head 
and the one on this car was long missing. The radiator itself had 
been cleaned and tested and appeared to be in good working 
order. We can only assume that at some stage very early in the 
car’s life it had either been in an accident, or there had been some 
fatal damage to the original radiator core and surround.

Solving the problem wasn’t easy; Grant had planned to use the 
car on the HCCNZ Parliamentary Tour of the North re-enact-
ment in February 2007 and the car was still suffering boiling 
problems in December. Greg Browne replaced the exhaust system 
in the hope that reducing backpressure might help but it didn’t 
help much. In desperation Greg got a Mini Cooper radiator, made 
a bracket and bolted it to the thermostat-mounting studs. When 
this was plumbed into the cooling system it worked and the car 
completed the 600 mile tour with only minor troubles. Sadly the 
89 year-old fibre camshaft gear stripped on the way home from the 
after tour motor show. It was replaced with an aluminium one and 
the car now seems totally reliable.

To survive someone must have either loved it or been totally 
disgusted with it and stuffed it in the shed. During the ’20s and 
’30s there would have been a lot of agricultural or marine potential 
in the components, yet whoever owned it obviously never consid-
ered wrecking it. The first owner was fairly wealthy, as the 
American price was $1,940 new. (For comparison, in 1918, a Ford 
T tourer was $525, a Dodge four about $1000 and a Buick Six 
about $1400. The contemporary Cadillac V8 was about the same 
size as the Westcott and a tourer was priced at about $2500.) 
Perhaps it was in an accident and, as sometimes happened in 
those days, the owner was too frightened to drive it again. Perhaps 
there was some legal dispute over the unsuccessful repairs, perhaps 
the repairer kept the car if payment wasn’t forthcoming. We will 
probably never know, but whoever put it in the shed in the very 
late ‘teens or early 1920s made a significant contribution to this 
country’s motoring heritage. bw

 F ull range of import/export services to/from anywhere 
in New Zealand

 Teams, tours or  
individuals 

 Seamless door 
to door service

Phone 09 254 4005
Jenner Cargo International Ltd 
Email carl@jennercargo.co.nz www.jennercargo.co.nz

INTERNATIONAL 
SHIPPING

Specialist vehicle forwarder

Trust us to handle the shipping with ease

Call Carl or Tracey for a free quote. 
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Normally aspirated engines enjoyed the fresh moist air 
they digested in the early morning to arrive at Trig Road 
North from 8 am onwards for the fourth hillclimb at 

this very popular venue. The hill has been measured and is 2.457 
kms long and is believed to be the longest active hillclimb in the 
North Island. This year the event was efficiently organised by Rod 
McCallum and Wattie Watson plus an able team of volunteers, 
marshals and competitors.

The weather improved from a cool early morning into light 
breezes and constant sun throughout the day. This year I was 
promoted to record the finish times at the top of the hill. The 
timing equipment was again supplied by P F Automotive Tauranga 
and set up by Stuart Watson.

It was essential for the course to be correct in all respects before 
the practice and timed runs could start by 10.30 am. Tony Forster 
our Speed Steward approved the set-up and the event was underway. 

The Vintage Class had three Austin Sevens and a Model A entered 
by Roy King, Taranaki; Steve Aldersley, Te Kauwhata; and Richard 
McWhannell, Auckland gave Ollie Midgley in his Model A Special 
a hard time over the four timed runs during the day. 

The Post Vintage Class had quality if not quantity, with regular 
competitor Alan Blundell from Waikanae driving his sleek green 
Jaguar with verve and determination. He had to contend with 
David Adam’s ’32 Sunbeam 20 DHC and Don Sharp’s Austin 7 
Special in ‘Bugatti’ Blue, both from Waiuku. 

There were 10 entries listed in the programme for the Post 
War Class. In the tranquil moments on top of the hill, I could 
hear the various cars wending their way up the course and as the 
day progressed the experienced competitors were rocketing their 
way to the finish line. One could hear the transmissions whining 
and exhaust reverberating power through Hot Rod Bend on to 
Roycroft Rise and past the finish line. Steve Sharp, a previous 

trenchMate 
hillCliMb wAihi
Sunday 28 March 2010
Words and Photos Clive Taylor

Oliver Midgely from Auckland
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winner was getting in the groove with his Buckler and so too was 
Harry Currell with his popular Citroen Light 15. His car was voted 
the best of the day and Bob Hyslop’s style in his Austin Healey 
was really smooth and very quick.

The crisp performance of Rod Brayshaw in the MG TF super-
charged car was brilliant to watch, although on his last run, 
there was a mechanical sound emitting over the finish line. Joe 
Bruntlett had a good day in completing all his runs this year in his 
Ford Special. Newcomers Geoff Wilson (’48 MG TC) and Murray 
Whitehead (Ford 105E) had a great time on the hill. 

The P60V class had a good mixture of entries. First time 
runners, Hugh McInally from Cambridge had a very smart blue 
Mini and Tony Brierley entered in a Triumph Dolomite Saloon. 
Both had good runs throughout the event. Clive Robertson’s 
Corolla sounded sweet all day. Donn White’s famous green Mini 
Clubman GT romped in ahead of Colin Cavanagh in his crisp 

Top: Returning to the start. Bottom: Allan Watson’s Triumph

sounding Fiat 125S saloon. Allan (Wattie) Watson in the famous 
Works Triumph 2.5 had a ball pushing the old car to its limit. The 
white flash across the line belonged to Rod Rattray in his A40 
Farina from Waihi looking very smart indeed.

The Motorcycle class was thin on the ground this year. Adam 
Pendred brought along his Honda 360 twin that sounded just like 
the early works Hondas racing in the Isle of Man. Jason Budd 
managed a few runs on his dad’s Yamaha beating his father Colin 
by a fraction. A highlight during the day was the race between 
two postie bikes with Barry Alderdice taking first place to Peter 
Drummond. There were smiles in the morning, throughout the 
day and still smiles at the end of it all for another year. Many 
competitors told me that, in their opinion, this is the best 
hillclimb event in the North Island, efficiently organised and a 
great fun-filled event. 

So from little acorns, our oak tree is becoming even more 
attractive to others as the years go by. If you like an event with a 
little competitive flavour and a convivial social atmosphere, let’s 
hope you can come next year to enjoy this venue with enthusiasts 
and friends. See you at the next one?  bw
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bRASS nOteS 
Words Diane Ross  38 Keenans road 
 rd 2, Ashburton 
 randross@kinect.co.nz

Lock ring Heavy
and light.
Now available

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims
Motor cycle rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes

101 Harman St
PO Box 9164
Christchurch 8149
New Zealand
Phone 03 338 4307
email office@veterancarrims.co.nz

It was pleasing to see 19 Veteran vehicles entered for the 
National South Island Easter Rally in Christchurch. The 
Schacht Buggy belonging to Graham and Carol Wiblin didn’t 

make it to the start on Saturday owing to some wheel problems 
that Graham was able to put right in time for the Sunday run. The 
car was looking very flash with its new hood, made by the Amish 
Community in USA, keeping the crew dry. Ashley Bell from 
Southland was the overall winner of the rally in his well-travelled 
1912 Renault AX.

The South Island Club Captain’s Tour visited the Ashburton 
Branch at which time the local Chairman had on his trailer 
an unidentified Veteran motor that had turned up in Methven. 
Veteran Sunbeam expert, Colin Pearce, identified it as one and 
the same as the project he once owned that is now in the hands of 
Phil Jelfs who was delighted to take delivery of a spare motor.

Peter Croft is plugging along on the restoration of his 1903 
De Dion Bouton 12hp twin model. In his words, ‘‘it’s one step 
forward and two backward at times.” The motor and front end and 
steering are done. A major interruption to the task occurred when 
the steering gear went to the platers to be stripped and the brass 
bushes disintegrated and new ones had to be made. 

The South Island Club Captain has found some spare time 
to advance the restoration of his Veteran Buick. The target for 
completion is the National Veteran Rally to be held in Ashburton 
on 18-20 February next year. Entry forms for this should be out in 
the near future.

Nigel Browning from Hamilton has managed to track down 
a 1911 20hp 3.8 litre Calthorpe and as far as he can determine 
it’s the sole survivor of that model. Nigel first knew of it 38 years 
ago and finally tracked it to Wellington three years ago. He was 
delighted to be given the chance of purchase last October. It’s 99% 
complete and in sound mechanical condition still having some 
compression despite not having been run for over 40 years. He has 
just landed a set of 26½" tyres. For an English car it’s a long beast, 
about 4.5 metres. It’s reputed to be a fast touring car with a 3.76 

diff ratio and large diameter wheels. The paired self-generating 
Howles and Burly acetylene headlamps are all intact. The only 
missing bits are one bonnet catch, the speedo, the horn and oil 
tail lamp. Nigel has promised he will not start on this restoration 
until his 1911 12/15 model Calthorpe is finished. This model has 
a 1.8 litre motor with an interesting overhead inlet side exhaust 
valve system with a non-detachable cylinder head. It was bought 
in 1970 as a retirement project and has been worked on from 
time to time for the last 15 years, but the last two have brought 
some serious commitment and he intends to have it finished by 
October for the new motoring season. At the outset of restoration 
it was an incomplete heap of low grade scrap iron but the missing 
parts have been found over the intervening years. Nigel tells me 
it is one of only three in the world with the only running one 
being a well known car in Australia. He has made 30% of the car 
from drawings and that doesn’t include the body that will be a 
two-seater roadster.

Those who keep a watch on Trade Me may be interested to 
know the 1913 Empire that was advertised earlier this year is now 
residing in Christchurch. It was bought by an ex-pat Kiwi who has 
lived in Canada for 30 years but is now returning home to retire. 
The seller was Chris Shelley from Hamilton who imported the car 
from Adelaide about 12 years ago. Chris motored it extensively, 
clocking up 18,600 miles.

NEWS FLASH: The 1917 V8 Cadillac belonging to John 
McLachlan is running! The natives residing at the northern end 
of Ashburton could be forgiven for thinking that war had broken 
out but it was the Cadillac motor bursting, or maybe I should say 
stuttering, to life after 60 plus years in hibernation. It did sound 
reminiscent of an army tank with the odd gunfire volley thrown 
in, but after an afternoon of adjustment it was tamed to something 
more becoming to its age and condition. Some more tinkering I’m 
told and perfection will be reached. The upholsterer has been to 
measure up for the interior and hood so the end of a massive resto-
ration effort is nigh. 

Photos L-R: 1, 2, 3, 1911 Calthorpe 20hp project. Photos 4 and 5: 1911 12/15 and 20 hp Calthorpe 
1 2 3 4 5



while in Marlborough a few months ago i was alerted 
to a 1921 brook Cycle Car that is being restored by Paul 
radmall who has emigrated to new Zealand to run a bed 
and breakfast period type cottage complex at woodbourne. 
This car, i think, is worthy of inclusion in the Brass Notes column 
as its looks and capabilities will be more attuned to Veteran 
type motoring than its ‘correct’ Vintage classification would 
indicate. This is a very rare 2 speed, epicyclic transmission 
cycle car. research indicates that there may have only been 
about 200 made as the manufacturers went out of business in 
1922. Paul has written a brief history that follows:

The story begins with the arrival of the Brook in South Africa. 
The car was ordered from the Spacke Machine Tool Company 
of Indianapolis USA in 1921 (cost US$365) and delivered to my 
friend’s uncle’s farm. It was used for a number of years around the 
farm and then involved in a minor accident, which meant that it 
remained in the barn for about 50 years. 

My friend, who was an old-car enthusiast in South Africa, 
knew of the car and took charge of the remaining parts, ready for 
restoration. This kit of parts was brought to the UK in the early 
’80s along with a number of other interesting old cars.

Unfortunately, my friend died before he could even start the 
restoration of the Brook, but his widow kindly gave me all the 
parts in her possession, together with a number of letters to the 
original owner, about the car. 

Michael Sedgwick (the 
auto historian) helped 
identify the parts of the 
Brook, during a visit made 
to value the other cars in the 
collection.

So what was I left with? 
Well, time had taken its toll and I was the proud owner of four 
rims and hubs, most of the chassis, a rear axle without drive shaft 
and a seized engine minus any evidence of an ignition system. No 
technical information existed on the car, or even a picture, but 
clearly it had potential. 

On examination, I immediately gained respect for the standard 
of production engineering. The car is made from good materials, 
using what must have been quite high volume components (lots of 
high quality malleable iron castings and even one aluminium die 
casting). The design can be summed up in one word – basic.

After removing the hornet’s nest from one of the cylinders, I was 
able to turn the engine which, after restoration, now runs very well.

Over the last 30 something years, I have been doing research 
and making a few parts every year until I now have a rolling 
chassis that works. The next stage is the body, which I now know 
all about (a photo was discovered in an archive five years ago). It is 
simple in the extreme. Rumour has it that the car will be finished 
soon.

The final chapter will be played out in New Zealand, as I now 
live in Blenheim and brought the Brook with me. It seems to me 
quite fitting that the Brook will be used in “the colonies”, just as it 
was when it was when new, in South Africa. bw

Here at Beaded Wheels we are always on the lookout for a good 
article for a future issue and we are now actively seeking more 
contributions. 
To encourage you to put pen to paper two lucky authors per issue will 
win a coveted limited edition Beaded Wheels cap. 
We can accept articles in handwriting, typed or completed on a 
computer (any common word-processing programme is okay) and 
they can be posted to: Beaded Wheels, P O Box 13140, Christchurch  
or email beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz 
High resolution digital photos are acceptable if taken using a 
minimum four mega pixel digital camera set at a high resolution. 
Please contact me if you wish to discuss an idea for an article. 
Kevin Clarkson, Chairman Beaded Wheels Editorial Committee
Phone home 03 385 9821 (leave your name/number if engaged)  
email kevin@vcc.org.nz

The lucky winners of the Beaded Wheels caps for this issue are 
Frank Metcalf and Clive Taylor. Congratulations and thanks for your 
contribution. Don't forget we are always looking for good articles.

WIN
a limited edition  

Beaded Wheels 
cap!
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rAllY uPdATeVCC Rally 2012 
Proudly Sponsored by Vero Consumer Insurance Specialists
PO Box 2012, Wanganui 4540 info@rally2012.co.nz

Standard
̋NŌ MurI PūkeNga kŌ Mua PūaWaI˝
(From yesterday's resources burgeon tomorrow's future)

Rally dates

Monday 16 January - Friday 27 January 2012

Overseas interest in borrowing Cars 
in new Zealand
VCCNZ members who are in a position to 
assist these overseas visitors should contact 
them directly via email.

Stephen Bertalan, Canada 
bertalan@telus.net
Vehicles owned: 1970 Oldsmobile 422
Member of: VCC of Canada
If a car is unavailable we are happy to be 
passengers

Roger Horsfield, United Kingdom 
rogerorjane@btinternet.com
Vehicles owned: 1926 Singer 10/26 tourer, 
1929 Austin 7 Chummy, 1947 MG TC 
Member of: 750 Club for Austin Sevens, 
Singer Owners Club, Veteran Car Club
Ideal car would be Vintage but any car that is 
VCC eligible. Would be happy to only have 
loan for part of rally. Would like to recipro-
cate in UK to whoever lends a car.

John Johnston, Australia 
Finer70@optusnet.com
Vehicles owned: ‘27 & ‘29 Chryslers, 1970 
Torana
Member of: Vintage Drivers Club Victoria 
(Vice President, Chief Concours Judge)
Would prefer car that is able to be locked. Has 
attended previous NZ international rallies.

John & Ruth Knight, Australia
Knight37@bigpond.net.au
Vehicles owned: 2x1930 Chryslers, 1937 
Buick Woody, 1948 Sunbeam Talbot, 1962 
Dodge Lancer Coupe
Member of: Queensland VVC, Vehicle 
Restorers Club, Buick Car Club, VV 
Touring Club (All in Queensland), 
Restorers Club of Australia in Sydney.
Appreciates offer of loan, but also more than 
happy to accept rides in various cars over 
rally duration if this option is possible. 

Iain McClymont, Canada 
iainmcclymont@shaw.ca
Vehicles owned: 1940 Packard 120 Touring 
Sedan, 1955 Nash Metropolitan
Member of: Member and Secretary of VCC 
of Canada, North Island Chapter. 

Rodger Martin, Canada 
Rodger.Martin@viha.ca
Vehicles owned: 1941 Chev Special Deluxe 
Member of: Vintage Car Club of Canada 

David Willoughby, USA 
Dave1jenna@comcast.net
Vehicles owned: 1957 Ford convertible
Member of: Vintage Car Club of Canada
Will need to be large enough to carry my 
wife’s folding wheelchair.

Jan & Jake Surline, Canada 
jsurline@shaw.ca
Vehicles owned: 1940 Chev, Corvairs, 
Volkswagens, dune buggy, SHO
Member of: VCC of Canada

Trevor & Nola Hooper, Canada
Hooper.tn@hotmail.com 
Vehicles owned: 1936 Chevrolet Master 
Sedan, 1967 Mini panel van
Member of: VCC of Western Australia 

Andrew & Mary Ann Cooper, USA
amshoppe@verizon.net
Vehicles owned: 1930 REO Flying Cloud, 
1930 Model A, 1939 De Soto, 1956 De 
Soto, 1947 Hudson Super 6, 1951 Hudson 
Hornet, 1952 R51/3 BMW, 1957 R69 BMW
Member of: GEM State Hudson Club in 
Spokane, WA.

entry Form
At last we have a draft entry form and 

it will soon be placed on the web site. 
All those who have sent an expression 
of interest will automatically receive the 
entry form on line. The problem that 
we have had is that we have had to start 
afresh with the information needed for 
the entry form. Our organising committee 
on advice decided to organise the form so 
that future rally organising committees 
can adopt the form without the expense 
we have had to commit to. Also on line 
will be further information that will assist 
you with filling out your entry from.

Branch Secretaries will receive a few 
entry forms so that those who do not 
have internet access will be able to fill out 
the application form and mail in to the 
VCC Rally 2012 Secretary. Please; to save 
considerable expense we do want you to 
enter on line.

Camping Ground
Negotiations are under way for a 

camping ground and details for the 
ground will be published in the informa-
tion for filling out the registration form. 
If successful the ground will be directly 
over the road from Rally Headquarters. 
However, although it looks good at the 
time of writing, a contract has been 
written but not signed.

branch Visits.
If Branches wish to have a member 

of the VCC Rally 2012 visit and give an 
outline of the Rally please contact the 
Rally Secretary Clive Witham and if we 
are able, we will co-ordinate a visit.

 Bruce Hutton qsm

 Rally Director
The address bar of your internet browser is at 
the top of the screen and if you use Internet 
Explorer the page will look similar to this.

To find the VCC Rally 2012 website 
type the website address into the address 
bar of the internet browser on your 
computer.    www.vccrally2012.co.nz
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90 Mile Beach.

This “Spotty Dog” required an 8.30 start from Waikanae just 
north of Wellington on a warm Saturday morning. The 
first day of the long haul north took us through to Hawera, 

where arrangements had been made to view a car collection and 
memorabilia.

Among the mainly Buick cars was a barrel-bodied model from 
about 1919, its restoration had been completed to the woodwork 
stage, and looked complex and impressive.

We overnighted in Stratford where further members joined the 
tour. Unfortunately Kim and Damon Rose struck trouble with 
their Austin 7, and gamely returned to Wellington to organise an 
engine transplant. But time was against them and discretion ruled 
they continue the tour by modern car.

The route to Raglan on day two was new territory for many 
drivers. Great scenery but a shortage of petrol stations added slight 
anxiety for some. In the backroads of Kawhia plans went awry 
and cars became separated with some not making the lunchstop. 
It was good luck too rather than good management that allowed 
everyone to find the next day’s lunchstop in Pukekohe, with most 
blaming the Auckland Motorway system, not their navigators. 
Rain intervened for the first time as the run headed north on 
SH16 with Bob and Elsie Ewing retreating under a large tree to 
raise the soft-top on their Mustang.

A break at Matakohe Museum gave everyone a chance to view 
the history and workings of a steam driven sawmill before moving 
on to Dargaville and an evening dinner hosted by Northland 
Branch.

Day five was spotty-dog country with the last great kauri stands 
of the Waipoua State Forest and on through to Opononi to catch 
the ferry across Hokianga Harbour at Rawene. As luck had it, our 
arrival coincided with the welcoming of the wakas; the impressive 
war canoes taking part in the 170th anniversary of the signing 
of the Treaty of Waitangi by Hokianga Maori at the Mangungu 
Mission House.

With Ahipara our base for two days, some relaxed at the beach 
while others took in the whaling museum at Butler Point. And as 
is always the case, another collection of Vintage cars was slotted 
into the programme.

The final leg to Cape Reinga required another early start. 
Though the road to the top is now sealed all the way, some elected 

The aptly titled Spotty dog run toured wellington 

branch members around northland visiting the area 

that was settled by gumfield migrants from dalmatia.

Words Bill Cockram from information supplied by Bob Ewing and Alan Pratt

Ferry Crossing at Rawene.

Lunch at Opononi.

the bus tour instead of their cars. We all gathered at lunchtime 
to see where the Pacific and Tasman meet, and enjoy Tapotupotu 
Bay set between hills at Cape Reinga. The Kauri Museum gave 
a final interest point for the day on the return to Kaitaia via 90 
Mile Beach.

The Bay of Islands provided a leisurely three day stopover 
before heading south to Tauranga. This would be the place where 
some cars split off for other rallies and destinations, and a suitable 

the 
SPoTTY dog run 2010
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place for the whole group to thank Bob Ewing and Tasi Betteridge 
for their organising efforts.

With Kim and Damon Rose striking out for the East Cape and 
then Napier to join the Art Deco Rally, most of us headed south 
to Rotorua, where local branch members joined us for a mystery 
tour, escorting us as far as Taupo on the back roads.

Fifteen great days on tour with the only drama reserved for the 
Model A Ford which insisted on drinking an indecent amount of 
water after makeshift repairs to a blown headgasket in the Bay of 
Islands. But that’s Vintage motoring for you. We like a challenge.

 bw

Dinner with the BOP Branch. Right: Chairman Tasi & Asst. Club Captain 
John add to the Reforestation Project at Cape Reinga. Bottom: The Ewings 
Mustang always draws attention. 

Right on the road again

FRee 
adveRTISING*

Classified advertising in Beaded Wheels magazine 
is free *for all current financial members 
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand Inc 
buying or selling club eligible vehicles or parts. 
It is easy — just email your advertisement to  
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz or complete the form 

on this page and post to us at  
Marketplace Beaded Wheels,  
PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141  
or fax us on 03 332 3827
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for 
our October/November issue is 10 September 2010. 

Advertisement copy to read (45 words) ____________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

Conditions of Free Advertising
•  Free advertising is limited to one advertisement per 

financial member of the Vintage Car Club of NZ per 
issue. Members must state their membership 
number when submitting the advertisement.

•  Advertisements must be of a non-commercial nature.
•  Advertisements must be submitted in writing, by 

email (preferred), post or fax. Photographs will only be 
returned if a stamped addressed envelope is supplied 
by the advertiser. Digital photographs may be supplied 
by email in .jpg format, send a high resolution file to 
achieve best results.

• Advertisements must be resubmitted for each issue 
they are required to appear in.

•  The recommended length of advertisements is 45 
words – the maximum space available is 65 words. 
Beaded Wheels reserves the right to edit all copy. 

•	 Advertisements will be published on a first come, first 
served basis. While every attempt will be made to 
include your advertisement in the issue immediately 
following receipt – limited space may mean some 
advertisements will be held over until the following 
magazine for publication.

• All free advertisements will automatically be listed on 
the VCCNZ website.

Payment where required must accompany your advert. Cheque should be made 
payable to Beaded Wheels. Post payment & advertisement to marketplace,  
P O Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. VCCNZ members must be financial and state 
their branch to receive free advertising.

Not a vCCNZ member? You can still advertise your vehicle in New Zealand’s 
foremost historical motoring magazine. All advertisements are listed on our website.

Up to 45 words including phone number. Supply a 
colour photo of your vehicle. Include SAE for return 
of photo, digital photos may be submitted to our 
email address: beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

$64*
 wANTED  fOR SALE

Tick which column you require

Text & colour photo.

Up to 45 words including phone number, no photo. 
Additional words over 45 up to a maximum of 65 
words at 15 cents per word.

$21*
Tick which column you require

 wANTED  fOR SALE

Text only advertisement.

I wish to advertise in Beaded Wheels. 
Payment where required must accompany your advert. 

Name (block letters)  ___________________

Phone  __________________________

I am a current financial member of the VCCNZ and wish to 
advertise in Beaded Wheels for FREE.

vCCNZ Membership number is 

______ ⁄___________________ 

Non-vCCNZ members Payment by

   Cheque       Credit Card Visa/Mastercard only (Amex & Diners not accepted)

                 Card Expiry Date: __ /__ / 

Card Number    

Name on Card:   __________________________________________________

Cardholder Signature: ______________________________________________________
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Balancing Balancing Balancing,  
 We can balance most Vintage and single cylinder 
engines,fans,driveshafts etc. Work is carried out 
on a modern digital machine. M S Coombes Ltd, 
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch, Ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, Email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers 
should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, 
logos, blank lines and formatting. All classified 
rates include GST. 
The 65 word limit includes contact details. 
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the 
standard 65 words, or who require typography or 
space, must apply display rates. 
The advertising department reserves the right to 
edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria
Member of Vintage Car Club 
No charge for text or photo advertising to a 
maximum of 65 words per advertisement. 
Members must be financial and identify their 
Branch.
Non Member 
$21 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 
15 cents per word to a maximum of 65 words per 
advertisement.
Text in a Boxed Ad 
$24 non-members. 
Colour Photo Ad in Box
$54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an 
SAE if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. 
Advertisements should be typed or clearly 
printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT 
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. 
Post to: Advertising, P O Box 13140, Christchurch 
8141, to arrive not later than 10th of month 
preceding publication. 
Phone 03 332 3531, Fax 03 332 3827.

DISPLAY RATES
 Casual 3 Issues 
  (per issue) 
Full Page $900 $720 
Half Page $490 $390 
Horizontal Quarter Page $270 $216 
VCCNZ Branch Rate ¼ pg $121 $99 
All display rates quoted exclude GST and are for finished 
digital artwork  supplied. Artwork can be arranged at an 
extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical 
nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels 
however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space 
for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing 
prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the 
advertisement cost for any cancellations received after the 
booking deadline.
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are 
made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels 
or the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for the failure of any product 
or service to give satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or  service should not be 
construed as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.).

No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and the 
text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible with the 
aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the Vintage Car Club 
of New Zealand (Inc.)

In accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights 
Commission Act 1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any 
advertisement which indicates or could reasonably be 
understood as indicating an intention to discriminate by reason 
of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be 
held liable, as well as Beaded Wheels and the Vintage Car Club of 
New Zealand (Inc.).

.

marketplace
FOR SAle

1929 DODGE DA SEDAN.  Restoration to complete. 
Body panelled and painted including all panels. 
Motor fully reconditioned. All small parts painted 
and boxed, chassis sand blasted and primed, new 
running boards, radiator rebuilt, 5 brand new 
whitewall tyres, tubes and rust bands. Some new 
parts. 50% chroming done. A good project to finish 
off. Also some spare parts included. Phone 09 437 
2101 or glward@xtra.co.nz 

1929 PLyMOuTH SEDAN.  Chassis, brakes, hoses, 
kingpins, woodwork done. Needs some panel work 
to finish. Motor has stuck valves. Family car for last 
50 years. Needs finishing. Complete car, new parts 
and spares. $5,500. Phone 03 434 5984

1936 CHEVROLET JuNIOR SEDAN.  Family owned 
50 years, lots of spares. Mobile until a few months 
ago. Phone Bruce 06 858 9940   mem

1948 PANTHER,  Model 75, 350cc. Two bikes except 
for gearboxes. One modified with a Triumph box. 
Oleomatic forks, workshop manual, for bikes and 
forks. Also a history of Panther. They need complete 
restoration, one motor already done. $3,000. Phone 
07 846 1005 or email glasstec@ihug.co.nz  mem

1953 A30 AS3.  Reg WOF and VIC. Very Tidy 
condition. Phone Bruce 03 578 5875  mem

1957 VAuxHALL VELOx MOTOR  in excellent 
condition. Complete with manifold, clutch etc. 
Offers wanted. Also wanted urgently set 020 
oversize pistons and gudgeons for 1968 Vauxhall 
Viva Deluxe HB 22. Phone Chas 03 308 6576 
Ashburton. Would consider second hand.   mem

1960 VANGuARD 4 CyL,   3 speed with overdrive, 
good condition, complete and driveable. Registered 
but WOF just expired. As is $1,200 or make an 
offer. Phone Richard 04 577 0350   mem

1970 MG B ROADSTER.  In good condition overall 
with rebuilt interior, new wheels and tyres, battery.
Reg and WOF. Has overdrive. $11,995. Phone 09 
437 2101 or 0274 395 012

1971 MG  BGT 1971 Blue, reasonable condition. In 
regular use. Has VCC ID $9000 ono. Phone 03 688 
0102 email b_yates@xtra.co.nz   mem.

AMERICAN FACTORy REPAIR MANuALS  On 
CD-Rom. We can supply genuine factory repair 
manuals and parts books in PDF format for 
most models of Chrysler 1941-81, Ford 1928-79 
and General Motors 1930-76. All approved and 
licensed by the manufacturers. Only $90.00 plus 
$5.00 delivery nationwide. Phone TECHBOOKS on 
09 524 0132 or email ian@techbooks.co.nz

BRAND NEW SIDECAR BODy.   Wood and steel. 
Black with red upholstery. Has never been on a 
bike. Homemade 55" long, 20" wide, 20" high. Door 
in side $800. Phone Bill 04 563 6342   mem

BuGATTI GP 1931 KITSET.  Contact by email for a 
very full description, photos, price. Paul Hicks at 
hicks.family@xtra.co.nz    mem

CITROEN LIGHT 15 1952  Body and guards have 
been primered. Restored interior woodwork. Grill, 
dashboard instruments and lights. No engine or 
gearbox. Offers. Phone 09 620 7353

caRBUReTTOR Re-cOnDiTiOning — including 
Classic & Performance makes. 40 plus years trade 
experience. Free advice. Contact Graeme Tulloch, 
Tulmac Carburettor Specialists on 027 612 2312 or 
(Levin) 06 368 2202

cOacHWORK  For all your coachwork, woodwork 
and timber rim steering wheels for your Veteran, 
Vintage or Commercial vehicles contact Designs 
N Wood John Martin, 11 Bell Avenue, Cromwell. 
Phone/fax 03 445 0598, 021 109 1309 or email 
martin_jw@xtra.co.nz member

1962 HILLMAN MINx  Garaged for last eleven 
years. No WOF, reg on hold. Some rust, 
mechanically sound. Come and have a talk or 
phone 07 549 2812 evenings. Offers around 
$1,000 plus parts.   mem

DiSTRiBUTOR PaRTS anD SeRVice 
 We can supply many new old stock distributor 

parts for Lucas and other makes, and have built a 
New Zealand wide reputation for restoring worn 

distributors to as new performance and finish.  
All aspects of repair undertaken including 

Vacuum advance Units.  
mecHanical FUel PUmPS RePaiReD.  

Repair kits and parts in stock. Faulty pumps 
restored, including fuel resistant diaphragm. All 

work fully guaranteed. 
Contact Quality Rebuilds,  

85 Polo Prince Dr, Manurewa,  
Manukau City, 2576. 

Phone/fax Peter Collins 09 267 4700 
email: peter@qualityrebuilds.com  

www.qualityrebuilds.com 

DRiVeSHaFTS DRiVeSHaFTS DRiVeSHaFTS 
 We can alter or make driveshafts with fabric 
components to take modern universal joints and 
yokes, as well as performing dynamic balancing. 
We also carry a large range of driveshaft 
components for car, trucks, industrial and 
marine. M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

HUBcaPS – any problems contact me 
I now produce either hubcap skins or complete 
hubcaps. These are top quality replicas. Pressed not 
spun to the closest possible original specifications. 
I can manufacture any model that uses the skin 
system plus many others provided they do not 
exceed 10½" in diameter. For more information 
phone Dave Patten Replica Manufacturing (2003) 
Ltd, Ph 027 247 7956, 160 New york Street, 
Martinborough. Email dave.patten@wise.net.nz 

DODGE 4 PARTS.   Steering wheel, shaft 
column with pedals, steering box, waterpumps, 
carburettors, vacuum tanks, clutch plates, starter 
generators, manifolds, engine parts, sumps, axle, 
gearbox, fans, starter switches, cylinder heads, 
engine. Phone Geoff 03 547 4494   mem

FRee 
adveRTISING*

on this page and post to us at  
Marketplace Beaded Wheels,  
PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141  
or fax us on 03 332 3827
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for 
our October/November issue is 10 September 2010. 

• Advertisements must be resubmitted for each issue 
they are required to appear in.

•  The recommended length of advertisements is 45 
words – the maximum space available is 65 words. 
Beaded Wheels reserves the right to edit all copy. 

•	 Advertisements will be published on a first come, first 
served basis. While every attempt will be made to 
include your advertisement in the issue immediately 
following receipt – limited space may mean some 
advertisements will be held over until the following 
magazine for publication.

• All free advertisements will automatically be listed on 
the VCCNZ website.

Not a vCCNZ member? You can still advertise your vehicle in New Zealand’s 
foremost historical motoring magazine. All advertisements are listed on our website.

Name on Card:   __________________________________________________

Cardholder Signature: ______________________________________________________
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JAWA 250NZ 2 STROKE SINGLE 1959 MODEL 
353/04.   Good original condition. Complete and 
everything works. Spare engine and lots of spares. 
Reg on hold. $1,300 ono. Phone 03 960 2122

LIVE PLATES AND BODy TAGS  for 1964 Singer 
Gazelle Series 5 and complete side flash chrome in 
tidy order. Phone John 03 418 0102 evenings   mem

MIGOMAG MIG WELDER 30-140 AMPS,  Excellent, 
$499. 1937 AuSTIN RuBy Panels, radiators, rear 
axle, engine, gearbox parts, etc. Cheap. Larger 
Austin gearbox part IA3684, $30. 6.50-16 
cross-ply tyres 6mm tread. Four, $45. 550-600 
tube, excellent, $15. JAG MK VII-Ix window frames, 
glass, cheap. Phone Ralph 07 357 2112   mem

MODEL A FORD   Seasoned engine blocks available. 
These short blocks have good white metal bearings, 
new pistons and rings, hardened exhaust valves 
and seats. Save hundreds of dollars. Available with 
or without heads and sumps. Next motor ready 
early September. Testimonials on request. Phone 
Jack 03 352 6672. Christchurch.   mem

MODEL A FORD SHOCK ABSORBERS   New and 
reconditioned. We can rebuild your shock bodies. 
Some available. Outright (no exchange required). 
Can be seen at Canterbury Branch Swap Meet, 
McLeans Island, 8-10 October at Site No. 153. 
Phone Jack 03 352 6672. Christchurch   mem

PenRiTe OilS  We carry a large range from 
Vintage to Modern engines. Gearbox, diff, S.u 
dash pot and water pump grease. M S Coombes 
Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch, Ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, Email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz

VinTage engine SHORTBlOcKS  We can in 
most cases rebuild your shortblock using modern 
shell bearings, new pistons and rebuilt oil 
pump. Please contact us for more information. 
M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

VinTage WOOD PROBlemS? For all your Vintage 
woodwork requirements, I can reproduce your car’s 
woodwork from original parts, patterns and photos. 
Model A parts made to order, also Morris Traveller 
Van kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of Distinction. Purakau 
St, Marton 4710. Phone 06 327 6164.

VINTAGE TRUNKS made to order or stock 
sizes. Dust proof and waterproof. Phone Allan on  
06 844 3959 or 0274 469 331 Napier. Member.

ValVeS exhaust quality stainless for Vintage 
engines. Available in blank form or machined to 
size required. George Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Rd, 
Christchurch. Ph 03 338 5372, Fax 03 338 5482. 

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  PISTONS 
FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, 

CLASSIC & ODDBALL ENGINES. 
We can supply piston sets for most makes & 
models. All piston sets come complete with 

rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 listings at 
competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

PH 03 366 7463, FAx 03 366 7462

PenRiTe engine cOOl anT   
A colourless hybrid-organic non glycol based 
corrosion inhibitor designed specifically for 
use in Veteran, Edwardian, Vintage and 
Classic Car cooling systems. M S Coombes Ltd,  
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch,  
Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462,  
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

PiSTOnS FOR VinTage anD claSSic engineS 
Most models available in standard or 
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to special 
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307 Hoon 
Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03 338 5372.  
Fax 03 338 5482.   mem

VINTAGE CAR REPAIRS 
unit 1 11 Penn Place, upper riccarton, 

Christchurch (formerly 15a empire road, belfast) 
Phone 341 5100 Fax 341 5101 

All Classic and Vintage Car restoration. 
• Panel making • Wooden body repairs, 

• Bumpers and moulding repair 
37 years experience • Competitive hourly rate.

gOT ViBRaTiOn PROBlemS?  
 The crankshaft pulley/balancer/damper may be 
the cause. Rubber perishes over time. John at 
Harmonic Damper Rebuilds can rebuild your 
pulley like new. He has a proven system to 
re-rubber and re-sleeve dampers. Most can be 
rebuilt as good as new and save you money and 
engine repairs. 027 666 3350 or 07 863 3350 
damperdude@gmail.com

VScc BUlleTinS, 1960s Motor Sport, Ferrari 
World, hundreds of books – Monaco GP, E-type, 
Lotus, Bentley, Delage, MG and much more. 
Items signed by John Cooper, Ken Tyrell, etc. 
See full list at www.markview.co.nz

PeRSOnaliSeD PlaTe nail UP   Builders, good 
advertising for your business. $800 ono. Phone 
Bill 03 688 6750 or email shonaandbill@xtra.co.nz 
 mem 

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS, 
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and 
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, engine 
bearings, engine mountings, head gasket/
sets, pistons and valves, timing chains and 
gears, flywheel ring gears, tyres, carburettors, 
magnetos, etc, for all makes and models, 
especially: Austin, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Essex, 
Ford, Hillman, Morris, Standard, Vauxhall. 
Ronald Lever, 87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, 
Manukau 2025, Auckland. Phone 09 278 
3888 evenings.

RuGBy ENGINE BLOCK  4 cylinder side valve. 
Marked ‘DuRANT MOTORS 219 135’ Mid 1920s 
Asking price $150 Contact; Wellington VCC, Phone 
04 475 7413 Email nisbetdd@xtra.co.nz   mem

STANDARD ENGINE BLOCK.  9hp, 4 cylinder, 1927-29. 
Complete with; starter/generator, exhaust manifold, 
gearbox & pedals. Asking price $150. Contact Dennis 
Nisbet, Wellington VCC. Phone 04 475 7413. Email 
wellingtonvccparts@xtra.co.nz   mem

STuDEBAKER 1925 GEARBOxES,  3 of. Two RHD, 
One LHD. Offers please. Phone Wellington VCC 
Phone 04 475 7413. Email nisbetdd@xtra.co.nz   mem

TyRES – FREE – ALL WARRANTABLE,  185x14, 
600x14, 185x13, 590x14, 590x15,also 2 x 590x15 
mudgrip – plenty of tread but only 1 warrantable. 
you pay postage. Phone Richard 04 577 0350   mem

TyRES PAIR OF MARSHAL 185R x 15 RADIALS,  
 very good condition (6-7mm tread), bought last 
year and never used, $150 ono the pair. Phone Alan 
09 625 7500 or 021 025 1822   mem

1944 1200 U HaRley-DaViDSOn  combo. For 
info, particulars phone 07 886 9083 evenings  mem

1969 JagUaR 420g  Tudor White. In very good 
condition, well maintained and drives extremely 
well. $12,000 ono. Phone 03 217 2831.  mem

1960 4x4 c1300 inTeRnaTiOnal TRUcK   New 
COF $10,000 ono. Phone 03 434 5103   mem
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• Industrial Hard Chrome • Industrial Chemical Cleaning • Zinc Plating • 
Gold Plating • Tin Plating • Copper/Nickel/ Brass/Chrome  

• Anodising or Chrome Plating onto aluminium• Metal Polishing on 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium copper and brass • Wood Stripper

PH/FAX 03 218-3228 0800 TO-CHROME (0800 86-2476)

269 Bond St
PO Box 481
Invercargill

VinTage POSTeRS  Poster Business for sale. Ten 
titles – authentic advert copy. Stock on hand at 
cost. Printing plates, packaging material. History 
of customer purchases and customer list. Enquiries 
to: Keith Buckley phone 03 313 7563  mem

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ  halogen bulbs. 
Replace your existing bulbs without rewiring the 
headlamp assemblies. up to 100% brighter than 
your existing Tungsten bulbs. Will fit most reflectors 
fitted to Pre & Post war cars and motorbikes. Also 
available in single filament 55 watt P22 & BA 
15 bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical 
dip reflectors. Most bases and configurations 
available in 6v & 12v. Further info: Norm & Jan 
Sisson, sole NZ Agent. Phone 03 389 0643 Model 
Boat Supplies, 38 Ottawa Road, Christchurch 6. 
Email modelboatsupplies@snap.net.nz 

1928 FORD cOUPe mODel aR  Restored over 
12 year period. Reg and WOF last six years. Low 
mileage since. Very good condition. $36,000. 
Phone B Stroud 03 217 4392  mem

1939 inTeRnaTiOnal D2   A completely original 
vehicle owned by one family until 4 years ago. 
Has all chrome, badges and hub caps. Still has 
the original but deteriorated paint. Has had an 
extensive mechanical restoration also new radiator, 
newly upholstered seat and completely rewired. 
83,500 genuine miles. Phone John 07 823 5641  mem

1986 DODge cHRySleR 600 eS   2.2 Turbo 
left-hand drive convertible auto. 154,649 km. New 
rings etc. Excellent condition, rare classic, must 
sell. $14,000 firm. Phone 03 308 6961 ASH  mem

cHeVROleT WOODy WagOn 1949  Very rare, 
rough condition but comes with 1950 Sedan 
"donor car" which runs and drives well. Enquiries 
to Bill, phone  03 688 6750  mem

SAMPLE PHOTO
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1966 mg 1100  British racing green, twin 
carbs, mechanically sound and current WOF & 
registration. Bodywork very good, sourcing new 
front tyres at the moment. $6500 ono. Phone 06 
308 9799  mem

1928 DODge VicTORy 6 SeDan.  Tidy Condition.  
Motors well, good tyres. Very Reliable. $20,000.  
Phone Bernie Horn, Dunedin 03 453 4014, 027 
434 7780  mem

 

Call us for a free no obligation quote.  
See our back page ad for details.

1954 ciTROen l15  This vehicle is registered 
and has a current WOF. Recent work 
done includes, brakes, clutch, CV joints, 
rear shocks, front wheel bearings. Asking 
$15,000 ono. Phone Ian 06 306 9246 
  mem

ReSTORaTiOn WORK  by qualified Coachbuilder. 
Woodwork, panel work and fabrication work 
for all Vintage, Veteran and Classic cars and 
Motorbikes. Full or part restorations. For all your 
restoration requirements phone 03 310 6691 or 
027 330 9581 or email daviescw@live.com

1936 mORRiS 8  4 door, runs well motor rebuilt 
approx one year ago. New upolstery a nice car 
throughout $9,500. Phone 021 285 7942 Auckland
  mem

1938 STanDaRD Flying 12 . Only 4 owners 
from new. Genuine 97,000 miles. Reg, Wof, VIC. 
Was restored for Hamilton International Rally 
2000. Selling to make room for new project. Will 
consider offers over $8,000. Contact Dave 03 942 
4691 email d.sjenkins@paradise.net.nz

1937 aUSTin 7 TOUReR  Body-off restoration 
fully reconditioned and conversion from a Ruby to 
a 4 seater tourer approx 13yrs ago (4,400mls) by 
Jack Volkner. Running a 600cc Reliant OHV motor, 
all other running gear is A7. $12,000 ono. Phone 
Stephen Volkner 021 722 718 (anytime) or 09 624 
3121 after 6pm.

aUSTin 7  Box saloon body-off restoration, new 
upholstery, carpet and roof lining, new radiator in 
2002. Recent top overhaul, new rings, valves, guides, 
and valve springs. Ruby driveshaft, VW conversion to 
generator, registered and warranted, $10,000 ono. 
Phone John Kinvig 04 479 8569 or 0274 524 326   mem

WOLSELEY 4/44 1955  Reconditioned engine 
and clutch, gearbox checked in 2007, receipts 
available, paintwork and interior in excellent 
condition, $6,750.00 ono. Phone John Kinvig 
04 479 8569 or 0274 524 326  mem

1928 DODge STanDaRD Six  Registered 
and WOF. New paint Maroon and Black. New 
upholstery. Reconditioned engine. Some spares. 
$22,000 ono. Selling due to health. Phone 03 684 
6554  mem
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mOTORcycle PaRTS maDe TO ORDeR.   
Tanks, carriers, levers, sidecars, cover panels etc. 
Above is a tank for a 1915 Rover motorcycle that 
we are fabricating at present. Call us and see how 
we can help you. Davies Coachworks 03 310 6691 
or 027 330 9581 or email  daviescw@live.com  
Shaun Davies Qualified Coachbuilder.

aRiel 1951 500cc ReD HUnTeR.  Restored 
10 years ago, including full engine rebuild.
Mechanically very good, some paint could do 
with minor tidying. Handbook, receipts included.
Registered and Warranted. $6,300ono. Ph 03 571 
6004  mem

FORD mODel T FOR Sale  Recent restoration of 
engine and body / wood work. New white metal 
and aluminum pistons. Great touring car and a 
pleasure to drive. Selling to make way for new 
projects. Phone 03 318 1380 or 0275 555 099  mem

mORRiS minOR lOW ligHT 1949   Present 
owner last 12 years. Restored by previous owner 
and shed stored since then. Motor reconditioned.  
Registration on hold. Second car for spare parts 
included in price $3,500. Phone John 03 327 2979 
or 027 227 7134  mem

6 VOLT RADIO/CD LATEST  technology Converter 
allows you to install a 12 volt Radio/CD in any 
vehicle with 6v electrics. Fit a 12v Neg. chassis 
radio in 6v Positive or Negative chassis vehicles, 
no modification required! Accepts any input from 
6v to 36v, output fixed at 13.8v, at up to 10 amps. 
www.cruisingelectronics.co.nz Sole distributor, 
Russell, Bay of Islands. Ph/fax Don 09 403 7350

1970 fORD ZEPHYR Mk4   54,000 miles genuine. 
New WOF and reg. Spent $4,500 on brakes 
steering joints. Paint on rear touched up since 
pic. In excellent condition inside and out. $10,000 
ono. Phone 09 438 3625 email garageaubrey@
yahoo.com

a USeFUl SHOPPing BaSKeT  1987 FSM Niki 
Fiat 126 in excellent order. 48,176km $2,500 ono. 
Phone 09 437 5529 or contact 29 Tapper Cres, 
Tikipunga, Whangarei 0112 

1972 DaTSUn P510 1600,  assembled Campbell 
Industries, Thames, No 673, 1st reg. May 72, orig 
paintwork and motor, mileage 127,500. Totally 
original down to toolkit. Offered for tender, highest 
or any tender not necessarily accepted. Phone 04 
528 4621 evenings.  mem

inTeRnaTiOnal D2 cOUPe  Cab Wellside utility 
1937-38 Model. All complete, motor not running, 
good front end panels, steel framed cab. Has 
good vinyl headliner. Doors, deck need reframed. 
Chassis/running gear has been cleaned and black 
etch painted. Spare parts, engine. $5,500 ono Ph 
Bill 03 688 6750 shonaandbill@xtra.co.nz  mem 

1968 Riley elF   1600 miles on recon motor, 
600 miles on recon auto gearbox, fully restored 
interior. Current Reg and WOF. $9,000. Phone 
07 549 5272.  mem

1954 caDillac cOUPe 2 DOOR HaRDTOP, 
 Tidy original condition, rust free car. Drives great  
$25,000 with Rego and WOF. Phone Bill 03 688 
6750 or email shonaandbill@xtra.co.nz  mem

1925 mORRiS cOmmeRcial cHaRaBanc 
 unique vehicle, drive on car licence. Cruises at 
50kph, drives very well, reliable, economical. 
Electric start. On CoF so use as business venture 
or just fun. We’ve done all the hard work getting it 
compliant so the choice is yours. Many spares inc 
a rebuilt engine. $75,000 Gordon 03 545 1765  mem
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wAnted to Buy

1928 CHEV TOuRER PARTS WANTED   Pair of hood 
saddles, vaccuum windscreen wiper or 6 volt 
electric wiper. Irons to connect front bumper to 
chassis. Internal plugs and sockets for headlights. 
Phone Alan on 09 818 1359.  mem 

1930 MARQuETTE PARTS,  Front Bumper and rear 
bumper, hubcaps (letter “M” on face), radiator 
badge. To complete my car. Phone Mike 09 820 
5404 or email marquette@actrix.co.nz  mem

1930-31 CHEVROLET COuPE  Must be in excellent 
condition. Phone Lance 027 493 3294 or email 
lance.p@superfreight.co.nz

Beaded Wheels  Issues, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 
don’t require copies, originals only thanks. Phone 
06 368 5611 or 021 111 8176 txt ok.    mem

BORG WARNER OVERDRIVE uNIT OR PARTS.  BMC 
Wolseley or Ford Zephyr. Anything considered. 
Phone Dave King 09 624 3710 or 027 494 8905 
email dcking@xtra.co.nz   mem 

BuICK 1916-1919 SPEEDOMETER SPROCKET 
STEWART  part No. SW 1325 (68 teeth) as fitted 
to front wheel. Water injection units Mist Master 
as manufactured Kleinig Products, NSW complete 
or parts Sparton chime horns set or parts, any 
condition. Vlcheck tools for car tool kits, brand and 
embossed shield with small V and smaller T. Phone 
Neil 03 434 9470 or neil.nonie@xtra.co.nz   mem

BuICK 1934 EIGHT FIFTy  motor and box with 
updraft Marvel carb. Radiator grill wire wheels 
16", outside hole 6 5⁄8, inside hole 3  5⁄8, rim width 
5 ¾. 1937-38 motor and box Series 40. Phone Russ  
0210 245 7984

DESOTO WHEELS WANTED  1929 19" with 11" 
brake drums. Phone 03 578 9044 John, jondot@
clear. net.nz   mem

DuNLOP CHECK SKID TyRES, 500 x 24  Contact 
Mike 03 344 0425    mem 

HOLDEN  (1) 5 x rims (or w h y) HT-HK-HG (2) Air 
Ranger radio (EH) please; Phone Brent 09 489 1310 
or 021 679 260   mem

HuSTLER ALLOy WHEELS  to fit HK-T-G Holden. 
Older five spoke design by Aunger or Cheviot of 
Australia, 14" diam., 5 stud, 4 ¼" pcd stud pattern. 
Phone Rob, 03 578 2676, 021 187 5697, or email:  
middlemillnz @yahoo.co.nz   mem

ScOTT SHiPley cyc-aUTO  Believed to be a 1938 
Ladies Deluxe. Frame #2630 engine no. J5260. Need 
to buy, borrow or copy a handbook or manual to 
assist restoration. Also need complete motor or parts 
as mine has welded conrod. Phone John 09 834 3224 
or 0274 774 242 email johnandellen@xtra.co.nz   mem

cReSTline BOOKS    The Plymouth And DeSoto Story, 
by Don Butler. The History Of Hudson, by Don Butler. 
Contact Lindsay Mckenzie, Oamaru, Phone 03 
437 0809 / 021 230 1062. Email  plymouthnut@
windowslive.com  mem

Please notify national office if you  
have changed your address or sold/

purchased any vehicles. 

1950 DUcaTi cUcciOlO   Cycle motor parts, 
muffler, carburettor etc, or complete engine with 
or without push bike. Phone Neville 03 418 0245 
Balclutha  mem 

WOLSELEY 15/60 1961   Repainted otherwise 
original. Reg and WOF. 64,000 miles. Phone 03 
686 1441   mem

1928 DODge VicTORy Six  Older restoration. 
Recent engine work. Resleeved front brake 
cylinders and master cylinder. New rear spring 
shackles. Downdraught carby fitted $14,500. 
Phone 03 453 4542.   mem

any TRiUmPH VeTeRan PaRTS  to complete 
restorations including pedal levers as photo, 
middle one is a copy, foot pads should resemble 
right hand one, also need BSA model k rear hub, 
email taylorhq@xtra.co.nz Phone 09 533 8050 
have swaps, v twin AJS girder forks   mem

TWO caV HeaDligHTS WanTeD.  Early 1920s as 
per photos.Have swaps if required of earlier models 
and similar period. Phone Malcolm hm  03 418 2047 
wk 03 418 2111.   mem.

FORD T cOmmUTaTOR caP WiTH ROlleR   A 
new item present retail $160 this one $100. Ph 07 
846 5698 Email grantbl@xtra.co.nz  mem

MG BGT, 1970-1971   Fellow enthusiast seeks well 
loved example. Ph Geoff on 03 545 0545 or 027 
332 6759 or email geoff@livingwisdom.co.nz

MOTORCyCLE WINDSCREEN 1940-50  type clip on 
bar with leather type skirt. Also crashbars for AJS 
single. Any condition. Phone 04 938 1127   mem

NASH METROPOLITAN WANTED  prefer a good one. 
Phone Bruce 03 578 5875 Blenheim   mem

ONE PAIR OF FLyWHEELS  or complete unit for 
Triumph Terrier motor bike wanted. Write to Walter 
Bulloch, 6 Jarvis Place, Napier. Phone 06 844 9733  
 mem

EAST COAST RALLYEAST COAST RALLY
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PAIR INTERIOR LIGHTS FOR 1967 WOLSELEy 
16/60.   Phone Allan 03 445 3255 or text 027 242 
8692.   mem

PICNIC SET-OR BITS OF  1920s-30s anything 
considered please. Phone Brent 09 489 1310 or  
021 679 260   mem

REQuIRED FOR My 1956 JAMES CAPTAIN 
RESTORATION   a couple of screw on round tank 
badges or a loan of one so that it can be scanned. 
Would be grateful. Pillion foot rests complete, 
(two piece). Phone John 04 567 9160, or email 
goldenflash@clear.net.nz   mem

SERVICEABLE TyRE OR TyRES  size 820x15 wanted. 
Phone Stewart 06 870 9459  mem

WANTED FOR RESTORATION  of a G Model Allis 
Chalmers row-crop tractor. Two 30x6" rear 
tyres at a reasonable cost. Contact Peter, 4 
Moa Street, Taihape. Phone 021 0590 800 email  
p.wilty@gmail.com   mem

WANTED TO Buy  Vintage Car 6 or 8 cylinders 
in good condition. Phone Shaun 04 5691 227 or 
email  leahymcgreevy@clear.net.nz   mem

HAND ADVANCE/RETARD LEVER  and quadrant to 
go in the centre of a Veteran steering wheel (alloy 
or brass). Also want a dark green flower vase and 
holder to go in the rear of a landaulette body. Paul 
Hicks at hicks.family@xtra.co.nz

WEBASTO FOLDING SuNROOF  for pre 1960 English 
rebuild. Any size,  any condition. These were used 
in BMC, Zephyr, Jaguar, etc. 50s upwards. Phone 
Dave King 09 6243710 or 027 494 8905 email 
dcking@xtra.co.nz  mem
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SwAP MeeTS & rAllIeS
Come to CEnTRAL OTAgO for the BLOSSOm FESTivAL RALLY and 

stay and extra night for the CEnTRAL otago sWaPMeet

sunday 26 sePteMber 2010 
croMWell  

Set up at 7am    Gates open 8am    $10 site, one size fits all!
For more info contact Dave 03 443 7906

sWaPMeet – car disPlays
craft stallscars - classic and 

Vintage, old or new 
restored or original, paint 
or no paint

Dogs under control welcome

For More Information
Winton 03 444 9917
Dave 03 443 7906 
Dudley 021 205 5307

Trucks / MoTorbIkes / TracTors

sTaTIonary MoTors and 
miscellaneous

Entry and Displays $2 / person
Stalls (pay on day) $10 / day
Boot Sales $10 / day or  
  $15 two days

2010
 Naseby  

Motor show

New veNue at Naseby 

Celebratory dinner planned Saturday, Akaroa.
Past and new entrants welcome

Enquiries and Entry Forms contact
Jens Christensen 03 354 5000  kajens@ihug.co.nz

Canterbury Branch 

25th Annual  
Girder Fork  

Rally

Saturday 16 & Sunday 17 October 2010

Saturday 5 February 2011
Weekend activities centre at Watchorn’s Museum

State Highway 30, Awakeri (includes touring section) 
Entry Forms available December 2010

Enquiries: Rally Director Walter McFarland  Rally Secretary Alison McFarland 
Phone: 07 308 7928  wamcfarland@farmside.co.nz

EBOP Branch: Box 2168, Kopeopeo, Whakatane 3121

Eastern Bay of Plenty Branch's Annual

EAST COAST RALLYEAST COAST RALLY

16 & 17 OctOber

Horowhenua Branch of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc) is proudly hosting

  Pride & Passion motorshow  
Saturday 25 - Sunday 26 September 2010

Horowhenua Events Centre, AP&i Showgrounds, victoria Street, Levin.  
Supporting the Arohanui Hospice, and the Horowhenua Health Trust.

The Pride and the Passion will feature a range of veteran and vintage cars, 
motorbikes, and commercial vehicles; hot rods, sports cars and some of the 

latest moderns reflecting our Pride and Passion as owners of these.

HOURS Saturday 25 Sept (10am – 10pm), Sunday 26 Sept (10am – 4pm)
ENTRy  Adults - $5,    Children (5 – 12 years) - $3,    Under Five – Free.

The Horowhenua Branch VCC is supporting the Arohanui Hospice and the  
Horowhenua Health Trust (the shuttle service to Palmerston North Hospital)
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SwAP MeeTS & rAllIeS

2011 NATIONAL  
MOTORCYCLE 

RALLY
in OAMARU

26-27 February 2011
from: www.vcc.org.nz, northotago@vcc.org.nz 

north otago branch of VCC of nZ (inc.) 
P. o. box 360, oamaru 9444.

entry forms will also be emailed to all branches.
A list of accommodation options in oamaru for the national Motorcycle 
rally has been sent to all branch email addresses. Accommodation is the 
responsibility of the entrant. rally headquarters will be at the oamaru Club 
incorporated, 32 Severn Street, oamaru.
The Saturday rally day will start from Takaro Park, opposite the oamaru 
Club. field Tests and inter-branch Competitions will 
be held on Takaro Park on Sunday morning and 
there will be a display of bikes for the public also at 
Takaro Park on Sunday afternoon.
A five day tour to north and Central otago is offered 
in the week following the rally – Tour information is 
enclosed with the entry form.

for any further enquiries  
email: northotago@vcc.org.nz 

Phone: Jerry wing 027 435 8983 or  
(Sec.) Kathleen Perry 03 434 7226

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE 


8*, 9, 10 OCTOBER 2010
Join us on this fun weekend and visit the  

Mecca of Vintage Motoring of New Zealand

For information and bookings write to Swapmeet, 
PO Box 5279, Christchurch  

or phone Mike 03 344 0425. 
NOte: Sites not paid for by due date will be 
reallocated. Some eFtPOS facilities available.  

No Dogs. ROAR.

PUBLIC DAYS 9, 10 OCtOBeR: 9am - 4:30pm. 
Adults $5, all accompanied school children free.

Canterbury branCh VCC

ANNUAL SWAP MEET
Cutler Park McLeans Island

Members Day Admission to the swapmeet 
is by current VCC MeMbershIP Card 

PLus adMIssIon Charge of $5 or site 
holders ticket only.  

Admission for those people accompanying a VCC 
member is $10 per person.

*8 
OCTOBER
MEMBER’S

 DAY



 





























2011 NatioNal North islaNd 

EastEr 
 rally

22 – 24 April 2011
The Taranaki Branch of the Vintage Car Club of 

New Zealand invite all members to join us for the 
National North Island Easter Rally 

Come and sample our fine hospitality 
and view our remarkable scenery.

Entry forms will be available from your  
Branch Secretary or the Rally Secretary. 

For Rally and accommodation information contact 
the Rally Secretary: 

                            Hugh Cowan    Ph. 06 757 2191        
                      Email : cowanh@xtra.co.nz.
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Waimate Vintage Car Club

SWap Meet
Saturday 4 September 2010

Venue: Branch Club Rooms, 4 Harris St, Waimate 
8am – 1:30pm

entry $2 – Sites free – Food & drink available
For site info contact

Mark thomas 03 689 6232

ANNUAL SWAP MEET
11 SEPTEMBER 2010

NORTHLAND BRANCH

Club Grounds, Heritage Park, Maunu 

Gates open 7am till 3pm

club spares shed open
food on s ite

For information phone  
Graeme 09 434 7215 or Lawrence 09 434 6457 

2011 NatioNal

VEtEraN
rally

18-20 February 2011
Hosted by the Ashburton Branch of the 

Vintage Car Club of NZ (Inc.)

Following on from the Prince Henry Tour, come 
and enjoy the  beautifully flat Veteran motoring 

experience that Mid-Canterbury offers.

Starting from our Clubrooms, we are offering two 
routes on sealed roads with low traffic volumes, 

promising relaxed Veteran motoring.

Come and enjoy!

Entry forms available from Rally Secretary:  
Rod Begbie, PO Box 382, Ashburton 7740. 

Email: ashburton@vcc.org.nz

camBRiDge RaceWay, camBRiDge 
Sunday 21 november 2010 

gates open 7am 
Sites – sellers – buyers are $5 each

ORganiSeD By: Waikato Branch of Vintage car club and 
Waikato Vintage Tractor and machinery club

enqUiRieS 
Ph les Webster 027 227 4954 or after 6pm 07 887 4954

Waikato Vintage 
sWapmeet

Sunday 17 October 2010
Bay of Plenty Clubrooms,  
29 Cliff Road, Tauranga

Vintage Car Display – Car Parts Old & New –  
Garage Sale – Collectables – Books old & new –  
a must for car enthusiasts – food hot and cold

Gates open 7am  
Stall Holders $10      Adults $5        Children Free

All catering by BOP VCC –  
No other refreshment stalls permitted.

Please contact Colin Anderson 07 570 3590 
Garry Linkhorn 07 549 5272 

for further information

Swap Meet
 & Market
NZVCC INC BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH

FoUrth 

PRINCE HENRY FOUNDERS TOUR  
for Veteran Vehicles

Tuesday 15 February - Thursday 17 February 2011

ADVANCE NOTICE

This tour starts at Hanmer Springs Top 10 Holiday Park with a  
happy hour at 5.30pm on Monday 14 February.

Overnight stays will be Hanmer Springs Monday 14,  
Rangiora Tuesday 15, Methven Wednesday 16, Friday is a lay day in 

Ashburton so accommodation for Rally will start Thursday night.

Entry Forms will be available from Ray & Glenis Miller  
Ph 03 314 4322 or glenray@xtra.co.nz    P O Box 74 Hawarden 7348
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e. Parrott & son Ltd
automotive instrument specialists

Specialist gauge repairers since 1946
Over 75 years of combined instrument repair experience.

SPEEdOS TAChOS GAuGES ClOCkS CABlES
Vintage & Post Vintage Restoration Work undertaken

Email: parrotts@ihug.co.nz 360 St Asaph St, Christchurch, NZ. Phone Fax 03 366 9554

Robinson instruments Ltd
3/31 princes street, onehunga, Auckland

Phone: 09 636 5836 Fax: 09 636 5838
email: sales@robinsoninstruments.co.nz  

 www.robinsoninstruments.co.nz

speedos, reV CoUnters, GAUGes, CABLes 
MAde to sUit AnY instrUMent to AnY  

trAnsMission etC. fULL serViCinG & repAirs.

INSTRUMENT 
NOT READING 

RIGHT?
or NOT working at all?

penRite  
LUBRiCants 
full range in stock

oLD aUto RUBBeR 
products for the car restorer

Vintage aUto paRts
phone or fax 03 359 8592

Gary and Ruth Arps • PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch 3482

Listings for over 800 models

Beaded Wheels
trade dIreCtory
Connecting enthusiasts and  

professionals around  
New Zealand.

Contact us today to list your business 
here.

Bankcard – Visa – MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 
AUSTRALIA.

Ph 61 3 5476 2212 Fax 61 3 5476 2592

Subscription Rates 
Australia 6 Issues $47.50 or 12 issues $92  

New Zealand 6 Issues $73.50 or 12 issues $144  
Overseas 6 Issues $85.50 or 12 issues $168  

First published in 1973.  
All back issues are available.  

All vehicles featured are 
restored or in original 

condition. Events, How To’s 
and Australian motoring 

history are a specialty.

RESTORED CARS 
Magazine Australia

Convert and  
Preserve  

your Precious Memories
         SLIDES   PHOTOS    CINE FILM    VIDEO (any format)    

All Converted to DVD       Audio Conversions to CD
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idletorque

Ashburton  Peter Knight
The weather for our annual swap meet 

on 1 May was fine but very cool after a 
heavy frost. With over 300 sites sold it was 
one of our most successful days.

There was great support from members 
in preparing the site and on the day itself. 
A practical way for the rank and file to 
participate and contribute to the club. As 
Secretary Rod Begbie remarked it sure 
beats cake stalls and raffles. On Sunday a 
large number of members took part in the 
Ashburton Rotary’s Annual Classic and 
Vintage car run. Around two hundred cars 
took part. This was an opportunity to see 
some rare vehicles from out of the district.

Club Captain Peter Lambie organised a 
May run in the Dorie area. Unfortunately 
the weather was bleak and cold but that did 
not stop members from having an enjoyable 
afternoon.

The May club night was a visit to 
Christchurch Auto Restorations. This 
proved to be a very informative and inter-
esting evening for the thirty or so members 
who attended. 

Our night trial was held recently with 
the winner being Percy and Heather 
Ralston in their Ford Model A. Les Bennett 
and Julie Lambie won the Navigators 
section in Les’s Plymouth coupe.

Owen Wilson is making good progress 
on his Austin A60 Ute with the motor 
reconditioned and some of the paintwork 
finished on one or two panels. Ollie Hurst 
is getting well on with his latest project, a 
1952 Hillman Minx convertible. He reports 
that the mechanical side is finished and 
half the body done.

A warm welcome is extended to new 
member Keith Pickford. He brings to the 
branch a 1957 Armstrong-Siddeley, 1966 
Commer Carmichael Fire Engine, 1971 
Lotus Europa TC and 1971 Lotus Elan Plus 
2.

Auckland  John Stokes 
Thanks to Michael Clark our website 

photo gallery is now up and running with 
about thirty branch vehicles shown. Visit 
www.avvcc.org.nz to see them. 

John Campbell, Dave Allbon and 
Kelvin Hawke have installed a sophisti-
cated overhead projection system in the 
clubrooms.

Motorcycles: Recent speakers at the 
section meetings have been Ken McIntosh 
of replica Norton fame and Nigel Webber 
who displayed his replica 1896 Roper steam 
motorcycle. This was quietly demonstrated 
in Fairfax Avenue and impressed all who 
saw and rode it. The Hulme super car was 

displayed at our June meeting. Auckland 
members accounted for over half the entries 
in Waikato Branch Mooloo Meander and 
came away with the bulk of the prizes, 
Alan Grout winning overall on his 1972 
Honda 350. Vic Brickell won the Eddie Sim 
trophy on his Triumph Speed Twin. New 
Motorcycle members are Mark Beston ‘59 
Triumph T100, David Bryant 1953 Triumph 
Tiger 100 and 1978 Honda CX500, John 
Draper 1952 BSA Sunbeam S8 and Graham 
Durbin 1929 AJS M8, Malcolm Bayly has 
1920 and 1927 Harleys and a 1952 Harley 
FL, while Howard Smith has joined with a 
1924 AJS, 1928 Rex Acme and two Rudges. 
Dave Williams has 1917 examples of both 
Henderson and Excelsior, a 1930 Indian 
Chief and 1939 Harley. Tony and Rosemary 
Vaughan have a 1959 LE Velo. Monty Wray 
won the motorcycle section at the Waikato 
Double Fifty on his 1963 AJS.

Veteran: Sue Jones has sold the 1906 
Cadillac remains to Christchurch. The 
1915 Renault charabanc is having new 
pistons cast for its first rebore.

Vintage: Colin and Pam Bell 1931 
Chev, Stephen and Tracey Winterbottom 
1928 Sunbeam and Russell and Jocelyn 
McAlpine ‘30 Ford Model A took the 
teams trophy at the Waikato Double Fifty. 
The Bell and Ball families taking the Fast 
Vintage class as well. Rodger and Val also 
took the branch points trophy at our AGM.

PV PWV P60V: Brian Gallichan has 
just completed a 1936 Singer Le Mans 
restoration. Mike and Adie Moffatt have 
brought a Jaguar XK 140 drophead coupe 
from the Nelson area. Tony and Angela 
Forster acquired a 1965 MG B roadster. 
Frank and Patricia Lester have joined with 
a 1958 Morgan Plus Four. Peter Crowther 
has bought a 1964 Jaguar 3.4 S Type. Ray 
Sutton has acquired a 1955 Renault Fregate 
and Nigel Foster and Lynn Marsden have a 
1939 Austin Cambridge.

General: the Branch Experts Rally was 
superbly plotted by Colin and Pam Bell and 
pre-war vehicles predominated. Rodger and 
Val Ball won in their 1930 Model A Ford. 
A number of members visited the Craw 
collection at Maungatapere. Alan Simpson 
has joined our ranks.

Service awards: Thirty-five years Shirley 
Bovis. Twenty-five year Mat Cox, Bob Hoy 
and Brian Mead.

Politics: Don Howarth joins committee 
and Chris Clark is our new Club Captain.

Banks Peninsula  Paul Tayler
One of the many good things that can 

be said about our branch is that we offer 
variety. 

idle

Motorcycle & Car a 
Wire Wheel Repairs & Restorations a

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & 

Truing • Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern
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25/4/10; Hadstock Park Gymkhana. On 
paddock surfaces that were near perfect 
an eclectic group of 16 cars competed over 
six tests during the day. Had GPS been 
available results may have been different 
however competition was exceedingly close 
with the first six places being separated by 
less than eight seconds and the difference 
between first and fourth being less than two 
seconds. John McDonald’s photos in our 
newsletter show quantities of good topsoil 
spilling from the wheels as testament to the 
tussle. Champion of the day was George 
Kear in a Mini Cooper. Geoff Owen and 
son David pushed their Ford Special, the 
latter showing fast skills in the last few tests 
and the Chamberlain VW Variant with 
sole female entrant Courtenay coping well 
in this event. Craig Cowie did enormously 
well using his brain instead of his forgotten 
calculator in the analysis.

16/5/10; Sandy Bay Hill Climb, Nelson. 
Six of our club cars travelled north to join 
the Nelson Branch and Nelson Car Club 
in this three kilometre event. It rained 
enough to nearly bring Noah out for a 
second tour of duty! To our relief the event 
wasn’t cancelled and the respect that we 
had for each driver making it to the top 
was a tribute to car and driving ability. 
Outstanding recipient of the Trophy for 
Vintage cars was Avon Hyde in his Austin 
Special in first place and tenth car overall. 
A great drive. Thanks Nelson VCC for 
the event and Doug Macdonald of Old 
Macdonald’s Farm for your generous and 
warm accommodation.

23/5/10; Run to Snowdon Station in 
the Rakaia Gorge. Seventeen cars from 
Minerva to Daimler SP250 travelled from 
Tai Tapu on a cold but bearable day. 
This scribe had the delight to travel in a 
1928 open top Model A as a self invited 

passenger. Nicky and Tony Tripp gave 
a talk on the history of the station and 
showed us through their museum, which 
is a work in progress. Lunch was taken on 
the homestead verandah, an enjoyable day 
thanks to Ron Hasell and the Tripp family.

Queen’s Birthday weekend and the 
Irishman Creek rally organised by our 
branch Chairman Craig Keenan. All of 
the fords that were to be crossed on the 
Saturday morning had to be missed (alter-
native route already anticipated in the rally 
sheets) because of their impassibility due to 
the weather.

Fords reigned supreme at the end of 
the event with Model A owners winning 
and coming runner up – congratulations 
Brendan Wilshire and John McLauchlan. 
Other Model As to feature in the weekend 
were Allan Wylie’s with a blown head 
gasket, Vaughan Elcock’s with starter motor 
issues, and the team from Auto Restorations 
(or should that read rapid Restorations) 
requiring a trailer to get their vehicle home 
with grumblings in the bearings. At least 
they got to the rally. Less fortunate was 
David Wright (last year’s organiser) in the 
freshly restored Vauxhall who broke down 
with timing chain problems on the way to 
the event.

Bay of Plenty  ron elton
For the May Breakfast Run we assembled 

at the Clubrooms, and took a five mile 
drive to our chosen café for breakfast. 
Crazy hats or scarves were the order of the 
day and Frank Parnwell with original 1950s 
crash helmet complete with bulb type horn 
and sign writing was one of the winners.

The May Mid Week Run went north-
east to the newly opened Brownie’s Brewery 
not far from Katikati, and the June Mid 
Week Run ventured to Old Forest School 
near Pongakawa. This is a delightful little 
school restored to its former glory, desks 
and all.

Our annual garage raid attracted a huge 
turnout. Martin Carey displayed his latest 
laser type cutter, which had been set up 
to cut out an enlarged V8 logo. While 
we watched, 10 of these patterns were cut 
out from 3mm plate and there were 10 
eager recipients for these logos, not all Ford 
fans I noticed! Elsewhere we pondered 
over a lifetime collection of old trucks and 
earthmoving/agriculture machinery. Inside 
another shed was the family’s car collec-
tion including an American Ford with fully 
retractable roof, a Nissan 300Z sports car, 
and several other American machines from 
the ‘70s. A 1928 Chrysler neared comple-
tion at our next stop and a Jag XK 120 body 
shell complete with its final coat of paint 
lay in the corner awaiting the return of the 
chassis. 

canterbury  Tony becker
From Little River, Queens Birthday 

Weekend annual Irishman Rally for 2010 
traversed Banks Peninsula’s worst offerings 
before tackling more familiar backcountry 
further south. Rain from Sunday afternoon 
through Monday, affected the whole 
country so swollen rivers and greasy condi-
tions were not untypical for the 120-vehicle 
fleet. Snow fell thickly for Central Otago’s 
Brass Monkey motorcycle rally but 
Irishman Rally managed to ‘Dodge and 
Ford’ most of the rough stuff. 

Canterbury: Car unloaded 1980

Right: Don and Marlene Muller’s 1923 Ansaldo 
Tourer, loaded. 
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Club Captain Graeme Sword tried a first 
for the 2010 Autumn Run extending it to 
a full weekend. This proved very popular 
as around 40 vehicles drove to a sunny 
Hawarden where items of interest were 
arranged by Ray and Glenys Miller. An 
excursion via Waiau Township ended at an 
ideal group venue, Hanmer Springs Forest 
Camp. From Saturday night on, the sky 
turned to custard for convertibles, but there 
was no dampening of fun. “It’s in the Bag” 
returned to entertain, and the Sword family 
prepared Saturday evening’s dinner as well 
as a Sunday BBQ. Those with a ‘cossie’ 
could not resist the lure of Hanmer Springs 
Hot Pools.

June is AGM time for Canterbury 
Branch, the Parts Shed and Motorcycle 
section. New Branch Chairman elect is a 
return role for Marilyn McKinlay, while 
most other positions remained with 
previous holders. One welcome new face, 
Caroline Kennedy, takes on the Treasurer’s 
job from Rhonda Genet who retired 
after excellent service. Jens Christensen 
continues to convene the motorcycle 
section and no changes affected the Parts 
Shed committee. Ross Butler and Graeme 
Sword retain Secretary and Club Captain 
positions. An unusually large representa-
tion from the motorcycle section almost 
doubled usual attendance for the Branch 
AGM. 

Restoration of the Year Run produced 
a small but interesting line-up for judging. 
Tom Steven’s 1911 Ford ‘T’ was Veteran 
winner, while Don and Marlene Muller’s 
1923 Ansaldo stole Vintage honours. Bob 
Hayes’ rare 1933 Humber earned a Post 

Vintage win with Peter McGrath’s 1939 
Buick Coupe runner-up. Allan Kelly’s Nash 
Metropolitan collected the PWV Trophy 
and Martin Rooney’s Ford AA-C tow truck 
took the Commercial prize. David Foster’s 
1956 Ford F100 was runner-up. McLaughlin 
Trophy went to Dianne and Rob Ross with 
runners up Judy and Don Bennetts. 

don and Marlene Muller’s 1923 
AnSAldO tourer 

The Ansaldo was built in Turin, Italy in 
1923. This car was purchased in 1980 from 
Paddy Williams of Dunedin; it was in sad 
condition and completely stripped down. 

It had no complete wheels, only three 
rims and three RAF hubs. So after many 
hours of mechanical and body restoration 
work, it made its first appearance at the 
2010 South Island National Easter Rally in 
Christchurch, some 30 years after purchase! 
Its appearance surprised many members 
who had forgotten Don still owned this 
unique old classic.

A couple of other previous owners in the 
1960s were Roger White and Dale Conlon.

eastern Bay of Plenty  Joy growden
In April Barry and Tessa Keene set 

another of their excellent trips to the Far 
North where we took part in the Brian 
Parker Memorial rally. Nine cars and 24 
people left on Wednesday and arrived in 
Taipa on Friday night after we had travelled 
over many winding dusty roads and visited 
many interesting places. The rally started 
at Kaeo then through private farmland to a 
reservoir lake then over country roads back 
their clubrooms. Barry and Tessa Keene 
won the rally. The group disbanded on 

Sunday and made their own way back with 
most arriving home on Monday.

Three cars were included in a display at 
the Antique Roadshow held in Whakatane 
in early May. We visited a truffle farm 
at Paengaroa where we enjoyed a walk 
through regenerated forest down to the 
Mangarewa River. The science behind the 
planting of the truffle trees was explained 
to us and we saw all the work involved in 
this venture.

Our AGM was held at the end of 
May starting with pot luck tea. All our 
officers were reelected with a few of the 
new members offering to share some of the 
duties.

far North  dave duirs
Our AGM saw a good turn out endorse 

some changes to carry on with the good 
work after a successful year of motoring and 
camaraderie. 

The Topp Trophy / Mothers Day Rally 
organised by the Mackays had a good 
muster. The route took vehicles along 
Doubtless Bay and then through Win 
Matthews’ farm along the Parapara River 
back to SH10 and then onto the Karikari 
Peninsula Flood Bypass Rd. Both these 
little detours show there still are some roads 
we haven’t seen before. After motoring out 
for a scenic stop at Rangiputa the group 
settled under the marquee at Karikari 
Winery for lunch. The Clarks took the 
trophy after being smartest at navigation, 
remembering photo clues, brain tests and 
driving one of the few true old vehicles.

A midweek run to the Waipapa Pioneer 
Hotel gave the Kerikeri participants a short 
run and the East Coast folk a longer gallop 

Eastern Bay of Plenty: Left: Tessa Keene driving a Steam Traction Engine 
at Kaikohe Pioneer Village.  
Right: Cars outside Firth Tower Museum in Matamata 
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to dine and compare notes on recent rallies 
in southern areas.

A small working bee team under 
Peter Mason has been tidying up some 
rough corners at the clubrooms which is 
much appreciated and the plans for the 
Autospectacular next January are being 
organised. 

gisborne  rodney Clague
Our annual general meeting on 16 June 

was one of the best attended AGMs for 
several years, and for once there was no 
twisting of arms to fill the few vacancies 
that occurred at the top table. Adrian Joyce 
has stepped down as Chairman after four 
years and has taken over the Treasurer’s 
post; Mark Dunn has moved up to take 
over the Chairmanship while new member 
Pauline Love has filled Mark’s place on the 
committee; Doug Fairbank has resigned his 
post as parts person on Wednesdays and 
also his part on the authenticity committee, 
and these roles have been taken on by 
Graham Revell and Ron Hopps respectively.

Recent events have included the Neil 
Peterson Trophy Run organised by Gail 
Menzies and Mike Little, which started at 
Nuhaka and visited the Tahaenui Quarry 
operated by local member Trevor Jukes 
before continuing on towards Wairoa on 
SH2 before turning on to Hereheretau Road 
which took us across country to come out 

at SH38 by Frasertown and from there 
into Wairoa for lunch. A visit to view the 
restoration of a Ruston Bucyrus excavator 
followed, and we returned home via the 
Tiniroto Road, calling in at the Te Reinga 
Falls on the way.

The Chairman’s Run was held on May 
30, and as “Youth Week” was from May 
24 to 31, four youngsters (three of them 
Scouts) were enlisted to act as navigators 
and spotters during the run. The Scouts 
assisted with setting up and running the 
gymkhana event which followed. Mark 
Dunn with son Mathew won the gymkhana 
in the 1916 Ford T Tourer.

Ray and Janet Squires (1969 Chrysler 
Valiant), Tony and Lynsey Bartlett (1979 
Daimler Sovereign) and Adrian Joyce and 
his granddad Joe Clifton (Wolseley 4/44) 
attended the North Island Easter Rally 
at Rotorua. Graham Revell and Brian 
Williams (1930 Nash coupe) attended the 
Waikato Double Fifty at Queen’s Birthday 
Weekend. Sadly none of them brought any 
gongs home.

hawke’s Bay  esther Smith
This month was AGM time. For the 

branch this was an opportunity to look 
at some rule changes and of course also 
the election of the branch officers. Our 
new Chairman is Steve Donovan who 
was an existing committee member, 
Derek Gordon returns as Club Captain, 
Juilette Cadwallader as Secretary and the 
new Treasurer is Maureen Peach. Other 
committee members are Steve Trott, Barry 
Ansell, David Gardiner, Brian Taylor, and 
Trevor Charman who has finally managed 
to escape from the position of Treasurer, a 
role he has carried out for many years. The 
AGM was also an opportunity to thank our 

outgoing Chairman Mark Jenkinson for his 
work on behalf of the branch, though he 
will still be involved in the committee in 
the position of Past Chairman.

Two notices of motion regarding amend-
ments to the branch rules were passed at 
the meeting. One allows for postal voting 
on major issues, and the second reduced the 
voting majority required to pass resolutions 
on significant issues from 75 – 60%. 

Coming events to look forward to 
are Deco Decanted weekend mid July, a 
mid-winter celebration of all things Art 
Deco, a low key occasion, focused on the 
local community. Branch members take 
the opportunity to participate with a short 
rally and then a winter event it is also a 
great opportunity to flaunt those furs. A bit 
further away is the annual Branch Safari 
held over Labour weekend. This year it will 
be based at Tokaanu.

horowhenua  Peter nightingale
Events have gone on regardless of the 

weather. There was a large attendance at 
the re-dedication of the Levin Cenotaph 
on 24 April, the day before Anzac Day. 
Branch Life member Tom Hayes has chaired 
an “Adopt an Anzac” committee for some 
years which has raised awareness and now 
funding for an upgraded cenotaph which 
would include many missing names from 
the past. Horowhenua Branch members 
were joined by Manawatu members and 
provided cars to transport veterans from 
WWII, J Force, Malaysia and Vietnam in 
a District Council parade to this ceremony.

Our AGM has been held with a new 
committee now installed. Our librarians 
Bev and Peter Kelly received the Tilson 
trophy which is a prestigious annual 
award to a member or members who the 

Horowhenua: Levin ANZAC Day Parade 2010. 
Right: Vernon Heath and Mark Morgan’s Jeeps
Left: Peter and Bev Kelly.
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committee consider have contributed the 
most the Branch as a whole.

Restorations finished include Scott’s 
1930 Model A Tudor sedan, Peter and Bev 
Kelly’s 1973 Triumph Estate, Mark Morgan’s 
1942 Jeep and our 1924 Ford Model TT 
depot hack. Jeff Fox has completed a huge 
job on the woodwork of a Wellington 
members six seater 1923 Packard and Mike 
Khull has finished the woodwork on Ian 
Chamberlain’s TT Truck. 

Manawatu   Allan hardacre
I set out to say that we’ve had a quiet 

two months in the Manawatu but looking 
back we’ve been out and about doing all 
sorts of things in our cars. The Post Run 
has been and gone. We had a good turnout 
of over 20 cars. The weather was perfect 
for motoring, the seal dry, the gravel damp 
and the autumn leaves blowing everywhere. 
The run started at the Pahiatua railcar 
museum where Bernard Watson and his 
fellow railcar restorers put on an excellent 
morning tea while we checked out progress 
on the ‘Tin Hare’ and R31. Railcar resto-
ration is heavy duty stuff and not for the 
faint hearted. The hilly country to the 
east of Pahiatua provides some of the most 
beautiful and varied motoring country in 
the North Island.

Len Haycock’s winter run for hairy 
chested boys, and who knows, perhaps even 
the girls, went to Ohakune in snow and 
rain. Derek Haycock had to shovel snow 
out of the Chev (tourer) after the hood fell 
off in a big gust of wind. 

This event was followed by some 
more normal motoring in the form of a 
garage raid to Wanganui. Progress on the 
Chamberlains’ Ford T mounted barrel 
organ of which Ian has crafted and Fay 
has tuned the hundreds of wooden organ 
pipes. The final stop was at Ed Boyd’s 
museum of the cool, weird and downright 
ugly, featuring gems such as the underpow-

ered Standard 10 that was bread and butter 
Kiwi motoring in the 1950s

The Night Trial, for those who like 
wandering around in the dark not knowing 
what they are doing, was held on 19 June 
and included a meal at the Cheltenham pub 
and supper back at the clubrooms. Alistair 
Howard, Chris Duffy and the Wyatts from 
Wellington took the rally honours.

Nelson   Pat Kennedy
A Special General Meeting of financial 

members was held on 13 May to receive 
the final report from our Building 
Subcommittee regarding future develop-
ment of the clubrooms at Founders Park 
or to move to Higgins Park. At this stage 
some development is to be undertaken at 
Founders.

16 May saw a very successful hillclimb 
event held in conjunction with the Nelson 
Car Club, on the Sandy Bay Hill Road 
in Riwaka. Conditions were a bit on the 
damp side, as in “very wet”. Thirty-six cars 
made the run, 14 of which were from the 
VCC. Canterbury was well represented 
by Avon Hyde in his Austin Special and 
Geoff Owen in his 1935 Super-charged MG 
Magnette.

There was the usual flotilla of Austin 7 
specials along with a 1928 Chummy driven 
by Bob Thompson. Raymon Farmer was in 
the Ransley Riley, Michael Stanley in his 
latest creation – the Riley Kestrel Special, 
plus several other vehicles and their drivers, 
all of whom had a very enjoyable day on 
the hill. Following this the participants 
gathered for a social get-together at the 
Riwaka Hotel. Avon Hyde driving the 
Austin Special won the Nelson Hill Climb 
Trophy. I’m sure the Hill Climb will join 
the sporting trial in becoming an annual 
Nelson VCC event.

On 28 May the Branch held its AGM 
with some last minute nominations filling 
most of the outstanding positions. This 

year we have Bob Thompson looking after 
sporting and speed events. The Branch is 
enjoying a revival of these types of events.

At the AGM 25 year badges went to Pat 
Pascoe and Mike Stephens; 35 year badges 
went to John Barker, John Hansen, Gordon 
Routledge, Ray Robertson and Murray 
Sutton. 

We welcome new member Philip 
Gaffney of Takaka. 

Northland  Terry lambess
We now have our AGM over with a new 

Chairman Graeme Dawson. Most other 
positions are unchanged so Graeme has a 
good team to help him. After the AGM 
we had our Birthday Rally and it certainly 
tested the minds of some members. At the 
Rockhoppers Gardens afternoon tea was 
held in the Tree House. These gardens are 
spread over ten acres and looked fabulous. 
We find our club runs are somewhat shorter 
than past. At our last run it was quite 
noticeable that smaller, more economical 
cars are being used by most members. We 
only had one 1928 car on the run. Are 
other branches noticing this? All in all a 
most enjoyable run. 

This year we held an ANZAC Day run, 
which left our clubrooms to first visit the 
War Memorial in town then on to view 
the display of white crosses. This field of 
crosses represented local fallen in the wars. 
Then it was up to Memorial Drive to visit 
the memorial column overlooking the city. 
After descending Parahaki we travelled 
on to the harbour entrance to visit the 

Northland: John Rummery’s Lovely Swallow ‘Doretti. Right: members gathering at the Rockhoppers tea gardens Treehouse.

Manawatu (right): Inspecting the Krupp gun on the Wanganui Garage Raid. Note: This is in the 
museum, not in some mad VCC members shed!
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gun emplacement guarding the entrance. 
After all had completed the run we visited 
the Mania Restaurant for a rather late 
afternoon teas.

North otago  
Judith and John Millar

The North Otago Branch has had its 
AGM. Most of the positions were filled, 
but no Club Captain. Gordon Hay is the 
new Chairman. The club has had a busy 
and successful year. Arrangements for the 
next National Motor Cycle rally are well in 
hand and we hope for good entries for this 
important event. This coming season is the 
50th Anniversary of our Branch, so special 
events are being planned to celebrate this. 
At least four of the original members are 
still very active in the branch. The pre ‘39 
and Topless Tour is on in August. Organiser, 
Ernest George, is hoping for a good response 
for a popular event.

Arthur Ruffell’s 1948 Chevrolet 
Thriftmaster pick up 15cwt was our club’s 
Restoration of the year. It was purchased as 
a basket case in 2005. The two tone paint 
scheme is to original specification. Engine: 
216 cu. ins, 90hp, 18–20 miles to the gallon, 
cruising speed 50 mph, top speed (est) 80 
mph. 

North Shore  ray urbahn
At our recent AGM most of the current 

members of the Committee were re-elected 
but the major change was the handing 
over of the Chairman’s position from Brent 
Mathieson after three very successful and 
innovative years, to Paul Collins. Brent 
takes over the delegate’s job from Paul. 
Opportunity was taken at the meeting to 
show members the amazing progress on the 
restoration of the Veteran Dennis Bus, the 
1935 Chevrolet Fire Engine and the 1939 
Chevrolet Taxi. All due to the work of 
an enthusiastic team of up to 30 members 
every Thursday morning. It has not been 
proven that some only turn up for the 

sumptuous morning tea. A highlight was 
the firing up of the reborn engine of the 
Dennis. 

The May run was to view Dion 
Coleman’s engineering workshop and later 
to his home to view his vast collection of 
automotive memorabilia and car parts. Yet 
another Packard has been unveiled with the 
completion by Dallas McNeil of his 1935 
Series 120 Convertible Coupe. This restora-
tion is a fitting tribute to his engineering, 

panelling and welding skills as he has built 
the whole body from the windscreen back, 
including the dicky seat area, from a few 
patterns. His manufacture of the hoodbows 
are further evidence of his outstanding 
ability. Congratulations to 25 year badge 
recipients, Peter Aitkin and Kevin Lord and 
35 year badge to John Pauling.
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North Shore: 1935 Packard 120 Convertible Coupe. Owners: Dallas and Sue McNeil..

Otago Branch 2010 Restoration Rally: This 
car is a 1929 Roosevelt and while it was from the 
Marmon Company, it was built and marketed as 
Roosevelt. 

Bruce Norrish’s 1929 Essex Challenger Sedan. 

North Otago: Arthur Ruffell’s, 1948 Chevrolet 
Thriftmaster pick up 15cwt, winner of restoration 
for the year for North Otago Branch.

Bill Veitch’s 1962 BSA Rocket Gold Star, judged 
best motorbike. 

Trevor Wilson’s 1964 Triumph Daytona. Photos 
Arthur Bennett.
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otago  Arthur bennett
Otago members appreciate the 

comments made by John Thorby in mailbag 
issue No. 304 regarding Bill Veitch and 
totally agree. In early May, 14 members 
and their period cars went to Brooklands 
Retirement Village at Mosgiel and gave the 
elderly residents tours around the local area. 
On Sunday 16 May our restoration Show 
and Shine was held in conjunction with the 
PV and PWV Rally to Aramoana. Three 
restored cars and two motor bikes were 
presented for judging. John Paramore had 
his 1972 Triumph Toledo, Bruce Norrish 
with his 1929 Essex Challenger, and the 
1929 Marmon Roosevelt 8 cylinder sedan 
owned by Rob French. The bikes were Bill 
Veitch’s 1962 BSA Rocket Gold Star and 
Trevor Wilson’s 1964 Triumph Daytona. As 
most of the PV and PWV Rally were P60V 
class that left Bill and Sue Partel as the 
winners of the PV Section.

Our AGM was held as a pot luck lunch 
at the Branch’s clubrooms with a reason-
able attendance. All positions were filled 
by the existing holders. The Restoration 
Cup was won by Rob French and his wife 
and their grand restoration of the 1929 

Rotorua Branch Left: Dorothy Clouston and 
Myrtle Fleet receiving 25-year badges at RVVCC 
Annual Dinner.  

Right: Bob Mowbray, Patron of RVVCC, presenting 
Chairman Mel Cooper with new addition to 
Library.

Roosevelt, and the Motorcycle Section by 
Bill Veitch’s magnificent presentation of his 
1962 BSA Rocket Gold Star. In May, a Quiz 
evening was held with 40 hopefuls knowing 
the answers. Scoring was very tight. In 
September a Shiny Parts Auction will be 
held. A welcome to new members Phil and 
Ryan Boult. Phil and his family now own 
the 1913 Alldays and Onions restored by 
his father, Gordon. Also welcome to Theo 
Marlow who owns two Morris Minors and 
two motorcycles. Work is coming on fine 
for Brendan Ashworth and his 1937 Bedford 
light truck restoration.

rotorua  Jackie Mowbray   
In the last few months we have 

welcomed several new members. Graeme 
and Dorothy Buchanan with a 1955 Austin 
A30, Keith and Andrea Gallaher with a 
1926 Model T Ford and Rocky and Rebecca 
Fiske with a 1968 Triumph Vitesse. 

The Club Captain’s Run in May was very 
well attended. A short rally around town 
with some curly questions and a most inter-
esting tour of the Waste Water Treatment 
Plant. There was much interest in a couple 
of new cars on the run. Mike Lowe with his 
1923 Fiat 501 and also Roger Nelson with a 
beautifully restored 1975 Triumph Stag. 

South Canterbury: Veteran and Vintage cars Easter Rally, entrants at Ferrymead 
town square with the Day’s 1925 Dodge in front. 

South Canterbury: Penny Stevenson powering the 1951 Jaguar drophead 
coupe up Frenchmans Gully road on the PV/PWV/P60V Rally. 

South Canterbury: Peter Hayman’s Willys-Knight, on the Mid Island 
Rally.

South Canterbury: Some of the vehicles on the Mid Island Rally 
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We were very pleased also to see 
Malcolm Foster driving his 1948 Mercury 
Coupe. Malcolm has made a remarkable 
recovery after a near fatal accident in a hay 
paddock. 

The Mid-Weekers have been very active 
with a picnic at Pukehina Beach and a 
visit to Metal Worx BOP where there were 
several cars awaiting restoration. One of 
these is a rare 1912 Minerva.

Ralph Riseley has at last finished the 
restoration of his 1938 Austin 7 Ruby. What 
was thought to be only a ‘cut and polish” 
turned into a major rebuild. Panel, engine, 
upholstery and finally paint. It is ready for 
a warrant of fitness and registration. So we 
look forward to seeing it.

There was a good attendance at the 
Annual Dinner and Prize giving held in 
June. Dorothy Clouston and Myrtle Fleet 
were both awarded their 25-year badges. 
Myrtle has been associated with the club 
more or less since the beginning but 
never officially joined until much later. 
Congratulations to both ladies.

South canterbury  bill weir
Mid Island Rally 14 March. Fifty-six 

vehicles registered for the 2010 Rally, 
which included 12 vehicles from the Singer 
Owners Club National Rally being held in 
Geraldine over the previous two days. The 
rally route took them over Pareora West, 
Taiko, Totara Valley, to the lunch stop at 
the Boy Scout Camp Raincliff. Then it was 
back to the prize giving at “The Stables” on 
Beaconsfield Rd, near Timaru. 

South Island Easter Rally. This year’s run 
by Canterbury Branch was a very enjoyable 
event and based at McLeans Island with 
eight South Canterbury members entering. 
A great weekend thanks to the Canterbury 
Branch for running such an enjoyable 
event.

PV PWV P60 Rally 16 May: 34 Cars 
participated in the Rally which took in 
the Bluecliffs and St Andrews area, South 
of Timaru. The weather was overcast 
with light drizzle. Cars left at 1:30pm and 
returned to the clubrooms for afternoon tea.

All American Day Weekend April 
17-18. A big turnout of vehicles ensured the 
ongoing success of the event with the cruise 
night on the Saturday evening drawing 
over 50 participants over a route through 
Rosewill, on to Pleasant Point, Waitohi, 
Temuka and via Seadown back to the VCC 
Clubrooms for a social hour.

Sunday’s display was at the north end of 
Caroline Bay and 160-170 vehicles attended. 
We had cars from all over the South Island 

and it was a most impressive display of All 
American vehicles.

South otago  John Cook
Our May night trial was well attended 

by Branch members and run by the scribe 
and wife Jan. A journey up the Clutha 
Valley Road to Clydevale to a check- point 
with a couple of questions to follow, more 
instructions and back to the clubrooms with 
a couple of detours on the way. Winners 
were David and Kathy Renton in a Chevy 
(modern). 

A quiz night in June run by Paul and 
Kaye Mc Nabb had a few scratching their 
heads for some answers. With Neville King, 
Noelene Milne, Alison Ollerenshaw and 
Peter Soper, lucky enough to take the tie 
breaker. 

Our branch AGM held in June saw 
a change at the top with Maurice Lloyd 
steeping down after two years as Club 
Chairman, thanks Maurice. Gary Beaumont 
was voted in as our new Chairman and 
a few other changes on the committee as 
well. The position of Club Captain has yet 
to be filled.

Fifty-four members attended our Annual 
Dinner. We had guest Colin and Molly 
Tiffany from Milton talking of their experi-
ences visiting Taiwan where family members 
live and work.

taranaki   Colin Johnston
After our Branch AGM in May with 

54 members present, our committee 
remains the same with John Muter Branch 
Chairman and Helena Moore secretary. 
Six members were appointed to the parts 
committee. Joyce Terrill and George 
Gardiner were presented with their 35-year 
badges and David Paynter who was not 
present at the AGM was acknowledged for 
his 25-year membership. We look forward to 
the coming year and member participation 
in club events. New members to join our 
club are Juan and Kelvin Whittington and 
Dave Ransom.

Our annual 44th Maunga-Moana Rally 
was held at Hawera this year with an 
entrant list of 79 vehicles taking part. I was 
lucky to take the overall winner’s place with 
Rob Thompson as navigator and my son 
Alexander as spotter. The rally was held 
around Eltham and Stratford and the east 
back country area of Taranaki. 

The May Sunday run took us to the 
Simkin’s garage where we viewed a 1929 
Essex Super six coupe. We then inspected 
the two fabulous Rolls-Royce Silver Ghosts, 
one a 1914 and the other 1920. The detail 
on these two restorations was outstanding 

and we are indeed very lucky to have these 
cars in Taranaki. We were then shown the 
latest restorations in another workshop; 
an air cooled Franklin being built as a 
raceabout, a Ford Model T and another 
Rolls Royce engine. The afternoon finished 
with a visit to John Brough’s place to view 
a collection of rare Citroens ranging from 
early Vintage to modern DS, one a two door 
convertible. John also has two very nice 
SMs, an unusual BX and a two engined 4x4 
2CV that belonged to the Spanish govern-
ment attracted a lot of interest. 

taupo  greg nattrass 
At our May club night we had a reason-

able turnout of members for our AGM. 
Val Moore accepted the position as 
Secretary again plus there were two changes 
Lynne Sutherland and Janice Maxwell as 
committee members. Not many changes 
on the executive with the re-election of 
Chairman, Norman Pointon; Secretary, Val 
Moore; Club Captain, Marty Sutherland; 
Treasurer, Rex Tindall. The meeting was 
followed with a general chit chat.

May also saw our “navigators run” with 
a collection of 15 cars on the start line. 
We were sent away at 90 seconds intervals, 
on a course that started at our clubrooms, 
with some round town clues, then onto 
Broadlands Rd and heading for the country. 
Soft tops were not the order of the day until 
the rain backed off. Twelve cars partici-
pated, the run ended with afternoon tea at 
a farm near Ohaaki. 

June club night was our mid-winter 
pot luck Christmas dinner, in which each 
member brings a plate whether it be a meat, 
vegetable or dessert, the selection of food 
was amazing, and as usual a great night was 
had by all that participated.

Our Brunch run was destined to be a 
trial, ending up at Crouton Café in Kinloch, 
but due to extreme weather the trial was 
cancelled and we drove to Kinloch direct. 

Waikato  Jeremy brook
Over 100 vehicles were entered in our 

annual Double 50 Rally held on Queen’s 
Birthday Weekend, ably organised by 
master plotters Shirley and John Foot. 
Overall winners were Stu Clotworthy 
and Eric Rogers from the Waikato. The 
route meandered across the Waikato to 
Te Aroha. Great roads and a ‘thinking’ 
challenge. Auckland Branch retained the 
Team trophy while Waikato won the Inter- 
branch trophy. Always good to see members 
who make a special effort to come out on 
this occasion as well as some new faces and 
other Branch members

idletorque
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April club night was a film and talk 
by Diane and Howard Porteous on their 
visit to America and the Boeing factory. 
May club night was Belinda Porteous and 
Emma Jane Opie from Wolfe Hearing 
clinic talking about hearing loss. For our 
younger members how you prevent it and 
for older members, what aids are available 
to help it. The April club run, ran from 
Gails of Tamahere to the Olive Grove and 
Clay House. The June annual Night Rally, 
organised by Bruce Murcott, made winners 
out of Don Missen and navigator Betty 
Beatty.

Over 60 people attended. Amongst 
awardees, Murray Ashby received his 35 
year badge on the night, with Sharman Orr 
receiving the same honour earlier in the 
week. Another notable award was to our 
Chairman, Graeme who carried away the 
Hard Luck Trophy for various disasters over 
the year including truck breakdowns and 
sustaining motorcycle injuries.

The motorcycle section continues to be 
active with a run to Gavin Mellow’s collec-
tion of Vintage farm machinery. 

Wairarapa   Kevin ball 
A couple of testing winter events kept 

the blood flowing in Wairarapa.

First was the winter motorcycle relia-
bility run/mystery tour, which attracted 
10 hardy motorcyclists and one pillion 
passenger. Barry and Linda Wells report 
that Chairman Howard Sims had to swap 
his Arial Leader for a scooter “of dubious 
Asian origin” at the last minute, so the bikes 
included an American, seven Brits and the 
scooter. Winner was Peter Simpson, the 
only visitor from another branch. Hopefully 
he’ll go home and tell his Wellington 
clubmates what a great event they missed. 
The route included lots of gravel, some of 
it freshly graded, through brilliant autumn 
scenery and fine, cool weather. Highlight 

Wairarapa: Left: Cracking hearty, but they were freezing ... the hardy souls who braved the drive to the Mt Dick lookout.  
Right: They say you can go anywhere in a Model A, and Kerry and Judy Mathers from Johnsonville took Sunday’s Winter Wander in their stride in their 1929 Fordor.

John and Sheila Clark, driving a lovely old 
Daimler, were overall winners of the Winter 
Wander.

Doug Curtis came over from Wainuiomata in his 
‘43 Chev pickup truck.

Wairarapa stalwarts Peter and Nola Groves very 
seldom miss a VCC event.

Waitemata: Left: Max Belcher’s Model A special and Danny Ryan’s Lancia Kappa at Irishman. Middle: Tony Campbell’s Delage and Ron Jacob’s Lancia 
Lambda at Irishman. Right: Part of the motorcycle section at the Craw Collection
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of the run was the secret stopover destina-
tion, Otapawa Farmstay’ shearers quarters. 
But these were not the traditional shearers’ 
quarters. The new woolshed has a commer-
cial-style kitchen and facilities to entertain 
large groups. Riders were treated to a 
delicious three-course buffet meal with all 
the trimmings. 

A Wellington visitor reckoned the 
Wairarapa Branch’s June event was “cool”. 
There’s no disputing the “coolness” of the 
day, with temperatures on top of Mt Dick 
struggling to stay on the positive side of the 
ledger as a southerly charged through. 

The run was the Winter Wander, which 
took cars on a tiki-tour of the Carterton 
rural area before they tackled the gravel 
road to Mt Dick lookout, high in the 
Tararua Range. The gravel track carved 
through the rocky hillside was surprisingly 
good, but some of the participants were 
decidedly pale when they got to the top. 
They ventured out into the elements for a 
group photo before leaping back into their 
cars with heaters on full. Frequent showers, 
with the occasional glimpse of sunshine, 
didn’t dim the enthusiasm of these intrepid 
motorists, several of whom left their 
Vintages at home and came in modern 
cars. The Winter Wander coincided with 
organisers Kevin and Val Ball’s 46th 
wedding anniversary, so Val contributed a 
very welcome meal of hot soup and buns to 
mark the occasion. 

Waitemata  di humphreys
Sunday 30 May 60 keen folk from 

Branches around Auckland ventured 
north to visit the Craw Collection. This 
is a collection that once resided in the 
Waitakeres but some years ago was taken 
north, stored in the disused Dairy Factory 
at Maungatapere (west of Whangarei) by 
the late Mr Craw, and not seen since its 
move. His very approachable son Fenton 
now has the collection available to view. 
Outside the large sheds was enough rusty 
mangled metal to make a scrap man’s day! 
Inside the collection of motorcycles, cars, 
mostly Packards, steam engines, army and 
road-making machinery was amazing. A 
great way to spend a sunny winters day!

The Belcher Model A (Whangarei, 
the Ryan Lancia (Hamilton) and the 
Jacob Lancia (Auckland) travelled to 
Christchurch for the Canterbury Branch 
Irishman Rally. Keith and I flew down to 
join the Jacob team, Max Jamieson flew 
down to join Tony Campbell’s Delage team. 
It was a good weekend.

The Annual Dinner and Movie at 
Ryder’s Theatre was well attended. Leaving 

North Shore at 4.30pm in cold and wet 
weather saw most Waitemata’ites in 
moderns. A short Around-the-Houses run 
got us to Avondale with enough time in 
daylight to amble around the interesting 
property. 

Those Magnificent Men in their Flying 
Machines, provided by Ian Goldingham 
was a hit, good to enjoy an evening movie 
without blood, guns and sex.

Our AGM, being held a month late is 
our next event, including a posh dinner 
and presentation of 50, 35 and 25 year 
badges.

Then it’s the long awaited R’Oil Can!

Wanganui  fay Chamberlain.
Our AGM, has come and gone. No 

big hiccups, and very few changes which 
does make things a lot easier. We welcome 
another lady on the committee (making 
three now.) and say goodbye to Tom Day 
who is retiring. No badges for presentation 
this year. 

Our Mid Year Annual Rally has also 
come and gone. What a great road for 
a winter’s day! Around 130-140 miles, 
heading north from Turakina right up into 
the hinterland via the Turakina Valley 
Road. Wonderful scenery, heaps of rain, 
mud for most of the way, and corrugations 
galore all added to the adventure. Lunch 
was at the little school of Rangimaea. 
The return home was very steep down the 
infamous Burma Road and back through 
Fordell. The overall winners this year were 
Robin and Sylvia Voss from Palmerston 
North. 

The Branch’s ‘27 chev truck was out 
again on 19 June, for the local Gonville 
Kindergarten’s 50th birthday. 

Ian Chamberlain’s Mark 1 Zephyr 
convertible was on stage for the local 
production of “Grease” in the Royal 
Wanganui Opera House. Getting it on to 
the revolving stage was quite exciting.

The major job of converting a 1938 
Chevrolet car into a grand shiny black 
hearse is now complete. 

The Parts shed is now in full use and 
due to be opened officially in a couple of 
months time.

Wellington   ray betteridge
Winter’s well and truly with us and 

hardtops are suddenly fashionable. April 
saw the running of our Twilight Run which 
replaces the Night Trial. The route wove its 
way in and out of the Hutt, Moonshine and 
Mangaroa Valleys. There were questions, 
silent checks, timed section and straight 
line navigation all intermingled (or 

is it tangled?) to make this a fun and 
challenging event. The eventual winners 
were John and Eileen Walls in their 1928 
Studebaker.

May brought the Ladies Rally which was 
well attended with 17 vehicles on the road. 
This was a local run and the winner was 
Stephanie McGreevy with Shaun Leahy 
in their MG B GT. Jacob and Amy Walker 
won the young navigators award. More 
hotly contested was the accompanying 
Men’s Baking Challenge. The entries were 
tasted by a very “corrupt” bunch of officials 
with Colin White cleaning up again.

June is a busy month with the 
Colonial Cup Restorations and Rally 
being contested. There were three worthy 
contestants in the restorations. Ashley 
Blair, with his 1927 BSA 350 Model L – 
this beautifully detailed motorcycle won the 
Southward Salver for Best First Restoration 
and Best Motorcycle Restoration award. 
Also entered were Kim Rose with his 1935 
Austin 7 and Paul Hooper with his 1946 
Armstrong-Siddeley Typhoon – both very 
nice restorations. Kim eventually came out 
on top to win the Colonial Cup for the 
Most Meritorious Restoration. 

The Colonial Cup Rally had a colonial 
theme. Cruising around the Government 
Power House and High Court and then 
splashing out into the country for a timed 
section. Unfortunately Ashley found the 
advantages of a water-cooled magneto were 
outweighed by the big disadvantage of no 
spark and he trailered home. The eventual 
winners were Kim and Steven Rose in the 
Austin 7.

Wellsford/Warkworth 
   rita Jorgensen

At our April meeting Sharon Kast, a 
full-time volunteer at the Tauwharanui 
regional Park on a peninsula east of 
Warkworth, gave an insight into the 
valuable work of preserving our fauna and 
flora. Eighty-six species of birds have been 
identified over 30 years. With interesting 
cliff formations and ocean beach, it is a 
good destination for a car run.

Wanganui: 1938 Chevrolet 
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A Mother’s Day run to Brian and 
Vanessa Mason’s farm at Tomarata near 
Wellsford was to view Vanessa’s very nice 
garden and to see Brian’s Vintage tractors, 
collected over 15 years. These included; 
1946 Minneapolis Moline, 1946 Fordson E 
2 7 N, 1948 John Deere model M 2 cylinder, 
1948 Farmall H, and a 1964 Nuffield 1042, 
all in fine condition. Brian’s Vintage vehicle 
is a 1937 Dodge he purchased from James 
Lawrie.

Another May shed raid took members 
of our Branch and North Shore to Dion 
Coleman’s workshop at Whangaparaoa. 
Dion’s work includes reconditioning and 
balancing motors.

At his house he has an attic museum 
overflowing with car badges, books, dishes, 
clothing memorabilia from all manner of 
subjects. An amazing collection.

North Island Club Captain John Foot 
and wife Shirley came to give us a talk 
to explain rally instructions which we 
found very helpful. After lunch we went 
on a short run to put what we had learned 
to effect with a post mortem back at the 
clubrooms afterwards. Many thanks to John 
and Shirley. 

Now we have our own premises we have 
two meeting nights. The second Thursday 
in the month for a noggin annd natter, 
speaker or film. The last Thursday in the 
month for business. 

There were no changes to our manage-
ment committee at our AGM in May.

West Coast: Above: Avon Hyde proceeds with caution (for a start!) 
Right: The silver streak makes it up and over. 
Below Right: Murray Schwass making a splash with style
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ObitUARY
Ross haden haynes
Canterbury branch

Ross always wanted to be a mechanic 
and he played around with cars and motor-
bikes all his life. With a determination to 
do everything well and a great sense of 
humour Ross was a prominent member of 
the Vintage Car Club and made a signifi-
cant contribution to the Austin cause for 
many years through the Vintage Austin 
Register. He was an expert on 7s, 12/4s 
and 20s.

Ross was born in 1929 and when he was 
young his father bought a second hand 
1920 Austin 20 from Croziers Garage. The 
salesman represented the Austin’s relia-
bility well when he said “look after the 
wheels and you will have no trouble” and 
this started a life long respect for early 
Austins.

Ross gained his apprenticeship at 
Croziers in 1945. A time in Marton as 
the Vehicle Inspector for the Transport 
Department gave Ross a huge area to 
cover and his job had some interesting 
work with army vehicles, rental fleets, 
and ambulances, but the down side was 
attending fatal crashes and reporting on 
the vehicles involved and giving evidence 
at subsequent court cases. Later on Ross’ 

garage at Rolleston was visited by many 
members for their warrants of fitness where 
Ross’ standards were high. His knowledge 
was later put to good use as a scrutineer for 
VCC speed events.

His first Austin was a 1927 fabric saloon 
which be bought in 1954. It was followed by 
a 1934 box saloon, and then an early 1923 
model which he found in a blacksmith’s 
yard and bought for £7/10/–. This was the 
family transport for many years. His second 
1923 Seven was much more expensive at 
£20. It was eight days younger that the 
other car and had been the Nurse Maude 
car. This is now permanently housed at 
Ferrymead. A parachute-silk bodied Austin 
7 racer was built and campaigned before 
Gordon Routledge purchased it.

Ross restored several Austin 20s; the 
yellow disappearing-hood car followed by 
the magnificent Sports 20. Then Ross 
moved on to build what he called the 
Fake Super Sports, his copy of the 1929 
Factory Super Sports. Finally he restored 
and motored a 1927 Chummy in Banks 
Peninsula Branch events.

Other hobbies that Ross enjoyed as a 
young man were to do with motorbikes, 
working on them and racing them. He 
raced at Cust in the 250cc class and at the 
Halswell 100, again in the 250cc class. He 
raced on grass and owned a 250cc Rudge, 

a 350cc AJS, and a 500cc Ariel with a 
Speeding Rudge engine. There was also a 
Scott and the 1927 Model 18 Norton that 
he passed on to his son.

In 1969 Ross helped establish a 
branch of the Vintage Austin Register in 
Christchurch and the Register recently 
presented him a Foundation Members 
Badge. Ross was a willing source of informa-
tion for Register members. His knowledge 
of Austins, his skills and attention to detail 
meant that his cars performed significantly 
better than their maker intended.

With Ross’ grandfather Haynes having 
taken up land at Prebbleton in 1878 Ross 
developed a keen interest and knowledge of 
New Zealand history.

There was another fascinating side to 
Ross. He was a member of the Dickens 
Fellowship which had started in Wellington 
in the 1840s as the Pickwick Club. Ross was 
an ardent enthusiast of Charles Dickens as 
a social commentator. As well as attending 
the monthly meetings Ross was a collector of 
Dickens’ novels and journals. Ross knew this 
subject just as well as he knew his Austins.

On 12 January 2010 Ross’ friends and 
relatives supported Naomi, Gail and 
Geoffrey, and Ross’ grandchildren, as we 
laid Ross to rest at West Eyreton.

Ross Vesey

West coast   hemi Te rakau
The West Coast Branch celebrated the 

“re-birth” of the beautiful 1930 Chevrolet 
Universal Club Sedan rebuilt and owned 
by our Treasurer Tom and Daphne Griffin. 
See pages 14 for the full story. 

Six new members have joined recently, 
bringing with them a fine assortment of 
cars; Cortina GT, 1939 Chevrolet Master 
85 Sedan, 1939 Plymouth 4-door sedan, 
1972 Rover P6B saloon, Model A Phaeton, 
1929 Model A roadster pick up, 1970 MG 
B GT, 1968 Ford Zephyr and two Ford 
Mustangs (a 1965 Fastback and a 1966 
Notchback). 

20 June saw a group of hardy enthusiasts 
gather in Reefton for the Annual “Rosco 
Trials” event. Uncharacteristically there 
had been a wee bit of rain that resulted in a 
tricky course set up to say the least! Great 
slides, slops, suckings and gurglings were to 
the fore as contenders tried the softly, softly 
approach to sneak up on the mud, through 
to the “give her the revs and blow your 
way through” fraternity. Mother nature 

and the paddock knew 
best, foiling even the 
craftiest of skilled 
drivers. However, one 
small, light-weight 
Austin 7 Special 
floated through some 
amazing mud, slop and 
stones encouraged by 
vigorous bouncing that 
would have tested the 
spring shackles and 
pins on a tank! The 
best thing of all was 
that this remarkable little car was driven 
by a woman! Do I need to say more? The 
day was such that we couldn’t keep the 
lens of the camera clear for the action shots 
so not all of the images were printable. 
However, a weather reprieve came along 
in the afternoon session which was being 
held near and in the Inangahua River. 
Some of the course had to be changed as 
the waters in some creeks had come up 
from the day before when the markers were 

placed and had become undriveable even 
for Austin 7s. The river section ended a 
great day for all involved. The after match 
function and dinner saw many tales being 
told and unusually for the ‘Coast went 
on into the wee small hours of the night 
and morning. Our thanks to all those who 
came from such long distances to compete, 
the West Coast Branch really appreciated 
your support of this event.

West Coast:  Our woman entrant handles the course with style.
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32 years experience • qualified tradesman •  
cars • trucks • tractors • motorbikes • full or part restorations undertaken 

cars for sale go to www.scottsrestorations.com

P 03 314 4992 M 027 221 8092 email thescotts@scorch.co.nz

FORMERLY PEARSONS VINTAGE CARS

Classic and Vintage Restorations
North caNterbury

aMerIcaN
euroPeaN

eNGLISh
auStraLIaN



0800 658 411

of a lifetime
Insuring you have the rally 

Over 40% of VCC members have their house, contents or cars insured 
with Vero CIS. So why don’t you join them? You’ll receive tailored policies and 
competitive VCC premiums. Vero CIS will also make a contribution to the VCC 
for every policy you take out. 

Vero CIS are proud to be the major 
sponsor of the VCC Rally 2012

For more information about our VCC policies
or to obtain a quotation call us on


